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Mode-coupling theory is an approach to the study of complex behavior in the supercooled liquids
which developed from the idea of a nonlinear feedback mechanism. From the coupling of slowly
decaying correlation functions the theory predicts the existence of a characteristic temperature Tc
above the experimental glass transition temperature Tg for the liquid. This article discusses the various
methods used to obtain the model equations and illustrates the effects of structure on dynamics and
scaling behavior over different time scales using a wave-vector-dependent model. It compares the
theoretical predictions, experimental observations, and computer simulation results, and also
considers phenomenological extensions of mode-coupling theory. Numerical solutions of the model
equations to study the dynamics from a nonperturbative approach are also reviewed. The review looks
briefly at recent observations from landscape studies of model systems of structural glasses and their
relation to the mode-coupling temperature Tc. The equations for the mean-field dynamics driven by
the p-spin interaction Hamiltonian are similar to those of mode-coupling theory for structural glasses.
Related developments in the nonequilibrium dynamics and generalization of the
fluctuation-dissipation relation for the structural glasses are briefly touched upon. The review ends
with a summary of the open questions and possible future direction of the field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Almost every liquid undergoes a glass transition when
supercooled below its freezing temperature, bypassing
the formation of the crystalline state. The rapidly in-
creasing viscosity of the liquid is a generic feature of the
supercooled state. Many different expressions have been
used to fit the experimentally observed temperature de-
pendence of the viscosity. These include the standard
Arrhenius form ,expsA /Td, the Vogel-Fulcher form
,expfB / sT−TVFdg, and the power-law behavior ,sT
−Tod−g. Experimentally the temperature at which the
viscosity reaches the value of 1014 P has usually been
identified with the so-called calorimetric glass transition
temperature Tg. An interesting plot of the data of glassy
relaxation was made by Angell s1984d of viscosity h vs
inverse temperature Tg /T scaled with Tg ssee Fig. 1d.
The increase of viscosity in different materials occurs in
different ways. One extreme is a slow growth of h with
lowering of temperature T over the temperature range
T.Tg followed by a very sharp increase within a small
temperature range close to Tg. In a number of systems
described as fragile liquids a crossover in the tempera-
ture dependence of the viscosity h was observed. A
more uniform increase is seen over the whole tempera-
ture range for strong liquids like B2O3 or SiO2. This
behavior has been quantified by defining a fragility pa-
rameter m as the slope of the viscosity-temperature
curve as m=d ln h /dT at T=Tg sBöhmer et al., 1993d.
Thus, for example, m=81 sfor o-terphenyld and m=20
sfor SiO2d denote two extreme cases of fragile and
strong systems.

Understanding the transformation of a normal liquid
to an amorphous-solid-like state from the basic laws of
statistical physics has been an area of strong research

interest in recent times. The dynamics of the liquid state
at the microscopic level are described by the classical
equations of motion of a very large number of particles.
Early theoretical work on the dynamics of the fluid state
involved to a large extent the study of kinetic theories of
hard spheres, following the approach of Maxwell and
Boltzmann sChapman and Cowling, 1970d. Transport
phenomena in the liquid were studied from the Boltz-
mann equation with Enskog corrections, which included
only short-range uncorrelated binary collisions of the
constituent particles. Theories of the fluid that consider
only the time evolution of the microscopic states con-
trolled by uncorrelated collisions lead to the conclusion
that the fluctuations from equilibrium decay with an ex-
ponential dependence on time. Thus typical time-
dependent measurements on the fluid could be under-
stood in terms of simple exponential relaxations.
Deviations from such behaviors appeared in subsequent
studies. Typical examples of such cases are the density
expansion of transport coefficients sZwanzig, 1963; Ka-
wasaki and Oppenheim, 1965; Ernst et al., 1969d discov-
ered to be nonanalytic, or computer simulation studies
of hard-disk or hard-sphere fluids sAlder and Wainright,
1967, 1970d showing that the correlation of the velocity
vstd of a tagged particle with the same quantity at an
earlier time follows with a power-law decay st−d/2 in d
dimensionsd. The traditional kinetic theories dealing
with uncorrelated collisions of fluid particles were ex-
tended to study correlated motions in terms of ring and
repeated-ring collision events between the fluid par-
ticles. The origin of these observed behaviors were col-
lective or hydrodynamic effects sZwanzig and Bixon,
1970; Pomeau and Résibois, 1975d on a semimicroscopic
level. As the liquid is increasingly supercooled below its
freezing point and approaches the glass transition, the
role of correlated motions of the fluid particles becomes

FIG. 1. Viscosity of various glass-forming liquids vs Tg /T. Tg is
defined as the temperature at which the viscosity reaches
1014 P. From Angell, 1984.
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dominant. One of the typical consequences of this pro-
cess of slowing down, for example, is the fall of the self-
diffusion coefficient of a tagged particle in the sea of
identical particles. The motion of the tagged particle is
delocalized in the normal liquid and, with increasing
density, the cage formed by the surrounding particles
becomes more persistent, tending to localize the tagged
particle.

A related theoretical development for the dynamics of
fluids came from the observation of very slow relaxation
near the critical point sHohenberg and Halperin, 1977d.
Following the initial work of Fixman s1962d, Kawasaki
s1966bd introduced the idea of including the nonlinear
coupling of the slow modes in expressing the transport
coefficients of the fluid. The time correlation functions
of the slow modes are now expressed in terms of renor-
malized transport coefficients generalized to include fre-
quency and wave-vector dependence, expressed in terms
of correlation functions. Typically the renormalizing
contributions are expressed as a functional FsC0d of the
correlation functions C0 between the different hydrody-
namic modes in the basic theory with exponential relax-
ations. Originally such mode-coupling models were used
in the study of relaxation in systems near second-order
phase-transition points sFixman, 1962; Kadanoff and
Swift, 1968; Kawasaki, 1970bd. In the case of critical phe-
nomena, the static correlations grow indefinitely near
the transition point and through the mode-coupling
terms the cooperative effects over different length and
time scales are probed. For the normal-liquid state,
mode-coupling contributions to transport coefficients
sAlley et al., 1983d, and diffusivity sCurkier and Me-
haffey, 1978d were computed at the lowest order to ac-
count for the substantial difference between computer
simulation data and corresponding results obtained from
the Enskog theory at the same density. More exotic re-
sults from inclusion of mode-coupling effects indicated
the breakdown of conventional hydrodynamics, e.g., the
long-time tails in the dynamic correlation functions sFor-
ster et al., 1977d or divergence of components of the dy-
namic viscosity tensor in smectic-A liquid crystals sMa-
zenko et al., 1983d.

The relevance of the mode-coupling theory to the
theory of the glass transition emerged with the idea of
expressing the mode-coupling terms, i.e., the functional
F for the generalized transport coefficient, in terms of
the full density autocorrelation function c. The func-
tional Ffcg and the defining relation for c in terms of
the generalized transport coefficient thus obtained a
closed equation for c. This provided a dynamic feedback
mechanism self-consistently producing very slow dynam-
ics for c sGeszti, 1983; Bengtzelius et al., 1984;
Leutheusser, 1984d. A new approach to the study of su-
percooled liquid and the glass transition was thus initi-
ated. As a result of this nonlinear feedback mechanism a
dynamic transition of the liquid to a nonergodic state
was predicted. In the long-time limit, the density corre-
lation c freezes at a nonzero value beyond the transition
point, while the thermodynamic properties of the liquid
vary smoothly through the transition. The viscosity fol-

lows a power-law divergence approaching the dynamic
transition point accompanied by a finite shear modulus
in the glassy state. Subsequent work sDas and Mazenko,
1986d demonstrated that the sharp dynamic transition to
an ideal glassy state predicted by Leutheusser s1984d and
Bengtzelius et al. s1984d is finally removed due to cou-
pling of the density and current fluctuations in a com-
pressible fluid, and ergodicity is maintained at all densi-
ties. However, the above described feedback mechanism
from the coupling of density fluctuations causes a sub-
stantial enhancement of the viscosity. Thus, although the
sharp transition is suppressed, there are strong remnants
of it causing a qualitative change in the supercooled liq-
uid dynamics around a temperature Tc higher than the
usual glass transition temperature Tg. Identification of
the new temperature Tc s.Tgd for liquids, generally of
the fragile type, has been one of the main outcomes of
self-consistent mode-coupling theory. Subsequent theo-
retical and experimental work has focused on finding the
signatures of the mode-coupling transition at Tc. The
complex relaxation behavior predicted by mode-
coupling theory has been observed in a wide number of
experiments as well as computer simulations. Computer
studies of the potential-energy landscape of simple
model fragile systems has further enhanced our under-
standing of the complex nature of the dynamics. The
recent advances in the dynamical theory of the super-
cooled liquid from self-consistent mode-coupling models
will be the main focus of the present review. In our dis-
cussion of mode-coupling theory for the glass transition
we shall follow a generalized hydrodynamic approach
which we extend to the finite wave vector or correspond-
ing short-length-scale regime. The glass transition is not
intrinsically related to long distance and long time
scales, which refer to hydrodynamics in the traditional
sense. The transition to an amorphous-solid-like state is
characterized by the freezing process occurring first over
small or intermediate length scales. However, the effects
of the jamming process should finally propagate to hy-
drodynamic regimes. In applying the continuum hydro-
dynamic description to liquids, it is useful to note that
the length scale of the fluctuations does become compa-
rable to the coarse-graining length. However as the den-
sity of the liquid increases, the mean free path becomes
smaller than the particle size, and a continuum hydrody-
namic treatment becomes more appropriate.

An outline of the review is as follows: A general back-
ground of the statics and the dynamics of the super-
cooled liquid in Sec. II is followed in Sec. III by a dis-
cussion of the generalized hydrodynamic approach. In
Sec. IV we discuss how the mode-coupling models effec-
tively describe strongly correlated motion in a dense liq-
uid. In an associated Appendix we outline the different
approaches to determining the self-consistent form of
the model equations from the classical statistical me-
chanics of a many-particle system. Complex relaxation
schemes and scaling predictions, as well as the corre-
sponding corrections to the scaling laws, are reviewed in
Sec. V. Here we also consider the implications of the
feedback mechanism for other related properties of the
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fluid like the response to shear or tagged-particle mo-
tion, and extend the mode-coupling theory to some com-
plex situations. Work in which the ergodicity-restoring
mechanism is included in the theory is discussed in Sec.
VI. This is followed in Sec. VII by a review of the pre-
dictions of the mode-coupling theory that have been put
to the test, with detailed analysis of data from experi-
ments. Phenomenological extensions of mode-coupling
theory, including further slow modes in the hydrody-
namic description of the fluid, are reviewed in Sec. VIII.
The basic equations of fluctuating hydrodynamics from
which mode-coupling theory is obtained have been
solved numerically and are reviewed in Sec. IX. The re-
sults of computer simulation studies of structural glasses
with simple interaction potentials are discussed in Sec.
X. The freezing of the liquid in the amorphous state, as
seen in the structural glasses, occurs without the pres-
ence of any intrinsic disorder. This is in contrast to the
so-called spin-glass systems, in which externally induced
squenchedd disorderd is present. However, interesting
analogies have been discovered between the two types
of system, and these are reviewed in Sec. XI. We end
this review with a discussion of the main achievements
as well as the shortcomings of the mode-coupling theory
and brief indications of the unresolved issues.

II. CLASSICAL LIQUIDS: SOME PRELIMINARIES

A liquid is a strongly interacting system intermediate
between the vapor or gaseous state and the crystalline
state of matter. In equilibrium it is characterized by
time-independent thermodynamic properties like pres-
sure P, or volume V, described in terms of the first de-
rivatives of the Helmholtz sFd or Gibbs free energy sGd,
respectively, as P=−s]F /]VdT and V= s]G /]PdT at con-
stant temperature T. Second derivatives of the free en-
ergy relate to experimentally measured quantities like
isothermal compressibility xT or the thermal expansion
coefficient a given, respectively, by

xT = − V−1s] V/] PdT, a = V−1s] V/] TdP. s2.1d

At the microscopic level a liquid is characterized by the
elementary unit that it consists of. The basic unit char-
acterizing a liquid varies from a single spherical atom, in
an atomic liquid, to a complex molecule, in a molecular
liquid. The interaction between these units is always the
starting point of a theoretical model of the liquid. The
mathematical formulation used to obtain a well-defined
theory of the liquid state involves the hypothesis that the
interatomic forces and energies in a classical liquid are
dominated by a sum of pair interactions. Thus, if three
or more atoms are close together in a dense liquid, the
energy is the pairwise sum of the energies of the differ-
ent atoms. An important feature of this pair potential in
simple liquids is the harsh repulsive core that appears in
the short range. It produces the characteristic short-
range order of the liquid state. At long range the attrac-
tive part in the pair interaction is active and varies much
more smoothly than the repulsive one. The simplest ex-
ample is the hard-sphere model of a liquid with the in-

teraction usrd=` for r,s and =0 for r.s, where s is
the diameter of the hard spheres making up the liquid.
Indeed the structure of a hard-sphere liquid is not sig-
nificantly different from that of a liquid with a more
complicated interaction potential. The hard-sphere liq-
uid is the most commonly studied theoretical model
used to understand the static, i.e., thermodynamic, as
well as the dynamic properties of a liquid.

A. Equilibrium structure of the liquid

The description of the structure of a liquid begins with
the pair correlation function or the radial distribution
function gsr1 ,r2d. It is defined in terms of the conditional
probability rs2dsr1 ,r2d of finding simultaneously a pair of
atoms at r1 and r2, rsr1 ,r2d=n2gsr1 ,r2d, where n=N /V is
the number of particles per unit volume. In equilibrium,
translational invariance holds and for an isotropic sys-
tem g;gsr12d is a function only of the distance between
the two points. For small r , gsrd is vanishing due to the
repulsive core of the interaction potential, while for
large r , gsrd→1, implying that the probability of two
particles being at two widely separated points goes to
the trivial limit n2. In this description gsrd is the most
fundamental quantity in describing the equilibrium
structure. Other thermodynamic properties like the
pressure and the isothermal compressibility of the liquid
are related to gsrd. gsrd is often described in terms of the
Fourier-transformed quantity called the static structure
factor Sskd,

Sskd = 1 + nE eik·rhsrddr , s2.2d

where hsrd=gsrd−1.
Theoretical calculation of gsrd or Sskd involves defin-

ing a new type of function, the direct correlation function
csrd, through the Ornstein-Zernike relation

hsrd = csrd + nE csur − r8udhsr8ddr8, s2.3d

or equivalently Sskd= f1−ncskdg−1 in Fourier space. To
solve for gsrd and csrd, for a given pair potential usrd, we
need to supplement Eq. s2.3d with a closure relation.
Two standard prescriptions for this are, respectively, the
Percus-Yevick sPercus and Yevick, 1958d solution and
the hypernetted-chain closure svan Leeuwen et al.,
1959d. The Percus-Yevick solution is most suitable for
describing correlations between particles when the inter-
action potential is harshly repulsive or short range, e.g.,
a hard-sphere interaction. The hypernetted chain, on the
other hand, is well suited for long-range potentials like
those in Coulombic systems. However, for strongly
coupled systems like the high-density or low-
temperature liquids, both these closures lead to severe
thermodynamic inconsistency sHansen and McDonnald,
1986d since the virial and compressibility equations, re-
spectively, lead to different equations of state sCarnahan
and Starling, 1969d. This problem was addressed by pro-
posing bridge functions that interpolate between the
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Percus-Yevick and hypernetted-chain schemes. The
bridge function is adjusted to achieve full consistency
between the two equations of state sRogers and Young,
1984d. For interaction potentials having an attractive po-
tential well sa typical example is the Lennard-Jones in-
teraction potentiald the structure factors are also ob-
tained by using the bridge function method mentioned
above sZerah and Hansen, 1986; Due and Haymet, 1995;
Due and Henderson, 1996d. The static structure factor
for the liquid obtained through these schemes provides
an accurate description of the thermodynamic proper-
ties at high density. Experimentally Sskd and hence gsrd
is measured through scattering experiments with differ-
ent types of incident radiation: electromagnetic sx rays,
g rays, lightd, electrons, neutrons, etc. The intensity from
elastic scattering at a certain wave number k is related to
the structure factor Sskd. The scattering centers in the
sample liquid are different for different sources of radia-
tion. The average scattered intensity Isqd is proportional
to the structure factor Sskd.

B. Time correlation functions

Time correlation of the dynamic variables averaged
over the equilibrium ensemble forms an important in-
gredient in the study of the dynamics of a fluid sOnsager,

1931a, 1931b; Kadanoff and Martin, 1963d. Let ĉa and ĉb
denote some space-time-dependent dynamic properties
of the fluid. The correlation function of the fluctuation

of ĉa and ĉb around the corresponding equilibrium av-
erage is defined as

Cabsr,r8,t,t8d = kdĉasr,tddĉbsr8,t8dl

= Cabsur − r8u,t − t8d , s2.4d

where the angular brackets denote an average in the
equilibrium ensemble in which time translational invari-
ance and isotropy hold. The most important time corre-
lation function for a fluid is that of the number density
fluctuations denoted by dnsr , td=nsr , td−n, conveniently
described in terms of the spatial Fourier transform,

Fsk,td =
1

V
kdnsk,tddns− k,0dl . s2.5d

The spectral quantity Ssk ,vd, which is the two-sided fre-
quency transform of Fsk , td, is called the dynamic struc-
ture factor. In the equal-time limit, the correlation func-
tion Fsk , t=0d=nSskd where Sskd is the static structure
factor defined in Eq. s2.2d. In the theoretical models con-
sidered in the present review, the interaction potential
between the particles of the fluid will influence its dy-
namic properties through the effect on the static struc-
ture factor.

Essentially all scattering experiments probing the dy-
namic properties of a fluid measure the time correlation
functions. The frequency-dependent structure factors in
this case are obtained from the intensity of the inelastic
scattering. Let us consider some specific cases.

1. Neutron-scattering experiments

Neutron scattering usually accesses the liquid dynam-
ics at time scales of 10−12–10−7 s sLovesey, 1984d. For
supercooled liquids the earliest studies of the dynamics
were carried out at much lower frequencies correspond-
ing to the very slow relaxations characteristic of such
systems. However, more recent theoretical models probe
the nature of the glassy dynamics ssee Sec. Vd over in-
termediate time and length scales. This is where
neutron-scattering experiments have been very effective
sMezei, 1980, 1989d. Several techniques have been em-
ployed for studying dynamic properties of the liquid us-
ing neutron scattering:

sad A backscattering configuration geometry with the
source and detector at 180° has achived high reso-
lution. The corresponding Bragg angle u=90° im-
proves the energy resolution dE /E=cot qdq.

sbd Time-of-flight experiments measure the flight time
between the scattering event and the detection of
cold slow-energyd neutrons. The time-of-flight data
give the dynamic structure factor Ss2u ,vd where 2u
is the scattering angle.

scd The neutron spin-echo technique sMezei, 1980;
Lovesey, 1984d uses the number of Larmor preces-
sions the neutron spin undergoes in a homogenous
magnetic field to determine the neutron velocity
change in the scattering event. This technique has
been used to obtain the density autocorrelation
function in the time-space domain sMezei et al.
1987; Mezei, 1989d.

2. Light-scattering experiments

Dynamic light-scattering techniques sBerne and
Pecora, 1976d have also been used extensively in recent
years for studying the dynamics of supercooled liquids
sPusey, 1991d. The scattered speckle intensity carries in-
formation about the location of the particles in the liq-
uid. The time correlation of this intensity obtains the
dynamic density correlation function in time. Using scat-
tering of monochromatic light beams, one studies the
liquid dynamics over time scales of 10−12–102 s. A useful
light-scattering technique for time domain measure-
ments is impulsive stimulated thermal scattering sYan and
Nelson, 1987a, 1987b; Halalay et al., 1994d. It is applied
in the study of supercooled liquids over time scales
10−12–10−3 s. For optically isotropic liquids, the intensity
of the scattered light having a transverse polarization
with respect to the incident sdepolarizedd light is zero.
However, a substantial intensity of the depolarized com-
ponent is seen in the scattered light from an atomic liq-
uid. Depolarized light scattering sLevine and Birnbaum,
1968d has been used extensively for studying the dy-
namic behavior of liquids and gases. Here scattering
from a pair of density fluctuations results from interac-
tions due to the dipole-induced-dipole mechanism
sBerne and Pecora, 1976d.
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Besides the density autocorrelation, another impor-
tant quantity often studied is the tagged-particle velocity
autocorrelation, kvstd ·vs0dl, which is essential for under-
standing single-particle dynamics in the fluid sthe angu-
lar brackets indicate an equilibrium averaged. In a dense
fluid this correlation becomes negative for large t, signi-
fying the rattling motion of a particle in the cage formed
by its surrounding particles. This is generally termed the
cage effect. The square of the displacement of the tagged
particle from its initial position defines the diffusion co-
efficient Ds through the Einstein relation kr2stdl,Dstdt.
The corresponding frequency-dependent diffusion coef-
ficient Dssvd of the tagged particle is obtained as an in-
tegral of the velocity autocorrelation,

Dsvd =
1
3E0

`

dteivtkvstd · vs0dl . s2.6d

Dssv→0d=Ds is the long-time limit of the tagged-
particle diffusion coefficient. The velocity autocorrela-
tion function develops a negative tail as a result of the
cage effect, and this causes a fall in the diffusion coeffi-
cient, as can be seen from Eq. s2.6d. In a normal liquid,
Ds has an inverse dependence on the shear viscosity
given by the Stokes-Einstein relation, Ds=kBT / sVhd.
The diffusion coefficient of a tagged particle in a dense
fluid has been measured in real as well as computer ex-
periments. Experimental techniques include measure-
ment of tracer diffusion by inserting a dye molecule in
the liquid and indirect calculation of self-diffusion from
the van Hove correlation function using the incoherent
part of the dynamic light scattering svan Megen et al.,
1998d. Nuclear magnetic resonance sNMRd methods
have also been used extensively in recent years for mea-
suring the diffusion constant in supercooled liquids. In
NMR experiments the change in the nuclear precession
is monitored. The discrepancy in this phase caused by
the motion of the fluid particle from a given point into
another region, where the applied field is slightly differ-
ent, has been used to measure the diffusion coefficient
since the work of Carr and Purcell s1954d.

C. Linear response to perturbations

The linear response of a dynamic variable â to an ex-
ternal time-dependent field hasr , td is induced by the in-
teracting part of the Hamiltonian,

H8std = −E âsrdhasr,tddr . s2.7d

The average change in a dynamic variable b̂ at time t

from the corresponding equilibrium average kb̂l is ob-
tained in terms of the linear-response function,

kDb̂stdl = E
−`

+`

dt8Rbast − t8dhast8d , s2.8d

such that Rbast− t8d is zero for t8. t due to causality. A
typical example is the measurement of the response

function in dielectric experiments. The time-dependent
polarization due to the dipoles lags behind the applied
dynamic field—the time lag represents the dielectric re-
laxation and it results in an absorption of energy from
the external field. The response of the system to a time-
dependent external field has been used to study liquid

dynamics sWilliams and Watts, 1970d. If P̃sr , td is the po-
larization induced in a sample at the point sr , td where
the electric field is Esr , td, then the corresponding linear-
response function denoted by xij is the dielectric suscep-
tibility. The frequency and wave-vector transform of x in

the isotropic fluid, i.e., xsq ,vd, is given by P̃=xsvdE. In
the q→0 limit, this gives the dielectric susceptibility
function xsvd and is related to the corresponding com-
plex dielectric permittivity, ẽsvd=1+4pxsvd. Here ẽ is a
complex function whose real and imaginary parts are
related through the Kramers-Kronig relation. The
linear-response function corresponding to the external
field is measured using different methods over various
frequency ranges. The lowest frequency range of
mHz–kHz is studied using time domain spectrometers
sMopsik, 1984d, while the range of 1 MHz–10 GHz is
covered with reflectometric techniques sBöhmer et al.,
1989d. In recent times the linear dielectric response of a
liquid has been measured over 18–20 decades of fre-
quency sSchneider et al., 1999d.

1. Fluctuation-dissipation theorem

The equilibrium correlation function Cba between the
two dynamical variables a and b is related to the re-
sponse function through the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem,

Rbast − t8d = − Qst − t8d
1

kBT

] Cbast − t8d
] t8

. s2.9d

The validity of the fluctuation dissipation theorem in the
supercooled metastable state has been widely investi-
gated in recent times and will be discussed in the present
context of structural glasses in Sec. X.C and mean-field
spin models in Sec. XI.B.

2. Linear transport coefficients

Fluctuations out of equilibrium occur in the fluid ei-
ther spontaneously or due to an external perturbation,
and their dissipation is an irreversible processes. The ir-
reversible flux Ji of a physical property smass, momen-
tum, or energyd in the fluid is assumed to be linearly
proportional to the gradient Xj of the conjugate thermo-
dynamic property driving the flux. The matrix of linear
transport coefficients is defined through the phenom-
enological constitutive relation

Ji = o
j

LijXj. s2.10d

For heat conduction, Eq. s2.10d is Fourier’s law with the
constant of proportionality giving the thermal conduc-
tivity tensor lij, whereas if Ji is the flux of matter this
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describes Fick’s law, and Xj corresponds to the concen-
tration gradient, the corresponding transport coefficient
being the diffusion coefficient tensor Dij. In an isotropic
fluid lij=ldij and Dij=Dodij where lo denotes the ther-
mal conductivity and Do is the diffusion coefficient. In a
dense fluid, cooperative dynamics over different lengths
and times are effective and hence the linear relation
s2.10d is often generalized to a form that is nonlocal in
both time and space. This results in frequency- and
wave-number-dependent-generalized transport coeffi-
cients, which can be expressed in terms of equilibrium-
averaged time correlation functions of suitable currents
and are termed Green-Kubo relations. For example, the
shear viscosity h of the fluid is expressed in terms of the
time correlation of the transverse part of the flux corre-
sponding to momentum density, i.e., the stress tensor sij,

h = nbE
0

`

dtksxystdsxys0dl . s2.11d

Microscopic expressions for sxy in terms of the interac-
tion potential of the fluid particles are used to compute
h from Eq. s2.11d. This is particularly useful in computer
simulations. A similar expression for the self-diffusion
coefficient in terms of the velocity autocorrelation func-
tion is given by Eq. s2.6d. In supercooled liquids direct
measurements of the frequency-dependent transport co-
efficients have been made. For example, the frequency-
dependent shear viscosity hsvd was obtained by Menon
et al. s1994d, who applied a shear in the fluid between
two plates and measured the balancing torque. Similarly
the longitudinal viscosity of a supercooled liquid was
measured from ultrasonic sound attenuation within it
sJeong et al., 1986; Jeong, 1987d, while the frequency-
dependent specific heat was measured from the dynamic
thermal response sBirge and Nagel, 1985; Dixon and Na-
gel, 1988d.

III. COLLECTIVE MODES IN CLASSICAL LIQUIDS

A. Hydrodynamic description

The hydrodynamic description of a fluid involves a set
of smoothly varying field variables which are obtained
by coarse-graining the mass, momentum, and energy of
the constituent particles over microscopic scales. A set
of equations for the time evolution of these local densi-
ties describes the spatio-temporal behavior of the fluid
over the corresponding length and time scales. The ori-
gin of these equations are microscopic conservation laws
of the respective physical quantities. Thus in an isotropic
fluid there are five conserved densities corresponding to
the total mass, momentum, and energy.

1. Conservation laws and balance equations

At the microscopic level the conserved densities at a
given space-time point sr , td are defined in terms of the
phase-space coordinates, i.e., position and momentum
hra ,pajPa=1,N, of the N particles of the classical fluid
as

ĉsr,td = o
a

cadfr − rastdg , s3.1d

where ca;hm ,pa ,eaj refers to the mass, momentum,
and energy, respectively, of the ath particle. The signifi-
cance of the above definitions for the microscopic vari-
ables is apparent in the coarse-grained picture. For ex-
ample, the integral of the density r̂sr , td over an
elementary cell around the point r gives the total mass
of the particles present inside it at time t. Each of these
conserved densities in the set âsrd;hr̂srd , ĝsrd , êsrdj sat-

isfies microscopic balance equations of the form ]tĉ
+ ¹ ·Jc=0 which retain time-reversal symmetry. For the
five conserved densities hr̂ , ĝ , êj the corresponding cur-
rents are, respectively, the mass current density ĝ, the
momentum current density or the stress tensor ŝ, and

the energy current Ĵe. Microscopic expressions for the

currents Ĵa in terms of the phase-space coordinates
hra ,pajPa=1,N are obtained using the equations of
Hamiltonian dynamics sZubarev et al., 1997d.

2. Macroscopic hydrodynamics

a. Local equilibrium distribution

The nonequilibrium state of the fluid described in hy-
drodynamics corresponds to the time regime where it
has reached a state of local equilibrium. At this stage the
local densities hâsrdj are sufficient to describe the state of
the system. The probability function for the local equi-
librium state is obtained in analogy with that of the equi-
librium state. For an equilibrium state with a set of con-
served quantities A= hN ,H ,P , . . .j, the probability
density of the grand ensemble is feqsxNd,expf−bsH
−mN+P ·vdg, with the respective thermodynamic vari-
ables being given by the set b= hb ,m ,vj referring to the
inverse temperature, chemical potential, and velocity.
Analogously, the local equilibrium state fle is character-
ized by the set of local thermodynamic variables
hbsr , td ,msr , td ,vsr , tdj, now dependent on the space and
time.

The average of the microscopic density kĉsr , tdlle over
the local equilibrium distribution function fle gives the
corresponding hydrodynamic field csr , td with smooth
spatio-temporal dependence. The dynamical equations

for csr , td are obtained in the form ]tc+ ¹ · J̄c=0, where

the J̄c denote the average microscopic current Ĵc with
respect to the local equilibrium distribution. By a ca-
nonical transformation to a locally moving frame de-
fined through pa=pa8 +mvsra8d and ra=ra8 , the average
currents are obtained as sZubarev et al., 1997d

J̄r = g = rv ; J̄e = Se +
rv2

2
+ PDv ,

s3.2d
s̄ij = Pdij + rvivj.

Here we have used the definitions s̄ij8 =Psx , tddij and ē8
=esx , td for the pressure Psx , td and the internal energy
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density esx , td, respectively, in the local rest frame. These
currents given by Eq. s3.2d constitute the Euler equa-
tions for the hydrodynamics representing reversible dy-
namics. The entropy of the fluid in the local equilibrium
state, defined as Sstd=−kln flestdl, remains unchanged for
an isolated system.

b. Dissipative dynamics

Dissipative processes due to irreversible transport in
the fluid are included in the equations of motion for the
local densities in a phenomenological manner. There is
no dissipative part in the mass current g, which itself is a
conserved quantity. The other dissipative currents are
expressed in terms of the gradients of the local tempera-
ture Tsr , td=b−1sr , td and velocity vsr , td,

sij
D = o

k,l
hijkl¹kvl, fJe

Dgi = o
j

lij¹jT . s3.3d

The tensor hijkl and lij refer to the viscosity and thermal
conductivity, respectively, of the liquid. The forms for
the dissipative currents s3.3d follow from general ther-
modynamic considerations like positive entropy produc-
tion in an irreversible process sMartin et al., 1972d. For
an isotropic fluid the transport matrices can be further
simplified as follows: The fourth-rank tensor hijkl is ex-
pressed in terms of two independent coefficients, ho and
zo, called the shear and bulk viscosities, respectively. The
thermal conductivity l is given by lij=ldij. The set of
hydrodynamic equations for the averaged local densities
hrsr , td ,gsr , td ,esr , tdj is thus

]tr + ¹ · g = 0,

]tgi + ¹jfgigj/rg = − ¹iP + Lij
ovj, s3.4d

]te + v · ¹ e = − h ¹ · v + l¹2T ,

where h=e+P is the enthalpy density, with e the energy
density, and P the pressure in equilibrium. The dissipa-
tion matrix Lij

o relates to the viscosities as

Lij
o = ho8dij¹

2 + ho¹i¹j s3.5d

with the longitudinal viscosity ho8=zo+ho /3. Conven-
tional hydrodynamics as described by Eq. s3.4d considers
only slow processes occurring over long length and time
scales. At what is known as the Navier-Stokes order, the
dissipative terms are considered to be linearly propor-
tional to the gradients of the local thermodynamic fields.
The macrodynamic equations including the terms up to
second order in the gradients are called the Burnett
equations. The transport coefficients appearing in the
hydrodynamic equations are system-dependent con-
stants and are treated as inputs. Transport coefficients
for a given interaction potential are computed in the
kinetic theory of fluids.

To compute the transport coefficients for a given liq-
uid in terms of the basic interactions of the particles, a
suitable kinetic equation is used to describe the irrevers-
ible dynamics of the system at the microscopic level. The
starting point of such a theory is the Liouville equation

sHansen and McDonald, 1986d for the N-particle distri-
bution function fsNdsra ,pa , td, from which the equation
for the reduced distribution function fsnd is obtained by
integrating out the rest of the sN−nd degrees of free-
dom. The set of equations of motion for n=1,N consti-
tute the BBGKY hierarchy equations. The basic kinetic
equation in terms of the one-particle reduced probabil-
ity distribution function sn=1d is obtained with a suit-
able closure of this hierarchy. In the simplest form the
dynamics are taken into account at the level of uncorre-
lated two-body collisions. At higher densities Enskog
corrections are included in the kinetic theory to obtain
density-dependent transport coefficients sChapman and
Cowling, 1970; Résibois and de Leener, 1977d.

c. Hydrodynamic fluctuations

The hydrodynamics variables, e.g., the density field
rsx , td, fluctuate due to chaotic motion of the actual fluid
particles sor due to a random external fieldd. Conven-
tional hydrodynamics refers to properties of the fluid
over length and time scales long compared to the corre-
sponding characteristic microscopic ranges. The corre-
sponding hydrodynamic fluctuations sLandau and Lif-
shitz, 1963d are those of low frequency v and small wave
number k, so that vtc!1 and kl!1, where tc is the
mean time between collisions and l is the average par-
ticle spacing in the liquid. The equations satisfied by the
fluctuations are similar to Eq. s3.4d, which involves non-
linear coupling of the modes. Let us consider first the
linearized dynamics of the fluctuations. The hydrody-
namic equations are not in a closed form with the field
variables csx , td. Equations s3.4d involve local properties
slike local pressure P, temperature T, and velocity vd
which are generalizations of the corresponding thermo-
dynamic properties of the equilibrium state. When we
Fourier-transform the first two equations in Eq. s3.4d swe
ignore energy fluctuations for simplicityd in the small
k-limit, we obtain

]tdrsk,td + ik · gsk,td = 0,
s3.6d

]tgsk,td + ikco
2 + ho

Kk2gsk,td + h8o
Kkk · gsk,td = 0,

where ho8
K=ho8 /ro and ho

K=ho /ro, with ro=mn being the
average mass density. The dissipative equations given by
Eq. s3.6d are applicable for length and time scales long
compared to the microscopic scales. The constant trans-
port coefficients like ho

K, etc., are input parameters in the
theory. In reaching the closed form of those equations
we have used a generalization of the corresponding ther-
modynamic relation ¹P=co

2 ¹dr, where co
2 = s]P /]rdT is

the isothermal speed of sound.
In an isotropic fluid the four equations s3.6d split into

sad two coupled longitudinal equations consisting of the
mass density r and the longitudinal component of mo-
mentum current g and sbd two identical equations for the
transverse components of momentum g. The linearized
dynamical equations for the fluctuations of the hydrody-
namic fields obtain exponentially decaying modes
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f,expszmtdg. For the longitudinal case zmskd= ± icok
+Gok2 for m=1,2 constitutes a complex-conjugate pair,
signifying two propagating sound modes with speed co

and attenuation Go=ho8+ho. The two transverse modes
are degenerate, zT1skd=zT2skd=hok2, corresponding to
shear fluctuations decaying through diffusion. If the
equation for the energy fluctuation is included in the set
s3.6d, there is an extra decay mode in the longitudinal
part with decay rate zH=−ik2Do, where Do is the heat
diffusion constant in the isotropic fluid. This third decay
mode sin addition to the two sound modesd represents
the energy diffusion over the hydrodynamic length and
time scales and is termed the heat mode.

B. Beyond conventional hydrodynamics

A theoretical formulation of the dynamics of dense
fluids going beyond the Enskog approximation ssee Sec.
III.A.2.bd is possible in several ways. An important step
in this direction is the revised Enskog theory of van
Beijeren and Ernst s1973d for hard-sphere fluids at high
density. Here the dependence of the local structure of
the fluid on the nonequilibrium density is included in the
collision term describing the two-body interaction pro-
cess. Thus the pair correlation function gnesr12d of the
nonequilibrium fluid is treated as a functional of the lo-
cal density rstd. The revised Enskog theory for dense
liquids was used by de Schepper and Cohen s1980, 1982d
to consider short-wavelength and short-time phenomena
beyond the hydrodynamic range. These collective modes
are extensions of the corresponding hydrodynamic
modes at small wave number and frequency and are use-
ful in understanding the neutron-scattering results for
the dynamic structure factor Ssk ,vd in this wave-number
and frequency domain. A similar approach was taken in
molecular dynamics computer simulations of hard
spheres sAlley et al., 1983d. Here wave-vector-dependent
sgeneralizedd transport coefficients were used in the hy-
drodynamic expressions for the correlation functions in
order to obtain agreement of the theory with simulation
results.

Although the assumption of slow variations used in
obtaining the hydrodynamic equations is not valid at
short length and time scales, the above results indicate
that the deviations occur in a subtle and gradual manner.
Therefore, instead of following the fully kinetic ap-
proach of distribution functions outlined above ssee Sec.
III.A.2.bd, one can also consider the dynamic evolution
of the fluid in terms of hydrodynamic equations gener-
alized to include short-wavelength, short-time phenom-
ena. While retaining the basic structure of the equations
one can extend the hydrodynamic description by replac-
ing the relevant thermodynamic properties or transport
coefficients by functions that can vary in space or in both
space and time sChung and Yip, 1969; Akcasu and
Daniels, 1970; Ailawadi et al., 1971d. The resulting
theory, which describes the dynamical behavior of the
fluid over a wider range of spatial and temporal varia-
tions, is termed generalized hydrodynamics sKadanoff

and Martin, 1963; Boon and Yip, 1991d. We first consider
the extension of the theory to short wavelengths still at
the level of uncorrelated binary collisions. This is com-
parable to many-body kinetic theory, in that it focuses
on the dynamics of a small set of slow modes.

1. Generalized hydrodynamic modes

The generalized hydrodynamic approach was used
sKirkpatrick, 1985bd to obtain time correlation functions
for a hard-sphere fluid at finite k and v outside the do-
main of conventional hydrodynamics. The results were
similar to those obtained by the kinetic theory work us-
ing the revised Enskog model. In the generalized hydro-
dynamic approach sLutsko et al., 1989d the equations of
motion for the conserved densities of mass, momentum,
and energy were obtained following the projection op-
erator technique of Mori and Zwanzig sZwanzig, 1961;
Mori, 1965a, 1965bd.

a. The projection operator

In the deterministic equations of hydrodynamics the
conserved density refers to the corresponding fluctuat-
ing quantity averaged over some suitable statistical en-
semble. The projection operator technique is applied to
obtain equations of motion that apply to the time evo-
lution of the corresponding fluctuating property in any
single member of the ensemble. Let us consider a set of
dynamical variables hAisr , tdj whose time evolution fol-
lows from the Liouville equation, i.e., Aistd=expsiLtdAi
in terms of the Liouville operator L sHansen and Mc-
Donald, 1986d. We define Ai such that its equilibrium
average is equal to zero and use the notation Aist=0d
;Ai. The projection operator P is defined through its
action on a dynamical variable Bstd,

PBstd = o
j,k

kBstdAj
*lkAj

*Akl−1Ak, s3.7d

where the angular brackets denote an average over the
equilibrium distribution. The operator Q=1−P denotes
the projection in the orthogonal subspace. The equa-
tions for the time evolution of the dynamic variables Ai
are obtained sHansen and McDonald, 1986d in the ma-
trix form,

Ȧstd − iV · Astd + E
0

t

Mst − sd · Assdds = Rstd , s3.8d

where A here refers to the column vector with the Ai’s.
The frequency matrix V and the random force vector R
are given by

Vij = o
k

kAi
*iLAklxkj

−1,

s3.9d
Ristd = expsiQLQtdKi

with Ki=QȦi and x denoting the equilibrium correlation
function matrix kAi

*Ajl=xij. Rstd on the right-hand side
of s3.8d remains at all times orthogonal to the space of
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A, kAi
*Rjstdl=0. The kernel matrix M relates Ȧ to the

A’s at earlier times and is called the memory function. R
is expressed in terms of the correlation of the force Rstd
in the subspace of Q through a Green-Kubo-type rela-
tion,

Mij = o
k

kRiRkstdlxkj
−1. s3.10d

The chosen set of variables hAj is termed “slow” and the
remaining large numbers of degrees of freedom other
than hAj for the system are spanned by the operator Q.
Their role in the dynamics given by Rstd in Eq. s3.8d is to
be treated as “noise.” The corresponding autocorrela-
tion is related to the generalized transport coefficients M
in Eq. s3.10d. The dynamical equation for the time evo-
lution of the correlation functions fdefined in Eq. s2.4dg
of the slow modes is reached in a matrix form by multi-
plying Eq. s3.8d from the right with A* · kA*Al−1 and av-
eraging to obtain

] C
] t

− iVCstd + E
0

t

Mst − sd · Cssdds = 0, s3.11d

where it is taken that kARstdl=0. The one-sided Laplace
transform of the memory function equation s3.11d re-
duces to the form

fzI + V + MgCszd = x , s3.12d

where we have used the definition

fszd = − iE
0

`

eiztfstddt, Imszd . 0 s3.13d

for the Laplace transform. x;Cst=0d represents the ini-
tial conditions for Eq. s3.11d.

The projection operator scheme described above pro-
vides us a way of describing the dynamics of the many-
particle system in terms of a reduced set of variables
given a proper definition of their inner product. In the
present context of the dynamics of fluids we use the set
of conserved local densities of mass, momentum, and
energy to constitute the chosen set while the average
equilibrium ensemble is taken as the inner product.
These collective modes are deviations from the equilib-
rium state, whose properties are assumed to be known.
For the chosen variables there is a vast difference in the
time scales of variation in comparison to those of the
large number of microscopic variables of the fluid. The
origin of these slow variables for a specific system can be
different, e.g., microscopic conservation laws as in the
present case, heavy mass of a Brownian particle, or
breaking of a continuous symmetry sForster, 1975d of the
many-particle system. The fluctuating equations for the
conserved densities are treated as plausible generaliza-
tions of the macroscopic hydrodynamic laws and de-
scribe the actual motion of the hydrodynamic variables
and not just their mean values. These equations can be
used to study phenomena at microscopic frequencies
and wavelengths.

b. The hard-sphere liquid

For a hard-sphere liquid the chosen set of variables
consists of hr ,g ,Tj denoting the density, momentum,
and the kinetic energy, respectively sthere is no potential
energy in this cased. The equations for the fluctuations
thus obtained are assumed to be valid even at short
wavelengths sfinite kd. For an isotropic system the corre-
lation functions involving the momentum current g split
into sad the longitudinal component gl and sbd the two
transverse components gt. The equal-time correlation
function matrix x in this case is diagonal with the non-
zero elements, xrr=m2nSskd, xee=3n / s2b2d, and xglgl
=xgtgt

=mn /b. From the matrix Eq. s3.12d correlation
functions are computed in the crucial short-time ap-
proximation. In this limit the contribution from the
memory function term M in Eq. s3.11d is set equal to
zero. For a hard-sphere system with instantaneous colli-
sions this is still a reasonable approximation for studying
the dynamics even up to long times. The frequency ma-
trix V is computed from Eq. s3.9d involving the Liouville
operator L. For the special case of discontinuous hard-
sphere potentials, the time dependence of the dynamic
variable Astd=eiL±tA is generated by operators L+ and
L− for t.0 and t,0, respectively sRésibois and de
Leener, 1977d. Note that L± are identical for fluids with
continuous interaction potentials. Straightforward calcu-
lation obtains for V,

V = 3 0 ik 0

− ikco
2skd Goskd ikwskd

0 − kwskd DHskd
4 , s3.14d

where co
2skd=1/bmSskd. The different wave-vector-

dependent functions are given by wskd=1
+3yj1sksd / sksd, DHskd=nof1− josksdg, and Goskd=nof1
− josksd+2j2sksdg, with the jl’s denoting a spherical
Bessel function of order l and y=4pwgssd. DHskd corre-
sponds to the generalized heat diffusion constant and
sound attenuation. no=2/ s3tEd represents a microscopic
frequency, tE being the Enskog time between collisions
sRésibois and de Leener, 1977d. The density autocorre-
lation function Fsk , td at large k is obtained in terms of
the three exponentially relaxing modes,

Fsk,td = o
m=1

3

Amskde−zmskdt, s3.15d

where zmskd are the three eigenvalues of the matrix
s3.14d. These zm’s in the small-k limit reduce to the three
hydrodynamic modes described in Sec. III.A.2. The
wave-number-dependent functions DHskd, Goskd, and
hoskd play the role of generalized transport coefficients
representing dissipative effects over short length scales.
These generalized transport coefficients in the small-
wave-number limit reduce to the corresponding Enskog
values obtained from a kinetic theory calculation sin
which only the collisional contribution has been kept;
see Kirkpatrick, 1984d. Similarly the eigenvalue for the
transverse shear mode is at z=−hoskd, where hoskd
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=noh1− josksd− j2sksdj is the generalized shear viscosity.
In Fig. 2 we show the real part of the eigenvalues

−zmskd sm=1, . . . ,5d extended to large k, for a hard-
sphere system at packing fraction w=pns3 /6=0.471.
The Percus-Yevick solution sAshcroft and Lekner, 1966d
with Verlet-Weiss correction sVerlet and Weiss, 1972;
Henderson and Grundke, 1975d for the structure factor
Sskd has been used in computing the matrix elements of
Eq. s3.14d. The propagating pair of sound modes sshown
by dotted linesd crosses over to a pair of real modes for
an intermediate wave-number range. The most interest-
ing feature is the behavior of the heat mode ssolid lined,
which becomes soft near the peak of the structure factor
of the liquid, since S−1skd is small there. Analysis of the
amplitude factors at the peak indicate that the soft mode
corresponds mostly to a density fluctuation. At high den-
sity the softening is pronounced and it corresponds to
very slow dynamics near the diffraction peak sde
Gennes, 1959d. The two transverse shear modes sdashed
linesd are identical in the isotropic liquid.

2. Dynamics in the Markovian approximation

Unlike the case of hard spheres, for continuous poten-
tials, V would not give rise to dissipative terms. From
general considerations of the conservation laws Vrgi
= iki, Vgir

=−ikico
2skd, and Vgigi

=0=Vrr. In order to keep
the description simple we have here considered the re-
duced set of dynamic variables consisting of the set hr ,gj
and ignored the energy variable e. For the matrix M of
the transport coefficients, the elements are Mrr=Mrgi
=Mgir

=0 to ensure that the continuity equation follows
from Eq. s3.11d. Let us assume that the nonzero ele-
ments Mgigj

are supposed to have only short-time contri-
butions idealized in terms of a delta function. For the
isotropic liquid, the Mgigj

are expressed in terms of lon-
gitudinal and transverse components,

Mgigj
std = fq̂iq̂jmo

Lsqd + sdij − q̂iq̂jdmo
Tsqdgdstd , s3.16d

where q̂ denote the unit vector in the direction of q.
Memory effects in time are ignored here, and hence the
resulting transport coefficients are frequency indepen-
dent. The Langevin equations take a Markovian form.
In the present context the dynamics are treated only at
the level of uncorrelated collisions such that the wave-
number-dependent transport coefficients go smoothly to
constants in the long-time limit. The correlation func-
tions are now obtained from Eq. s3.12d. The most impor-
tant of these, the density correlation function and trans-
verse current correlation function, each normalized with
respect to their equal-time values, are

fsq,zd = Fz −
Vq

2

z + imo
LsqdG−1

, s3.17d

fTsq,zd =
1

z + imo
Tsqd

, s3.18d

where Vq=qcosqd represents a fundamental time scale in
liquid-state dynamics. Here mo

Lsqd=q2Gosqd relates to
the generalized longitudinal viscosity Gosqd, and mo

Tsqd
=q2hosqd relates to the shear viscosity hosqd. In the long-
wavelength and low-frequency hydrodynamic limit cosqd
reduces to the hydrodynamic speed of sound. Similarly,
hosqd and Gosqd reduce to the macroscopic shear and
longitudinal viscosities ho and Go=4ho /3+zo, respec-
tively. The dynamic structure factor Ssq ,vd fEq. s3.17dg
consists of the standard Brillouin sound doublet seen in
light-scattering experiments. Such a theory leads to cor-
relation functions that decay exponentially with time to
the equilibrium value. The approximation of ignoring
the memory effects and replacing the transport coeffi-
cients by short-time contributions is good at low densi-
ties at which cooperativity is low.

IV. STRONGLY CORRELATED LIQUID

A. Mode-mode coupling: Some physical insight

The Markovian equations for the collective modes in-
volving frequency-independent transport coefficients
constitute a model for the dynamics of fluids with expo-
nential relaxation of fluctuations. However, exceptions
occur in certain situations, in which the description of
the dynamics cannot be reduced to a set of linearly
coupled fluctuating-equations with frequency-
independent transport coefficients. The striking anoma-
lies seen in the transport properties near critical points
are an example. In order to explain the observed phe-
nomena, Kawasaki s1966bd introduced the idea of in-
cluding in the dynamical description nonlinear coupling
of the collective modes. Another case in which
frequency-independent transport coefficients are not ap-
propriate is the observation of long-time tails which re-
fer to power-law behavior in the asymptotic decay of
correlation function in a fluid, e.g., 1 / t decay of the ve-
locity correlation of a tagged particle seen in computer

FIG. 2. Real part of the eigenvalues −zmskd sm=1, . . . ,5d vs k
for a hard-sphere fluid at packing fraction w=pns3 /6=0.471:
dotted curve, the pair of complex-conjugate sound modes;
solid curve, the heat mode; dashed curves, two degenerate
shear modes. From Das and Dufty, 1992.
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simulations of hard disks sAlder and Wainright, 1967,
1970d. Using Green-Kubo relations similar to Eq. s2.11d
implies that the frequency-dependent self-diffusion coef-
ficient varies as 1/v at low frequency, i.e., diverges in the
zero-frequency limit. The origin of such observations
lies in collective effects over semihydrodynamic length
scales. Indeed, by measuring the hydrodynamic flow
field around a tagged particle, Alder and Wainright
s1970d showed that the initial momentum of this particle
was partially transferred to the surrounding liquid,
thereby setting up vortices around it. The flow field in
turn transferred some of its momentum to the tagged
particle by producing a backflow reaction and this re-
sulted in a positive tail in the correlation of kvstd ·vs0dl
extending up to hydrodynamic time scales. A simple es-
timate of the above cooperative process can be made as
follows: The initial velocity of the tagged particle is
shared with the surrounding particles, producing vorti-
ces in a volume Vt of radius Rt. After a short time the
tagged particle is moving at velocity vstd,vs0d /nVt, n
being the number of particles in a unit volume. This
length Rt grows as t1/2 through diffusion of vortices, so
that Vt, td/2, producing the t−d/2 power-law tail.

The above described cooperative process was ana-
lyzed from a rigorous theoretical approach using nonlin-
ear kinetic equations. The hard-sphere kinetic theory
with Boltzmann-level description of random binary col-
lisions was improved sDorfman and Cohen, 1972, 1975d
to include the so-called ring- and repeated-ring-type col-
lisions between the particles. For a dense liquid, a gen-
eral formalism for including the effects of correlated col-
lisions was proposed through the fully renormalized
kinetic theory sMazenko, 1973a, 1973b, 1974; Mazenko
and Yip, 1977; Sjögren and Sjölander, 1978d. Here the
treatment of the dynamics of dense fluids was separated
into a binary collision part and a contribution from ring
collisions represented by memory functions. These
methods provided reasonable explanations of the fea-
tures of dense-fluid dynamics as seen in computer simu-
lations and scattering experiments. It was demonstrated
that the self-diffusion coefficient of a tagged fluid par-
ticle in a sea of similar particles decreases as the density
increases. For very high densities, however, pursuing the
traditional kinetic theory models has not proved to be
very effective, though they are as an important precur-
sor to more innovative models for the dynamics in a
strongly correlating liquid state.

An alternative way of studying the correlated dynam-
ics in a fluid came from introducing nonlinear coupling
of the hydrodynamic modes in the dynamic description
sKawasaki, 1970a, 1971; Ernst et al., 1971, 1976; Ernst
and Dorfman, 1976d. These theories predicted a decay of
t−d/2 in d dimension for a variety of correlation functions
connected with viscosity, diffusion, and thermal conduc-
tivity. The implication of including products of nonlinear
modes in the description of the dynamics as slow modes
can be clarified from the following simple analysis sKim
and Mazenko, 1990d. Let us consider the slow variable ci

which is related to the corresponding current Ji through

the balance equation ]tci+ ¹ ·Ji=0. Since cisx , td is the
local density corresponding to a globally conserved
property, the integral Ii=edxcisx , td is independent of
time. It is relevant to ask whether the product of the
slow variables cisx , tdcjsx , td should be treated as slow or
not. To apply the above test, the time derivative of the
integral Iijstd=edxcisx , tdcjsx , td is obtained as

E dk
s2pd3 sikd · fJisk,tdgcjs− k,td + Jjsk,tdcis− k,td s4.1d

using the balance equations for the slow modes. Since
ci ,cj are hydrodynamic variables, for long time t, the
value of Eq. s4.1d is dominated by the small-k part of the
integral, and this is obviously small due to the factor of k
in the integrand. Thus the nonlinear couplings of the
slow variables in the equations of motion essentially in-
clude collective effects in the dense systems extending
up to long length and time scales.

The various types of long-time tails are observed in
the asymptotic behavior of correlation functions, which
are associated with different types of mode-coupling
models. The power-law decay in the velocity correlation
function has been experimentally observed in low-
viscosity liquids like molten sodium sMorkel et al., 1987d.
This behavior is explained as a consequence of the cou-
pling of tagged-particle motion with hydrodynamic ve-
locity fields sPomeau and Résibois, 1975d. The power-
law decay is present at arbitrary low densities, for which
the Boltzmann equation swhich predicts an exponential
decayd is expected to hold. The Boltzmann equation be-
comes exact only at a fixed time in the limit of low den-
sity, but not at a fixed density sno matter how smalld in
the limit of long times. On the other hand, a stronger
t−3/2 tail is seen in stress correlation functions in dense
liquids sEvans, 1980; Erpenbeck and Wood, 1981d with
amplitudes 500 times larger than expected from the con-
ventional models described above. This behavior is valid
for the intermediate times considered in computer ex-
periments. These tails are understood as consequences
of dense-liquid effects through a generalization of the
mode-coupling model sKirkpatrick, 1984d, taking into
account the finite wave-vector modes sdescribed in Sec.
III.Bd, especially the soft heat mode.

B. The renormalized theory

A renormalized theory including the coupling of col-
lective modes in the description of the dynamics can be
obtained in several ways sZwanzig, 1972d. One approach
is to consider the linear equations of motion for a set of
collective modes, using the projection operator formal-
ism outlined in the previous section but including
memory effects through generalized transport coeffi-
cients. The frequency-dependent memory function is
analyzed in the projected space of the nonlinear modes
through suitable approximations. Alternatively we can
treat the dynamics of collective modes with nonlinear
Langevin equations involving bare transport coeffi-
cients. The consequences of the nonlinearities in the
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equations of motion, i.e., renormalization of bare trans-
port coefficients, are then obtained using graphical
methods. The field-theoretic techniques developed in
the context of dynamic critical phenomena or other dis-
ordered systems are particularly suitable for obtaining a
self-consistent form of the mode-coupling theory. While
the former approach with memory function is simpler, it
is somewhat arbitrary. The field-theoretic approach,
though formal, is more systematic. In the following we
shall briefly outline both approaches, with details given
in the Appendix as well as in the cited references.

1. Memory function approach

The dynamical equations s3.8d, which are linear in the
fluctuations Ai, involve the matrix of non-Markovian
transport coefficients Mstd which are also expressed in
the Green-Kubo form in Eq. s3.10d. The collective ef-
fects that influence the long-time dynamical behavior
are now included in the memory function matrix M. The
frequency- and wave-number-dependent functions in M
are obtained in terms of the products of time correlation
functions sGötze and Lücke, 1975; Munakata and Iga-
rashi, 1977, 1978d. The memory effects are thus com-
puted in terms of the correlation functions themselves
rather than being approximated through phenomeno-
logical time-dependent functions sBoon and Yip, 1991d.
An analysis of the memory function in the projected
space of an extended set of slow modes sinvolving cou-
pling of slow modesd obtains the frequency-dependent
part in terms of hydrodynamic correlation functions. We
outline this deduction and the related Kawasaki ap-
proximation in Appendix A.1. A recent development
due to Zaccarelli et al. is also discussed in this regard.

The Laplace transform of the density correlation func-
tion fsq ,zd is now expressed in the form s3.17d with a
generalization of the memory function mLsq ,zd, in the
form

fsq,zd
zfsq,zd − 1

= z + imLsq,zd , s4.2d

where we have rescaled time to dimensionless form with
a characteristic microscopic frequency Vo;cq. The
memory function is expressed as a sum of two parts,

mLsq,zd = mo
Lsqd + E

o

`

dteiztm̃Lsq,td , s4.3d

where the mode-coupling contribution mLsq , td in Eq.
s4.2d is obtained swith the approximations outlined in
the Appendixd as

m̃Lsq,td =
n

2mb
E dk

s2pd3 fVLsq,kdg2Ssk1d

3Sskdfsk1,tdfsk,td , s4.4d

with the notation k1=q−k. The vertex function is de-
fined as

VLsq,kd = sq̂ · kdcskd + sq̂ · k1dcsk1d . s4.5d

The renormalization of the transport coefficients in
terms of density correlation functions is expressed in a
self-consistent form. This is essential for the dynamic
feedback mechanism discussed in the next section. In an
intuitive picture this self-consistent treatment is justified
by appealing to the nature of the single-particle motion
in a strongly correlated liquid: the tagged particle rattles
in the cage formed by its surrounding particles, which
are also trapped. The tagged particle thus needs to be
treated in the same manner as those forming the cage
around it, and hence the renormalized transport coeffi-
cient is taken to be a self-consistent functional of the
density correlation function. The feedback process is a
manifestation of the fact that the motion of the particles
in a dense medium influences the surroundings, which in
turn react and influence subsequent motion. The self-
consistent approach used in mode-coupling theory is
similar to the more refined version of the Hartree ap-
proximation known as the “self-consistent screening ap-
proximation” sBray, 1974d.

2. Nonlinear dynamics of collective modes

The equations of motion for the collective modes in-
cluding nonlinear couplings are obtained through a gen-
eralization of the linear equations. These equations are
treated as the equations of motion for the actual hydro-
dynamic variables, and may be considered a plausible
generalization of the standard hydrodynamic laws. For a
set of variables hcij the nonlinear Langevin equation has
the generalized form sMa and Mazenko, 1975d

] cisr,td
] t

+ fQij + Lij
og

dF

dcj
= zisr,td , s4.6d

where Ffcg is the effective free-energy functional in
terms of the slow variables hcj. The reversible part of
the dynamics is represented as QijsdF /dcjd;Vifcg in
terms of the Poisson bracket Qij= hci ,cjj sDzyaloshinskii
and Volovick, 1980d between the slow variables ci and
cj. Lij

o refers to the matrix of bare transport coefficients,
which are different from those appearing in linear trans-
port laws. For the most part we shall treat F as a qua-
dratic functional of c corresponding to a Gaussian
theory for the statics. Complementary to the Langevin
approach of Eq. s4.6d, the dynamics may also be de-
scribed in terms of the probability density function
gwstd=pi,r dfwisrd−cisr , tdg, defined in terms of the fields
wisxd. The time evolution of gwstd is given by the Fokker-
Planck equation,

] ḡw

] t
+ o

i
FVi − LijS d

dwj
+ b

dF

dwj
DGḡw = 0. s4.7d

The stationary probability distribution function for the
system is given by e−bF. The condition
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o
i

d

dci
fVie

−bFg = 0 s4.8d

ensures that the probability current vector, which is
equal to the product of probability density se−bFd and the
streaming velocity sVid, is divergence-free in the space of
ci. The noise zi in the generalized Langevin equation is
assumed to be Gaussian with the following fluctuation-
dissipation relation with the bare transport coefficients
Lij

o:

kzisr,tdzjsr8,t8dl = 2kBTLij
odst − t8d . s4.9d

The bare transport coefficients are not determined from
the theory and are regarded as input parameters in the
theory.

a. An example: Incompressible fluid

Before we turn to the full analysis of the equations for
a compressible liquid with the nonlinear constraint, let
us take a brief look at the case of an incompressible
fluid, i.e., one of constant density. Here ¹ ·g=0, that is.
k ·gskd=0, so that the momentum field is transverse to
the direction of the wave vector k and is denoted by gT.
The equation for the momentum conservation reduces
to the form

] gi
T

] t
= − Pij

TFgk

ro
¹kgjG + ho¹2gi

T + ui
T, s4.10d

where uT
i is the transverse component of the noise. The

nonlinear term in Eq. s4.10d is due to convective nonlin-
earity, which in this case will be the transverse part of
sg ·¹dg. The transverse projection is done by the opera-

tor Pij
Tsxd, whose Fourier transform is given by Pij

Tsk̂d
=dij− k̂ik̂j. The effect of this nonlinearity on the bare vis-
cosity ho was studied using standard theoretical tech-
niques sForster et al., 1977d. The shear viscosity h devel-
oped a long-time tail of power-law decay hstd=Aht−d/2,
with the exponent of power-law behavior, i.e., d /2 was
the same as that obtained in computer simulations and
kinetic theory models. Moreover, the exponent Ah was
computed to be the same as the corresponding result
obtained from a detailed microscopic kinetic theory cal-
culation sPomeau and Résibois, 1975d. The convective
nonlinearity in the fluctuating hydrodynamic equation
thus accounted for the long-time tails, which were a con-
sequence of correlated motion of the fluid particles.

b. Compressible liquids

We consider the dynamics of a set of collective vari-
ables for the liquid hrsr , td ,gsr , tdj. In the supercooled
state, density fluctuations are most dominant and hence,
in order to keep the analysis simple, we ignore the en-
ergy fluctuations sKim and Mazenko, 1991d here. The
deduction of the fluctuating hydrodynamic equations for
a liquid has been dealt with in detail in the literature
sDas and Mazenko, 1986d. The streaming velocities Vr

and Vg
i are computed from the Poisson brackets Qij for

the hydrodynamic variables rsr , td and gsr , td. The driv-
ing free-energy functional F used in the construction of
the dynamic equations, is expressed in terms of the hy-
drodynamic fields, r and g, and is separated into two
parts, F=FKfg ,rg+FUfrg. The dependence of F on g is
entirely in the kinetic part FK, in the form sLanger and
Turski, 1973d

FKfg,rg =E dx
g2sxd
2rsxd

. s4.11d

The potential part FU is treated as a functional of the
density only. The dissipative matrix, Lrc=0 so that the
continuity equation for r is obtained for the fluctuating
variables in the same form as Eq. s3.4d,

] r

] t
+ ¹ · g = 0. s4.12d

The nonlinear equation for the momentum density is a
generalized form of the Navier-Stokes equation,

] gi

] t
= − ¹jFgigj

r
G − r¹i

dFu

dr
− o

j
Lij

o gj

r
= ui. s4.13d

The noise ui is assumed to be Gaussian, with a variance
given by Eq. s4.9d. For an isotropic liquid, this damping
matrix is obtained in terms of two independent bare vis-
cosities similar to Eq. s3.5d.

On the right-hand side of Eq. s4.13d both the first and
second terms refer to the reversible part of the dynam-
ics. The first one is the Galilean term representing the
well-known Navier-Stokes nonlinearity and is a result of
coupling of currents. The most important nonlinearity
for producing the slow dynamics in a supercooled liquid
is the second term in Eq. s4.13d. This term relates to the
pressure gradient term in the momentum conservation
equation. This nonlinearity in the pressure term appears
as a coupling of density fluctuations and is of dynamic
origin since it is quadratic in density fluctuations dr,
even for a completely Gaussian free-energy functional
Fufrg. For compressible liquids, in the generalized equa-
tion s4.13d, both the convective term sthe second termd
and the dissipative term sthe third termd contain a 1/r
nonlinearity. The appearance of this nonlinearity in the
hydrodynamic equations can be avoided sDas and Ma-
zenko, 1986d by introducing an extra fluctuating field
Vsx , td,

gsx,td = rsx,tdVsx,td . s4.14d

For an incompressible liquid this is a trivial relation,
since rsx , td=ro is a constant. However, for a compress-
ible liquid this imposes a nonlinear constraint on the
fluctuating fields and is essential for understanding the
dynamics. The nonlinearities in Eq. s4.13d are computed
with a properly defined free-energy functional FUfrg.

c. Renormalized transport coefficients

The bare transport coefficients in the nonlinear
Langevin equations are corrected with additional contri-
butions from the nonlinearites, and the renormalized
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transport coefficient corresponds to the experimentally
measured quantity. The renormalization is done in a per-
turbative manner using standard methods for dealing
with nonlinear equations of motion sMa and Mazenko,
1975; Mazenko et al., 1983; Das et al., 1985bd. In this
formalism the dynamic correlation functions between
the collective variables are obtained in a perturbative
expansion in OskBTd. A straightforward approach is to
simply iterate the equations of motion. Such direct
methods for computing the corrections due to the non-
linearities have been used extensively in studying the
dynamics of critical phenomena sMa, 1976d. However,
the renormalized perturbation theory for compressible
liquids is constructed more appropriately with a formal-
ism that is now standard and was first described by Mar-
tin et al. s1973d.

The Martin-Siggia-Rose field theory is a general
scheme applied to compute the statistical dynamics of
classical systems. The theory is constructed with a gen-
erating functional from which both the time correlation
and the response functions are obtained. The graphical
methods of field theory can be conveniently used in this
approach for deriving earlier results on mode-coupling
models for transport near the critical point sKadanoff
and Swift, 1968; Kawasaki, 1970bd or on turbulence
sKraichnan, 1959b, 1961a; Edwards, 1964d. The original
Martin-Siggia-Rose theory sMartin et al., 1973; Deker
and Haake, 1975; Phythian, 1975, 1976; Anderson, 2000d
was developed within an operator formalism involving
the field variables c and an additional set of correspond-

ing adjoint operators ĉ. The c operators do not com-
mute with their hatted counterparts. The correlation be-

tween c and ĉ corresponds to the response functions
that are now computed together with the usual correla-
tion functions between the c’s. When applied to the case
of classical continuous fields satisfying a linear or non-
linear Langevin equation, this theory is formulated in
the functional-integral approach sBausch et al., 1976;
Janssen, 1976; Phythian, 1977; de Dominicis and Pelti,
1978d. The construction of the theory now includes, in
addition to the field variable, an associated hatted field
in the same manner as the operator approach. For
studying the coupling of strong density fluctuations in a
dense liquid approaching the glass transition, a renor-
malized theory has been developed sDas and Mazenko,
1986d. This involves sets of fields hr ,g ,Vj and their cor-
responding hatted counterparts. Corrections to the
transport coefficients are obtained in a diagrammatic ex-
pansion, and the renormalization of the transport coef-
ficients sat one-loop orderd is the same as that from the
Kawasaki approximation of the memory function, de-
scribed in the previous subsection.

The full implication of the nonlinearities of the Lan-
genvin equations is realized with the Martin-Siggia-Rose
theory for the set of field equation s4.12d–s4.14d. How-
ever, the technicalities involved in the construction of
this theory with multiple fields is quite involved. We
therefore review the main features of this renormaliza-
tion procedure in the Appendix and limit our discussion

here to the main results that will be useful for a discus-
sion of slow dynamics near the glass transition. The
renormalization scheme for the linear theory depends
crucially on the form of the nonlinearities in the Lange-
vin equations stermed the vertex functionsd. The struc-
ture of these nonlinearities depends on the driving free-
energy functional FU for the system. A useful choice
sKirkpatrick and Nieuwoudt, 1986a; Das, 1990d is to take
the expansion of FU in terms of the direct correlation
functions for the liquid, in the same form as used in
static density-functional theories sRamakrishnan and
Yussouff, 1979d. The potential part FU is split into two
parts, FUfrsxdg=Fidfrg+Fintfrg where Fid is the ideal-gas
entropy term,

bFidfrg = m−1E dxrsxdhlnfrsxd/rog − 1j , s4.15d

with b=1/ skBTd the inverse Boltzmann factor. The in-
teraction term Fint is given sup to a constantd to lowest
order in the density fluctuations as

bFintfrg = bFlfrog −
1

2m2E dx

3E dx8cs2dsx − x8ddrsxddrsx8d , s4.16d

where Fl is the interaction free energy of the uniform
liquid state with density ro. The equilibrium two particle
correlation function cs2dsxd;csxd was introduced in Sec.
II through Eq. s2.3d. Higher-order terms, beyond the
level of the two-point direct correlation function, are ig-
nored in the expansion on the right-hand side of Eq.
s4.16d. The model is thus restricted to a quadratic cou-
pling of density fluctuations, and hence the crucial den-
sity nonlinearity squadraticd from r¹idsFU /drd in the
momentum equation is of entirely dynamic origin. It is
worth noting that Fid in s4.15d is not strictly Gaussian.
Since our main interest is in the dynamic properties of
the fluid, to avoid technical complications we assume
that these higher-order terms do not affect the statics in
any serious way. In the equation of motion for g the
contribution from the ideal-gas part Fid to the force term
r¹idsFU /drd is only linear in dr. We obtain the stream-
ing velocity Vg

i as

Vg
i = − ¹iE dx8Vs1dsx,x8ddrsx,td−E dx1dx2

3Vi
s2dsx,x1,x2ddrsx1,tddrsx2,td , s4.17d

where the linear kernel is given by sbmdVs1dsx ,x8d
= fdsx−x8d−ncsux−x8udg and the quadratic vertex Vi

s2d is
given by

sbm2dVi
s2dsx,x1,x2d = dsx − x2d¹x

i csux − x1ud

+ dsux − x1ud¹x
i csux − x2ud . s4.18d

The one loop contribution to the transport coefficients is
obtained from evaluation of the renormalized theory
following Eqs. sA12d–sA14d. The wave-vector-
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dependent mode-coupling integrals for the renormaliza-
tion of the longitudinal viscosity obtained are identical
to Eq. s4.4d. It is useful to note the simplifications and
approximations that are implied in reaching a model for
the glassy dynamics. First, in the supercooled state the
slow decay of the density fluctuations is assumed to pro-
duce the dominant contribution to the transport proper-
ties. Second, the contributions from self-energy graphs
involving convective nonlinearities fdue to coupling of
currents in Eq. s4.13dg are relatively small and are ab-
sorbed by redefining of the bare transport coefficient. In
low-dimensional systems, however, such terms give di-
verging contributions sForster et al., 1977d. In a similar
way the renormalization of the transverse current corre-
lation function also obtains the mode-coupling contribu-
tion to the shear viscosity fsee Eq. s5.29dg. In the present
context the dependence of the theoretical predictions on
the interaction potential or on thermodynamic proper-
ties like temperature or density enter in terms of the
equilibrium correlation functions. The structure factor
which is an input in the model is determined from theo-
ries of equilibrium statistical mechanics.

The different routes for reaching a self-consistent
model have sometimes created confusion as to which
scheme is more “microscopic.” Both the methods out-
lined in the two subsections above obtain the same re-
sults. The approximations made in either also have simi-
lar implications. In the memory function approach of
projecting onto the density pair subspace leading to the
mode-coupling expression s4.4d one must choose at the
outset certain couplings through “selection rules” based
on physical considerations. In the field-theoretic ap-
proach the same is done when those one-loop diagrams
involving slowly decaying density correlations are
picked up. However, in the Martin-Siggia-Rose ap-
proach we can express corrections that occur due to
nonlinearities in the equations of motion, as renormal-
ization of transport coefficients. The field-theoretic
treatment includes both correlation and response func-
tions, and one can obtain nonperturbative expressions
for the renormalization using the available fluctuation-
dissipation relations ssee the Appendixd. Thus the
theory is controlled in a formal sense. For practical cal-
culations diagrammatic loop expansions for the renor-
malized quantities are used in a perturbative manner. A
convenient starting point for computing the corrections
is the one-loop level. Indeed, it was through such dia-
grammatic analysis that the full implications of the
mode-coupling terms at one-loop order was realized.
The procedure of making the approximations staking
only coupling of density fluctuations as dominantd at the
outset missed some important aspects of the corrections
to the basic model and led to incomplete conclusions
sBengtzelius et al., 1984; Das et al., 1985bd. This will be
discussed in Sec. VI, subsequent to the discussion of the
basic model in Sec. V.

C. Dynamic density-functional model

The fluctuating hydrodynamic description of a dense
fluid discussed so far starts with a basic set of slow vari-

ables including the mass and momentum densities. A
somewhat simplified approach is to describe the dynam-
ics only in terms of the density variable r. This approach
has sometimes been referred to in the literature as the
dynamical extension of the density-functional theory of
crystallization. By integrating out the momentum den-
sity, we are able to reduce the fluctuating hydrodynamic
description to a form involving only density fluctuations.
The relaxation of the density fluctuations slows at a
wavelength corresponding to the peak of the structure
factor ssee Sec. VId. In the supercooled state strong den-
sity fluctuations play the most dominant role in produc-
ing the slow dynamics. At short wavelengths, energy and
momentum fluctuations in the fluid can be quickly trans-
ferred among the particles, while the individual density
fluctuations may still be decaying much more slowly. A
similar formulation of the dynamics of density fluctua-
tions was used earlier in studying the kinetics of fluid
undergoing a transition into an ordered phase sBagchi,
1987a, 1987b; Munakata, 1989, 1990d.

The time evolution of the probability density func-
tional Pfr , tg of the density distribution rsrd in the fluid is
described by the Fokker-Planck equation sKawasaki,
1994d,

]

] t
Pfr,tg = − DrPfr,tg . s4.19d

The operator Dr is given by

Dr = DoE dr
d

drsrd
¹ · rsrd ¹ F d

drsrd
+ b

dFUfrg
drsrd G ,

s4.20d

where the positive constant Do is treated as a bare trans-
port coefficient. The stationary solution of Eq. s4.19d is
given by expf−bFUg, where FUfrg is the free-energy
functional of the density r. The above equation for the
dynamics of the density distribution was obtained sKa-
wasaki, 1994, 1998d from two different microscopic ap-
proaches: first, from the Smoluchowski equation for in-
teracting colloidal particles without hydrodynamic
interactions, using a suitable coarse-graining procedure;
second, from Eqs. s4.12d and s4.13d for fluctuating hydro-
dynamics, adiabatically eliminating gsr , td being treated
as a fast variable. The dynamics are described only in
terms of the fluctuating variable r in that case.

A self-consistent mode-coupling model of the feed-
back mechanism leading to a dynamic transition sBengt-
zelius et al., 1984; Kirkpatrick, 1985ad has also been ob-
tained within the present formulation sKawasaki and
Miyazima, 1997d, though in a somewhat different form.
This involves mainly integrating out from the model
equations the momentum density, which is assumed to
relax very fast. The density autocorrelation function is
then obtained, in terms of the renormalized quantity DR,
as
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fsq,zd =
1

z + DRsq,zd
. s4.21d

The bare transport coefficient Do
−1 is renormalized to

DR
−1sq ,zd with the result at one-loop order

DR
−1sq,vd = Do

−1 + Vq
2E dteivtm̃Lsq,td , s4.22d

where m̃Lsq , td is given by Eq. s4.4d. Thus the one-loop
contribution to the renormalization of the longitudinal
viscosity in terms of products of the density correlation
functions is identical to that for Do

−1. In the present case
the effects of the mode-coupling appear in the form of a
lifetime renormalization. The implications of the model
equations s4.21d and s4.22d are similar to those of the
model described by Eqs. s4.2d and s4.3d.

V. SELF-CONSISTENT MODE-COUPLING THEORY

A. The one-component liquid

1. The schematic model

In order to focus on the dynamic feedback mechanism
that forms the basis of the mode-coupling theory for
glassy dynamics, we consider a single q-independent
fsq , td;fstd and ignore all wave-vector dependences.
The corresponding Laplace transform fszd of the den-
sity correlation function fstd is obtained from Eq. s4.2d
as

fszd = Fz −
1

z + imszdG−1

. s5.1d

The renormalized longitudinal viscosity mLsq ,zd is writ-
ten here as mszd, dropping all wave-vector dependences.
We keep the analysis here at a more general level by
considering the memory function as

mszd = m0 + E
0

`

dteiztHffstdg , s5.2d

with Hffstdg being a local polynomial functional of the
density correlation function fstd sDas et al., 1985b;
Götze, 1991; Kim and Mazenko, 1992d,

Hffstdg = o
n=1

M

cnfnstd . s5.3d

The constants cn depend on the thermodynamic state of
the liquid, to be determined by including proper wave-
vector dependence in the model. This will be considered
in the next section. Equations s5.1d and s5.2d form a
coupled set of nonlinear equations for f and they are
expressed as one closed nonlinear integro-differential
equation for fstd in time,

f̈std + moḟstd + fstd + E
0

t

dsHffst − sdgḟssd = 0.

s5.4d

Equation s5.4d was first proposed by Leutheusser s1984d
for Hffg=c2f2 using a simple physical picture of super-
cooled liquid dynamics. This is as follows: A deeply su-
percooled liquid has fairly large density fluctuations cor-
responding to wave numbers near the structure factor
peak, which in turn correspond to length scales of order
a molecular size at which the system tends to crystallize.
These fluctuations, moreover, are slower than those at
nearby wave numbers. The hydrodynamic velocity field
scatters off these slow thermally excited density fluctua-
tions, acquiring an enhanced viscosity. This increase in
the viscosity further slows down these slow density fluc-
tuations. The dynamical transport coefficients at high
density are thus strongly influenced by correlated mo-
tion of the fluid particles, expressed through mode-
coupling terms involving products of strong density fluc-
tuations. This constitutes a feedback process, which is an
essentially dynamic mechanism, not accompanied by
sharp changes in the thermodynamic properties of the
liquid. A similar enhancement was also argued for the
shear viscosity by Geszti s1983d. These developments for
modeling supercooled liquid dynamics are closely re-
lated to earlier work on the diffusion localization prob-
lem sGötze et al., 1981a, 1981bd. Simultaneously Bengt-
zelius et al. s1984d developed a model in which the
feedback mechanism for the liquid was considered in
greater detail. In this theory the proper structure factor
of a real liquid was included in the model equations.

The complex relaxation scenario that results from the
nonlinear feedback mechanism of density fluctuations is
effective even in terms of the above schematic model
without any wave-vector dependence. This simple model
is described next and is followed by a discussion of the
effects of including wave-vector dependence.

a. Relaxation over different time scales

Let us now consider the multistep relaxation scenario
for fstd that follows from Eq. s5.4d. The basic assump-
tion in the analysis of Eq. s5.1d is that depending on the
kernel Hffg, i.e., the coefficients cn, there is a time range
over which fstd is approximately time independent. It
has the form

fstd = f + s1 − fdfnstd , s5.5d

where f is the value of fstd in some metastable state. We
consider time scales in which the inequality uzfnszdu!1
is valid for the Laplace transform Lzffnstdg. Using Eq.
s5.5d in Eq. s5.1d and keeping terms to Offn

2szdg we ob-
tain
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D0

z
+ D1fnszd − s1 − fdH8sfdzfn

2szd s5.6d

+
s1 − fd2

2
H9sfdLzffn

2stdg = 0,

where D0=Hsfd− f / s1− fd, and D1=]ffs1− fdHsfd− fg. In
Eq. s5.6d primes denote derivatives with respect to f. An
ideal metastable state is obtained when both D0 and D1
are zero, giving a solution for the decaying function
fnstd. D1=0 for Hsfd= sCo+ fd / s1− fd where Co is a con-
stant not depending on f and Eq. s5.6d reduces to

D0

z
− FDo +

1

1 − f
Gzfn

2szd +
s1 − fd2

2
H9sfdLzffn

2stdg = 0.

s5.7d

The transition point sD0=0d corresponds to a set of cn

;cn
* for which the equation Hsfd= f / s1− fd is satisfied

with real f. The decay of the density autocorrelation fstd
in the vicinity of the transition becomes extremely slow,
eventually freezing at a nonzero value f. This freezing
signifies a dynamic transition of the fluid to a nonergodic
state, and the limiting value f is known as the nonergod-
icity parameter. For the Leutheusser model fHsfd=c2f2g
this occurs for f=1/2 when the coupling c2 has a critical
value of c2

*=4. For Hffg=c1f+c2f2 we obtain the f12

model sGötze, 1991d. The critical values sc1
* ,c2

*d for the
f12 model follow c*

1=2Îc*
2−c2

*, representing the critical
line of the ergodic-nonergodic transition. For higher-
order models there are critical surfaces.

b. The nonergodic phase D0ù0

Let us now consider relaxation near the transition.
For the high-frequency region Eq. s5.7d reduces to

zfn
2szd − lsLzffn

2stdg = 0, s5.8d

where the term proportional to D0 has been neglected in
the limit suD0ud1/2! uzfnszdu. At the transition point ls

= 1
2H9sfd / fH8sfdg3/2. Equation s5.8d corresponds to the

power-law relaxation,

fstd = f + Ast/tbd−a, s5.9d

valid for the time window t0! t!tb and A a constant.
The time to=Vo

−1 represents a microscopic scale, and
tb; touD0u−1/2a diverges at the ideal transition point as
D0→0. The exponent a of power-law decay is given in
terms of the exponent parameter ls by the equation
G2s1−ad /Gs1−2ad=ls, where G stands for the gamma
function sAbramowitz and Stegun, 1965d. For Do.0, Eq.
s5.7d has the solution fnszd,D0

1/2 /z as z→0. The long-
time limit f of fstd in the glass phase is therefore given
by

f = f0 + AosD0d1/2 + OsD0d , s5.10d

where f0 is the value of f at the ideal transition point and
Ao is a positive constant. The nonergodicity parameter
of the transition f in the nonergodic state thus shows a

square-root cusp behavior in the vicinity of the transi-
tion point.

c. The ergodic phase D0,0

Initially the power-law relaxation s5.9d occurs over
shorter time scales, as indicated above in Sec. V.A.1.a. A
possible solution of fnszd in Eq. s5.7d is more singular
than 1/z in the limit z→0. This corresponds to what is
referred to as the von-Schweidler relaxation law svon-
Schweidler, 1907d,

fstd = f − Bost/tadb. s5.11d

The power-law exponent b is positive and satisfies the
equation G2s1+bd /Gs1+2bd=ls. For even longer times
ssmaller zd the inequality uzfnszdu!1 is violated. This tb

behavior is valid in the region tb! t!ta, where ta

= uD0u−s1/2a+1/2bd represents the scale beyond the von-
Schweidler relaxation and is termed the a-relaxation re-
gime. In this regime a full analytic solution of the mode-
coupling equations is not known. Numerical solution of
the equations is well fit by a stretched exponential form.
Assuming fstd= fe−st / tadb

to be a solution of Eq. s5.4d, we
obtain an approximate expression for the stretching ex-
ponent b in terms of the parameters cn,

o
n=1

M

cnfn−1/b = 1. s5.12d

Thus, for example, with the Leutheusser model we ob-
tain the stretching exponent bL=ln 2/ lnfc2fg. Since for
the ideal transition c2

*=4 and f= 1
2 , we obtain b=1, show-

ing that the relaxation is exponential. For the f12 model,
bG=ln 2/ lnfc2f / s1−c1dg and varies accordingly along the
transition line c1

*=2Îc2
*−c2

*.
Let us summarize the sequence of relaxation behavior

that follows from the self-consistent equations of the
simplified mode-coupling theory. For Do,0, there is a
two-step relaxation process. First there are two power-
law decays: critical behavior of the t−a type followed by
von-Schweidler relaxation with a positive power-law ex-
ponent. Over longer times, the a-relaxation regime is
described by a function similar to that of a stretched
exponential sthis will be discussed further in the next
sectiond. For Do=0 the power-law decay is extended to
the longest time scale, while for Do.0, after the initial
power-law decay, the density correlation function freezes
in a state of structural arrest. This is of course a predic-
tion of the simple model. In an actual system there are
ergodicity-restoring processes by which the dynamic
transition is smeared. These will be discussed in Sec. VI.

2. Effects of structure on the dynamics

The schematic model outlined above demonstrates
that the feedback mechanism central to mode-coupling
theory is insensitive to the wave vector. The predicted
transition here is essentially dynamic in the sense that
the divergence of viscosity at the critical point is not
accompanied by any sharp change in the thermodynamic
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properties of the liquid. However, it is important to re-
alize that mode-coupling theory for the glass transition
is not just a self-consistent treatment of an integral equa-
tion with one degree of freedom. The actual impact of
the feedback mechanism becomes clear when we con-
sider the wave-vector-dependent model. Using the static
structure factor as an input, we can link the predictions
of the theory directly to thermodynamic properties like
temperature or density. In the wave-vector-dependent
model, even with the simplest form of quadratic cou-
pling of density fluctuations, many different time scales
scorresponding to different wave numbersd get coupled
and produce stretched exponential behavior in relax-
ation. In the present section we consider the effects of
structure on the dynamics predicted by mode-coupling
theory. However, it should also be noted that for certain
mean-field models with intrinsic squenchedd disorder
equations similar to those of the schematic model pro-
vide a useful description of the dynamics ssee Sec. Xd.

In the nonergodic phase fsq , td has a nondecaying
part fsqd in the long-time limit,

fsq,td = fsqd + f1 − fsqdgfnsq,td . s5.13d

fnsq , td goes to zero for large t. The fsqd’s, or nonergod-
icity parameters, are determined from a set of coupled
nonlinear integral equations,

fq

1 − fq
=

1

Vq
2 m̃Lsq,t → `d ; Hqffkg , s5.14d

where we have treated the integral over the wave vector
k in the mode-coupling term as a sum over a discrete set
of k values uniformly distributed over a grid of size say
Ng and extending up to a suitable upper cutoff value. In
discretized form we denote the fsqd as fq and fsq , td as
fqstd with q a discrete index. The functional Hq in the
right-hand side of Eq. s5.14d is obtained from the long-
time limit of the expression for m̃Lsq , td in Eq. s4.4d and
is a functional of all the fq’s. Equation s5.14d now repre-
sents a set of M coupled integral equations which are
numerically solved using iterative methods. The neces-
sary input for this is the static structure factor Ssqd for
the liquid. For low densities, only the trivial solution set
with all fq’s equal to zero scorresponding to the ergodic
liquid stated is obtained. The critical density at which all
the fq’s simultaneously converge to a nonzero set of val-
ues marks a dynamic transition of the fluid to a noner-
godic state. For example, we consider a system of hard
spheres of diameter s with the packing fraction w
=pns3 /6. The Percus-Yevick solution with the Verlet-
Weiss correction sBarker and Henderson, 1976d for Sskd
of a hard-sphere system is used as input in Eq. s5.14d.
The fluid undergoes an ergodic-to-nonergodic transition
at the critical value of the packing fraction wc=0.525.
The contributions to the mode-coupling integral s5.14d
from k values above the upper cutoff value 50s−1 have
little effect on the transition point.

a. The cusp behavior of the nonergodicity parameter

In the close vicinity of this dynamic transition point,
the order parameter of this transition, i.e., the fq’s show
a cusp behavior similar to Eq. s5.10d in the schematic
model. Understanding this behavior in the wave-vector-
dependent model involves an asymptotic analysis of the
integral equation s5.14d near the ideal transition point
sGötze, 1985d. The starting point of such an exercise is
the stability matrix Cqk defined as

Cqk =
dHq

dfk
s1 − fkd2, s5.15d

all elements of which are positive numbers by definition.
Let ek

c and êk
c , respectively, denote the right and left

eigenvectors of the matrix Cqk
c at the transition point

corresponding to the eigenvalue 1; ok Cqk
c ek

c =eq
c and

oq êc
qCqk

c = êk
c . The fq’s are related to the corresponding

fq
c ’s, the nonergodicity parameters, at the dynamic tran-

sition point as

fq = fq
c + glhqD0

1/2 + Osed , s5.16d

where the amplitude is given by gl= s1−ld−1/2 and hq

= s1− fq
cd2eq

c . The separation parameter Do is defined in
terms of e, Do=Ce, where C=oq êc

qCq
c and e is the rela-

tive distance from the dynamic transition point in terms
of a suitable control parameter. For example, for a hard-
sphere system in which the packing fraction is the con-
trolling thermodynamic variable, e= sw−wcd /wc. Finally
the parameter l in Eq. s5.16d is obtained as

l = o
qkp

êq
cCq,kp

c ek
cep

c , s5.17d

with Cq
c =nf]Hq /]ngn=nc

and Cq,kp
c = 1 / 2 fs1− fkd2s1

− fpd2d2Hq /dfkdfpgn=nc
.

The square-root cusp behavior of the nonergodicity
parameter is an asymptotic result. Results extracted
from experimental data for the Debye-Waller factor are
used to locate the existence of a possible mode-coupling
transition point. Since the sharp dynamic transition of
the supercooled liquid gets smeared in a real system, the
square-root cusp is an idealization. The cusp can only be
concluded indirectly. Furthermore, even if we confine
consideration to the ideal model and ignore the cutoff
mechanism, the cusp behavior still gets modified due to
leading-order corrections to the asymptotic result s5.16d:

fq = fq
c + glhqDo

1/2f1 + Do
1/2K̃qg . s5.18d

The amplitude functions K̄q have been computed by
Franosch et al. s1997bd for the simple form of the
memory function s4.4d. The leading asymptotes s5.16d
which include contributions up to OsDo

1/2d describe fq

− fq
c within 10% accuracy for e values extending up to

0.003, 0.08, and 0.002, respectively, for wave numbers
qs=7.0, 10.6, and 17.4 in a hard-sphere fluid. The larger
value for the range of validity e at q=10.6 is mainly due
to accidental cancellation of higher-order terms sFra-
nosch et al., 1997bd. With a hard-sphere structure factor,
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the numerical solutions of the integral equations s5.14d
for fq’s in the nonergodic phase agree well with an em-
pirical fit easqd involving a wave-number-dependent ef-
fective exponent a sDas, 1993d.

b. Scaling in power-law relaxations

The decay of the density correlation function fqstd has
distinct relaxation regimes similar to those occurring in
the case of the schematic model described in the previ-
ous section. First, fqstd decays to a plateau value fq al-
gebraically,

fqstd = fq
c + hqstb/tda. s5.19d

As in the schematic case, Eq. s5.19d is valid in the time
window to! t!tb. The time scale tb diverges algebra-
ically with the separation parameter Do such that tb

= touD0u−1/2a. Above the critical density, in the nonergodic
glassy phase fqstd decays by a power law t−a to the cor-
responding value of the nonergodicity parameter fq. For
densities less than the critical value, the initial power-law
relaxation crosses over to the von-Schweidler relaxation,

fqstd = fq
c − hqst/tadb. s5.20d

This occurs in the time window tb! t!ta, the same as in
the schematic case fEq. s5.11dg. Both the exponents a
and b of the power-law relaxations follow from the same
transcendental equation as in the corresponding sche-
matic case. The parameter ls in the schematic case now
correspond to the exponent parameter l and is com-
puted using the formula presented in Eq. s5.17d. For
hard-sphere systems with one-loop vertex contributions,
l=0.74 sFuchs, Hofacker, and Latz, 1992d.

The power-law decays in different time windows are
sometimes expressed in the form of a single scaling func-
tion,

hq
−1ffqstd − fq

cg = ÎDog±st̂d , s5.21d

where g±st̂d refers to the master functions in terms of the
reduced time t̂= t /tb, above and below the dynamic tran-
sition point. The left-hand side of Eq. s5.21d scaled with
a factor of ÎDo will follow one master curve independent
of wave number q. The power-law relaxations described
above then follow from the asymptotic behavior of the
scaling functions. For short times when t!tb, to leading
order g±st̂!1d= t̂−a. In the other limit of t@tb, the scal-
ing functions are different above and below the transi-
tion point. In the nonergodic state g+ approaches the
value gl= s1−ld−1/2 for t̂@1. In this case, Eq. s5.21d re-
duces to the cusp behavior of the nonergodicity param-
eter described by Eq. s5.16d. A crossover time t̂+ is
sometimes defined when the monotonically decreasing
function reaches within, say, 0.1% of its asymptotic
value, i.e., g+st̂+d=1.001gl. On the other hand, for the
liquid side, g− for large t̂ approaches the von-Schweidler
law, g−st̂@1d=−Bt̂b, where B is a constant. In this case a
corresponding crossover time t̂− can be defined where
g−st̂−d=0. The characteristic power-law relaxation of the

mode-coupling theory is termed as the b-relaxation and
the scaling behavior in the corresponding region as
b-scaling. We will use this terminology in the subsequent
sections.

c. The factorization property

Both the exponents a and b in the time regimes cor-
responding to the power-law relaxations are indepen-
dent of temperature or density. From Eq. s5.21d it is
clear that the space and time dependences of the quan-
tity fsq , td− fsqd become separable. This rather remark-
able prediction of the mode-coupling theory has been
termed the factorization property. This is an asymptotic
result, which holds in the close vicinity of the dynamic
transition point. Higher-order corrections can be pre-
sented in the form of a series with factorized terms sFra-
nosch et al., 1997bd in powers of stb / tdb,

fqstd − fq
c = hqS tb

t
DaF1 + Kq

s1dsadS tb

t
DaG , s5.22d

and a similar expansion in powers of st /tadb is possible
for the von-Schweidler relaxation,

fqstd − fq
c = − hqS t

ta
DbF1 − Kq

s1ds− bdS t

ta
DbG . s5.23d

The q-dependent amplitudes Kq
s1dsxd sFranosch et al.,

1997bd are referred to as “corrections to scaling.” One
will need to keep adding higher-order terms as the dis-
tance from the transition increases.

The wave-vector independence implied in the factor-
ization property is also affected by other properties. For
example, the microscopic time scale to in the
q-dependent model now assumes special significance
sDas, 1993d. It quantifies the matching of the short-time
decays for all the q values to the transients which are
obviously dependent on the wave number „the micro-
scopic frequency for wave number q is Vq

2

=q2fbmSsqdg−1
…. The time window between the cross-

over from the transient to the power-law behavior given
by Eq. s5.22d is now strongly dependent on wave num-
ber. Furthermore, for q values at which the amplitude of
the correction term becomes small, the range of validity
of the leading term is naturally over longer times. Thus
the range of validity of the leading-order solution and
hence that of the so-called factorization property is
strongly dependent on q.

With the next-to-asymptotic-order terms in Eq. s5.21d
taken into account, the new scaling functions consist of
corresponding correction terms,

hq
−1ffqstd − fq

cg = ÎDofg±st̂d + ÎDohg±
s1dsq, t̂djg , s5.24d

where t̂= t /tb is the rescaled time. The leading-order cor-
rection terms g±

s1d for the master functions are presented
by Franosch et al. s1997bd. The corrections are depen-
dent on wave number q and hence, as we move away
from the dynamic transition point, the q independence
of the right-hand side of Eq. s5.24d becomes invalid. In
short, the closer we get to the dynamic transition point,
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the more the time window expands over which the cor-
relation function fsq , td remains near the plateau fq

c .
Hence the range of validity of the factorization property
also grows. The corrections to the scaling described here
are for the simple mode-coupling model in which all as-
pects of the ergodicity-restoring mechanism have been
ignored. In the presence of physically relevant processes
that remove the sharp dynamic transition, it is not a pri-
ori clear whether the system will ever get close enough
to the transition point to clearly display the above be-
haviors.

d. Alpha-relaxation scaling

In the region asymptotically close to the dynamic
transition at wc with the time scale ta tending to `, the a
relaxation in the mode-coupling theory is described in
terms of a temperature-independent master function

fqstd;F̂qst /tad. All the relaxation curves at different
temperatures will merge into a single curve with a
temperature-dependent relaxation time ta. This prop-
erty is known as the time/temperature superposition prin-
ciple. Alpha relaxation is defined in the limit that the
control parameter w asymptotically approaches the criti-
cal value w→wc, with z→0, ta→`, so that ẑ=zta re-
mains finite. The mode-coupling prediction for a relax-
ation is obtained through numerical solution of the
model equations. The leading-order result, i.e., the mas-
ter function F, was computed by numerically solving the
equation sFuchs, Hofacker, and Latz, 1992d

F̂qsẑd =
m̂qsẑd

1 + ẑm̂qsẑd
. s5.25d

Equation s5.25d is obtained from Eqs. s4.2d–s4.4d by tak-
ing the scaling limit z→0, ta→`, so that ẑ=zta.

tam̂qsẑd=−imLsq ,zd /Vq
2, and taF̂qsẑd=fsq ,zd. The

mode-coupling integrals in m̂ are evaluated at the tran-
sition point w=wc. The microscopic and power-law relax-
ations are eliminated here so the t̂=0 value of the scaling

function F̂ is equal to fq. Therefore Eq. s5.14d for locat-
ing the dynamic transition now corresponds to the t̂
→0 limit of Eq. s5.25d. The scaling function Fqst̂d is ob-
tained very accurately by numerically solving sFuchs et
al., 1991d Eq. s5.25d in the time-space domain as

F̂qst̂d = m̂qst̂d −
d

dt̂
E

o

t̂

dsm̂qst̂ − sdF̂qssd . s5.26d

For the input static structure factor F̂qst̂d the Percus-
Yevick solution is used. An asymmetrically stretched
shape of the spectrum in the frequency space is obtained
due to the overlap of the von-Schweidler relaxation. The
stretched exponential form is a good fit for the master
function at all wave numbers, with better quality of
agreement at large q. The stretching exponent b is wave-
number dependent and bq shows a minimum at the first
peak of the static structure factor. The corresponding

relaxation times tasqd also shows a strong peak at this
wave vector.

Similar to the scaling function for the initial power-
law regimes, the relaxation behavior described by the
master function F is an asymptotic result valid in the
close vicinity of the transition point. The time/
temperature superposition is a prediction of the simple
mode-coupling theory only near the dynamic transition
point. As we move away from the transition the
temperature-independent master function requires cor-
rection terms very much in the same way as for the
power-law regime,

fqstd = F̂qst̂d + Dos1 − fq
cd2F̂q

s1dst̂d + OsDo
2d . s5.27d

The temperature independence of the a-relaxation mas-
ter function is lost with the inclusion of the correction
term. In contrast to the case of power-law relaxations,
the leading-order correction to the a master function in
Eq. s5.27d is of OsDod. The corresponding correction to
the power-law scaling function is of OsDo

1/2d. Indeed, the
numerical solutions for fqstd from the simple mode-
coupling model show a marked departure from time/
temperature superposition unless one is in the close vi-
cinity of the dynamic transition point. The solutions of
the mode-coupling equations away from the transition
follow power-law or stretched exponential forms with
effective exponents that are dependent on both tem-
perature and wave number.

e. Viscoelastic behavior

The viscoelastic behavior of dense liquids is under-
stood in mode-coupling theory using the liquid structure
as an input and without resorting to empirical models.
The dynamic response of the fluid to shear is studied
through an analysis of the transverse current correlation
function fTsq ,zd, expressed in the form s3.18d generaliz-
ing the corresponding transport coefficient mo

Tsqd in
terms of the generalized shear viscosity mTsq ,zd,

mTsq,zd = mo
T + E

o

`

dteiztm̃Tsq,td . s5.28d

The one-loop contribution to m̃T from the coupling of
density fluctuations is obtained as

m̃Tsq,zd =
n

2mb
E dk

s2pd3 s1 − u2dfVTsk1,kdg2

3Ssk1dSskdfsk1,tdfsk,td , s5.29d

where u= q̂ · k̂ and k1=q−k. The vertex function VTsq
−k ,kd=kfcskd−csk1dg. The memory function or the gen-
eralized shear viscosity m̃T develop correlations over
long time scales as the result of the slow dynamics of the
density correlation function. We shall describe below
two consequences of this.

sAd The transverse autocorrelation function fT ob-
tained from the coupled equations s5.28d and
s5.29d shows that a critical value qo exists such
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that with q.qo the relaxation of fT is a damped
oscillatory mode. This indicates that the system
sustains shear waves up to this wave number. Be-
low qo the decay of fTsq , td is exponential. In the
simple mode-coupling model with a dynamic tran-
sition, qo approaches zero as w→wc. This corre-
sponds to a maximum wavelength Lo=2p /qo for
the propagating shear waves sKirkpatrick, 1984d
in the liquid. For a hard-sphere system, as the
critical packing fraction of the dynamic transition
wc=0.525 is approached, Lo tends to diverge
sAhluwalia and Das, 1998d, implying complete
freezing at all length scales. This divergence of Lo
approaching the ideal transition point is prompted
by the divergence of the shear viscosity. In the
complete analysis with the extended mode-
coupling theory sdescribed in the next sectiond the
sharp transition is smeared and hence Lo does not
diverge sDas, 2000d. Similar behavior has been
observed sMountain, 1997d in molecular-dynamics
simulations of fragile liquids for which the mode-
coupling models generally apply.

sBd Anomalous stretching is seen in the shear modu-
lus. The elastic response of the supercooled liquid
is defined over a time scale in terms of the corre-
sponding frequency-dependent modulus Gsvd
= ivhsvd, where hsvd is the frequency transform
of the time-dependent shear viscosity. Gsvd for a
typical glass-former, di-n-butylphthalate sDBPd,
was measured by Menon et al. s1994d and was fit-
ted to the Cole-Davidson sDavidson and Cole,
1951d form,

GCDsvd = G`S1 −
1

s1 + ivtdbCD
D , s5.30d

where bCD is the stretching exponent. The experi-
mental data show that bCD increases with de-
crease in temperature. This anomalous inverse
temperature dependence of the stretching can be
understood via the simple mode-coupling model
sSrivastava et al., 2002d as a consequence of the
characteristic two-step relaxation process, that is,
power laws crossing over to a stretched exponen-
tial behavior. The effective power-law exponents
as well as the stretching exponents computed
from mode-coupling theory are temperature de-
pendent when the liquid is away from the dy-
namic transition point. The stretching exponent of
the a-relaxation part shows a normal behavior,
i.e., an increase stowards 1d with increase of the
temperature. However the low-frequency wing of
the power-law relaxation overlaps with that of the
stretched exponential form to produce the
anomalous effect. To have such an overlap, it is
therefore required that the time scales of the two
processes not be widely separated. The observa-
tion of this anomalous effect indicates that the
system does not get too close to the transition.

The frequency-dependent shear viscosity controls the
elastic behavior of the supercooled liquid in terms of the
dynamic shear modulus. In a similar way the specific
heat swhich also relates to the equilibrium stated devel-
ops frequency dependence sBirge and Nagel, 1985;
Nielsen and Dyre, 1996d, which is understood in terms of
the frequency dependence of the longitudinal viscosity
of the liquid sZwanzig, 1988d. Such frequency depen-
dences can follow from the simple model described
above sHarbola and Das, 2001d or from more involved
treatments sMarchetti, 1986; Oxtoby, 1986d.

The self-consistent mode-coupling equations
s4.2d–s4.4d have a rich mathematical structure character-
ized by a class of bifurcation singularity sArnol’d, 1992d.
The discussion above refers to the lowest-order sfold bi-
furcationd singularity, which is generally linked to struc-
tural relaxation. Higher-order singularities were ana-
lyzed sGötze and Haussmann, 1988d obtaining a
different relaxation behavior. Götze and Sperl s2002d
have recently studied those singularities to predict relax-
ations expressed in polynomials of lnstd. The interaction
potential between the liquid particles influences its dy-
namics through the effect on the static correlations, used
as input parameters in the mode-coupling theory. When
mode-coupling equations were studied with structure
factors corresponding to sticky hard spheres sFabbian et
al., 1999d, square-well system sDawson et al., 2001d they
exhibited signatures of higher-order singularity scusp bi-
furcationd. Logarithmic dependences on relaxation are
reported to be seen in experiments on colloids of micel-
lar particles sMallamace et al., 2000d as well as in
molecular-dynamics simulation sPuertas et al., 2002d. If
the short-range attractive interaction or the stickiness of
the particles dominates the dynamics, the glassy behav-
ior can occur at much lower densities than close packing.
This has been referred to as attractive glass and is linked
to the re-entrant glass transition seen in experiments on
colloids with short-range attraction sEckert and Bartsch,
2002; Pham et al., 2002d, copolymer micellar system
sChen, Chen, and Mallamace, 2003d. The mode-coupling
model has also been used to study how the short-range
attractive interaction between the liquid particles affects
its mechanical properties sZaccarelli et al., 2001ad and
the nature of the tagged particel dynamics sKaur and
Das, 2003bd.

3. Tagged-particle dynamics

We shall consider here the theoretical model for the
slow single-particle dynamics in the context of mode-
coupling theory. The slow relaxation of the density cor-
relation which result from the feedback mechanism in-
fluences the single-particle dynamics. The density of a
tagged particle is formally denoted by rssr , td=mdfr
−rastdg. The corresponding density correlation or van
Hove correlation function,

Gssur − r8u,t − t8d = krssr,tdrssr8,t8dl , s5.31d

represents the time-dependent spatial distribution of the
tagged particle. edrGssr , td=1 ensures particle conserva-
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tion. In the thermodynamic limit the average krsl is zero
and hence drs;rs. The Fourier-Laplace transform van
Hove correlation function fssq ,zd is obtained in the
form of a two-step continued fraction,

fssq,zd = Fz −
q2vo

2

z + iGo
s G−1

, s5.32d

similar to Eq. s3.17d for the total density correlation,
with vo being the average speed of the fluid particle. In
the long-time limit ssmall zd fs develops a diffusive pole
fssq ,zd=1/ sz+ iq2DBd with the bare self-diffusion coef-
ficient DB=vo

2 /Go
s .

The tagged-particle density rs satisfies the continuity
equation, ]trs+ ¹ ·gs=0. The equation of motion for the
current gs is obtained as

] gs
i

] t
+ Go

s gs
i + vo

2¹idrs = zs
i , s5.33d

similar to the corresponding equations s4.12d and s4.13d
for r and g, respectively. The noise zs

i in the equation for
gs is related to the friction coefficient Go

s through the
fluctuation-dissipation relation kzs

isr , tdzs
jsr8 , t8dl=G0

sdijdsr
−r8ddst− t8d. Equation s5.33d for the tagged-particle den-
sity is only approximate, because the momentum ĝs of
the tagged particle in the sea of identical particles is not
a conserved quantity nor is it like that of a Brownian
particle of heavy mass. There is no basis for assuming a
separation of time scales between the “noise” and
“regular” parts in this equation. Go

s is a constant in the
small-q limit. For a hard-sphere system Go

s computed
from the Enskog model gives Go

s =2/ s3tEd. Therefore Eq.
s5.32d obtained in the form of a two-step continued frac-
tion, using the equations of motion for rs and gs, can
only be considered approximate, as well.

The nonlinear terms in the Langevin equation for gs
are computed following an approach like that for the
total momentum density g. The mode-coupling correc-
tion to the bare friction coefficient Go

s is obtained sKirk-
patrick and Nieuwoudt, 1986a, 1986bd from the corre-
sponding nonlinear term rssdFU /drsd as in Eq. s4.13d.
Using the standard form of the expansion s4.16d for the
free energy FU one obtains the relevant vertex function
for the coupling of drs and dr as Vssq−k ,kd= sq̂ ·kdcskd.
The Go

s in Eq. s5.32d is now renormalized to Gs
rsq ,zd

=Go
s + G̃ssq ,zd with a mode-coupling contribution from

the density fluctuations,

G̃ssq,td =
n

bm
E dkW

s2pd3 fVssq − k,kdg2

3Sskdfssq − k,tdfsk,td ; m̃L
s sq,td . s5.34d

The renormalized expression s5.34d for Go
s can also be

obtained sGötze, 1991d by following a procedure similar
to that described in Appendix A.1. This involves taking
projections on the space of coupled slow modes
Csskp¯ d=drskddrsspd¯. The same model for tagged-
particle correlation was studied to conclude that the self-

diffusion coefficient goes to zero sBengtzelius et al.,
1984d at the dynamic transition point.

The model presented above for the tagged-particle
dynamics is somewhat phenomenological in nature and
unlike the case of the collective density. Nevertheless,
the above form of mode coupling has been very widely
investigated. The form s5.34d of the memory function
provides a mechanism for producing the cage effect in
dense fluids. The self-correlation fssqd in Eq. s5.32d,
driven by the memory function s5.34d, freezes to fq

s at the
dynamic transition point described by Eqs. s4.2d–s4.4d.
The corresponding equation for the nonergodicity pa-
rameter fq

s is

fq
s

1 − fq
s =

1

Vsq
2 m̃s

Lsq,t → `d ; Hq
s ffkg , s5.35d

with Vsq
2 =q2vo

2. In the close vicinity of the transition, on
the liquid side, fssq , td follows a sequence of relaxation
similar to that of the density correlation functions, as
discussed earlier in Sec. V.A.2. Away from the transition,
corrections similar to those discussed for the density cor-
relation function in Sec. V.A.2 apply sFuchs et al., 1998d.
At the dynamic transition point, the self-diffusion coef-
ficient approaches zero and the corresponding mean-
square displacement kr2stdl also freezes in time, signify-
ing complete localization of the particle ssee Fig. 3,
dashed lined. The renormalization of the self-diffusion
coefficient due to coupling of rs to the total momentum
density g sBodeaux and Mazur, 1973d, on the other hand,
follows directly from the equations conforming to the
conservation laws. Such contributions have been ignored

FIG. 3. Mean square displacement kr2stdl vs t at packing frac-
tion h;w=0.565: solid line, extended mode-coupling theory;
dashed line, simple mode-coupling theory. The inset shows the
power-law exponent a defined by a power-law behavior of
kr2stdl ssee textd with packing fraction h. Length is expressed in
units of hard-sphere diameter s and t in the corresponding
Enskog time tE for hard spheres ssee textd. The arrows indicate
the times where the non-Gaussian parameter a2std sRahman,
1964d shows peaks. From Kaur and Das, 2002.
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above, since they do not give rise to the feedback
mechanism.

B. Extensions to more complex systems

The feedback mechanism due to coupling of density
fluctuations producing slow dynamics has been applied
in a number of other systems with higher complexity. We
consider two specific examples here.

1. Mode-coupling theory for binary mixtures

The feedback mechanism central to mode-coupling
theory is formulated for binary systems sBosse and
Thakur, 1987; Krieger and Bosse, 1987; Barrat and Latz,
1990; Harbola and Das, 2002d in the same manner as for
the one-component case described above. The choice of
slow variables for the binary system is important in de-
termining the form of mode coupling that follows. From
the underlying conservation laws, the slow variables for
a binary fluid are the two partial densities rssxd, s=1,2
and total momentum density gsxd,

rssxd = mso
a=1

Ns

dfx − xs
astdg , s5.36d

gsxd = o
s

o
a=1

Ns

ps
adfx − xs

astdg , s5.37d

where xs
astd is the position and ps

a the momentum of the
ath particle in the sth species. Ns is the number of par-
ticles of the sth species, and the total number of particles
is given by N=N1+N2. The momentum densities gs for
individual species can be represented similarly to Eq.
s5.37d. g=g1+g2 is a microscopically conserved property,
but not g1 or g2. An essential input in constructing the
Langevin equations is the free-energy functional, which
is expressed in terms of g and rs’s. F=Fk+FU, where the
kinetic part Fk is same as given by Eq. s4.11d sHarbola
and Das, 2002d with the total density r=r1+r2. This
form is essential for generating the Galilean-invariant
form of the generalized Navier-Stokes equation. The po-
tential part FU has contributions similar to that of the
one-component system, i.e., an ideal-gas part Fid and an
interaction part Fint. The Fid is taken as a generalization
of the one-component result s4.15d, while Fint is obtained
sSinha and Marchetti, 1992d in terms of the equilibrium
two-particle direct correlation function css8sxd between
species s and s8 sHansen and McDonald, 1986d. Thus
FU=Fid+Fint is

Fusrd =
1

ms
E dxrssxdFln

rssxd
ros

− 1G
−

1

2msms8
E dxdx8css8sx − x8ddrssxddrs8sx8d ,

s5.38d

where ros is the average density of the sth species in the
mixture.

For binary mixtures the 232 matrix Csq , td of corre-
lations of density fluctuations between the s and s8 spe-
cies is defined as

Css8sx − x8,t − t8d =
1

N
kdrssx,tddrs8sx8,t8dl . s5.39d

The mode-coupling theory for a binary mixture is for-
mulated in two different forms. In an approach that will
be referred to as model A, the individual momentum
densities g1 and g2 of the two species, together with the
corresponding mass densities r1, r2, are treated as slow
variables. The generalized Langevin equations corre-
sponding to the gs, s=1,2 are obtained as

] gis

] t
+ ¹j

gisgjs

rs
+ rs¹i

dFu

drs
+ o

s8

Łij
ss8 dF

dgjs8
= f̃is, s5.40d

with the individual densities satisfying ]trs+ ¹ ·gs=0.
The equations for the rs’s now only have reversible parts
computed from the corresponding Poisson brackets. The
self-diffusion and interdiffusion of the two species are
ignored. Since gs=gsrs /rd, Fk reduces to the form Fk

=edxfg1
2 /2r1+g2

2 /2r2g. The thermal noise f̃s in the equa-
tion for the momentum density gs follows the
fluctuation-dissipation relation,

kf̃issx,tdf̃js8
sx8,t8dl = 2kBTLij

ss8dsx − x8ddst − t8d , s5.41d

where Lij
ss8, for s, s8=1,2 are the elements of the bare

transport coefficient matrix. Renormalization of the ele-

ments of the bare matrix Lij
ss8, as a result of the nonlin-

earities in the equations for g1 and g2, are computed
within the self-consistent mode-coupling approximations
of dominant density fluctuations. To one-loop order the
contribution is

M̃ss8sq,td =
n

2nsns8
E d3k

s2pd3Vsmssq,kdVs8m8s8sq,kd

3Cmm8sk,tdCss8sk1,td , s5.42d

where Vsmssq ,kd= fn / smmmsdgfq̂ ·kdsscsmskd
+ q̂ ·k1dsmcsssk1dg with the notation k1=q−k and n=n1
+n2 for the total number density. The long-time limit of
the matrix Css8sq , td leads to the nonergodicity param-
eters and is denoted by the matrix Fsqd. A set of nonlin-
ear integral equations, similar to Eq. s5.14d in the one-
component case, is obtained for the Fsqd’s sHarbola and
Das, 2002d. These equations involve the long-time limit

of M̃ss8sq , td. The same mode-coupling model was earlier
obtained by an analysis of the memory function sKrieger
and Bosse, 1987; Barrat and Latz, 1990; Fuchs and Latz,
1993d using the projection operator technique.

In a somewhat different approach, which we shall re-
fer to as model B, the mode-coupling theory for a binary
system is formulated with the set of slow variables con-
sisting of rs, s=1,2 and the total momentum density g
sHarbola and Das, 2002d. The generalized Langevin
equations for the slow variables are obtained as
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] rs

] t
+ ¹ · Frs

r
gG + gss8

dFu

drs8
= us, s = 1,2, s5.43d

] gi

] t
+ ¹j

gigj

r
+ rs¹i

dFu

drs
+ Lij

dF

dgj
= fi, s5.44d

where the repeated indices are summed over. The bare
transport matrix Lij is related to the noise by the usual
fluctuation-dissipation relation. For an isotropic liquid,
Lij is expressed in terms of a longitudinal and shear vis-
cosity, as described in Sec. III in the one-component
case. It is instructive to write the partial density equa-
tions s5.43d in the form of balance equations, ]trs

+ ¹ · g̃s=0, where the current associated with rs is

g̃s = Frs

r
gG + gss8 ¹

dFu

drs8

+ as, s5.45d

with ¹ ·as=−us. The momentum density g̃s’s individually
are not conserved quantities, but their sum is. The dissi-
pative and the random parts of the currents g̃s’s maintain
a detailed balance to ensure the continuity equation
s4.12d for the total density r. Equation s5.43d includes
the interdiffusion in the dynamics that was ignored in
model A. This is crucial in considering the phenomenon
of jamming or the glass transition in binary systems. The
corresponding mode-coupling theory is formulated in
terms of the renormalized longitudinal viscosity Gmc,
which has the following one-loop expression:

Gmcsq,td =
1

2r0q2 E dk
s2pd3Vss8sq,kdVll8sq,k1d

3Cl8s8sk,tdClssk1,td , s5.46d

where k1=q−k and the vertex functions Vss8 is obtained
in terms of direct correlation functions css8. Unlike
model A, here the renormalization corresponds to the
longitudinal part of the memory function. A set of non-
linear integral equations fsimilar to Eq. s5.14dg involving
G was obtained by Harbola and Das s2002d.

Using partial static structure factors for a binary hard-
sphere system, Lebowitz s1964d and Ashcroft and Lan-
greth s1967d obtained the dynamic transition point for
the mixture in both of the above described models as in
the one-component case fsee the discussions with Eq.
s5.14d aboveg. There are several difference between the
two cases.

sid The dynamic transition occurs in model A
sThakur and Bosse, 1991a, 1991bd generally at
much lower packing fraction values than in model
B sHarbola and Das, 2002d. This result means that
model B is in better qualitative agreement with
the results of computer simulations ssee Sec.
X.Ad. Model A has been extensively applied sSci-
ortino and Kob, 2001; Foffi, Götze, et al., 2003;
Götze and Voigtmann, 2003d by treating the tran-
sition point of the theoretical model sKob et al.,
2002d as an adjustable parameter.

siid In model A, the dependence of the mass ratio
sam=m2 /m1d of the constituent particles on the
dynamic transition point drops out. The model-B
equations, on the other hand, predict that the
transition point will be influenced by am as well as
by the size ratio sad and the relative abundance of
the two species sHarbola and Das, 2003bd. How-
ever, this mass ratio dependence of the transition
is substantial only in extreme cases of asymmetry.
Recent results of computer simulations sZac-
carelli et al., 2004d demonstrate the mass ratio de-
pendence of the self-diffusivities in the binary sys-
tem.

siiid In both cases the mode-coupling equations for the
total density correlation function reduce to those
for a one-component system sBengtzelius et al.,
1984d if individual components in the mixture be-
come identical, i.e., if am→1 and a→1. If, in ad-
dition, N1=1 and N2=N−1, then model A obtains
the equations for the tagged-particle correlation
cs, described in Sec. V.A.3. This is simply a mani-
festation of the fact that model A begins with the
same phenomenological approach of writing the
equation of motion s5.33d for tagged-particle mo-
mentum in Eq. s5.40d. In Model B the approach is
different. Here the renormalization of the self-
diffusion coefficient has contributions only from
convective-type nonlinearities in the equations of
motion, obtained with a Gaussian free energy
s5.38d. In model B the mechanism for freezing cs
can only arise from a non-Gaussian driving free-
energy functional Fu. It is important to note here
that in the one-component model the dynamic
transition is not linked to freezing of the fs, but to
freezing of the total density correlation function
f. fs is actually slaved to f through Eqs. s5.32d
and s5.34d.

2. The molecular liquid

The basic idea of the nonlinear feedback mechanism
from density fluctuations producing slow dynamics has
also been applied to molecular liquids in which there are
orientational degrees of freedom in addition to the
translational degrees of freedom. A general approach to
understanding the orientational dynamics in a molecular
liquid is to study the Smoluchowski dynamics. The theo-
ries sBagchi and Chandra, 1990d that consider the dy-
namics at the linear level predict exponential relaxations
and are generally applicable to the normal-liquid state.
Numerical studies show the evidence of nonexponential
relaxation with orientational degrees of freedom sGallo
et al., 1996d. In a more advanced theory valid at moder-
ate densities sMadden and Kivelson, 1984d, the correla-
tion functions are obtained as a three-step continued
fraction representation. However, the memory kernel is
treated here in the Markov approximation. The role of
cooperative dynamics in the molecular liquids at high
density has been studied using the mode-coupling ap-
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proximations to lowest order sfor a recent review see
Bagchi and Bhattacharyya, 2001d. The self-consistent
mode-coupling model for a molecular liquid has been
considered by several authors. Kawasaki s1997d has in-
cluded orientational degrees of freedom in addition to
that of translation in a generalized hydrodynamic ap-
proach. A mode-coupling theory for a liquid of linear
molecules sSchilling and Scheidsteger, 1997d and one for
single linear molecules in a simple liquid sFranosch et al.,
1997ad have been worked out by taking into account the
role of the dominant density fluctuations.

An arbitrary molecular liquid is described in terms of
the microscopic one-particle density

nsx,V,td = o
i

dfx − xistdgd„V,Vistd… , s5.47d

where d„V ,Vistd… denotes the invariant delta function
sGray and Gubbins, 1984d with the index i referring to
the phase-space index si=1, . . . ,Nd. The variable V in
general will correspond to the three Euler angles corre-
sponding to the orientational degrees of freedom. The
tensorial densities corresponding to Eq. s5.47d are de-
fined as

nlmnsq,td = ilÎs2l + 1d E dxE dVnsx,V,tdeiq·x

3Dmn
l sVd*

=ilÎs2l + 1do
i

eiq·xistdDmn
l fVistdg*, s5.48d

where Dmn
l fVg are Wigner rotation matrices with l

=0,1 ,2. . ., −lømø l, and −lønø l. A linear molecule is
a special case, which represents a system with five de-
grees of freedom sthree translational and two rota-
tionald. In this case the moment of inertia along the sym-
metry axis is zero. The density correlation functions are
obtained in a matrix form,

Skk8sq,td =
1

N
knksq,td*nk8sq,0dl , s5.49d

where k; lmn. For light-scattering cross sections from
the molecular liquid, the main contributions comes from
l= l8=0, while for dielectric spectra the l=1 is of more
relevance.

The starting point of the mode-coupling model is the
choice of a suitable set of slow variables. The separation
of the translational and rotational degrees of freedom
require the choice of a reference point, e.g., the center
of mass of the molecule. The model equations for the
dynamics must remain independent of any specific
choice of reference point. In addition to the density vari-
ables nksq , td, the set of slow variables for the molecular
system includes the corresponding currents jk

a related
through the continuity equations, ṅksq , td= fiqkk8

am sqdg*jk8
am,

where the superscripts a=T and R represent transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom, respectively,
while m corresponds to the vector indices in three di-
mensions. The symbol qkk8

am used in the continuity equa-

tion is equal to qmdkk8 for a=T, and it is related to the
angular momentum operators Lm sSchilling, 2002d for
a=R. The corresponding current densities jk

a are given
by

jk
amsq,td = ilÎs2l + 1do

i
vi

amstdeiq·xistdDmn
l fVistdg*,

s5.50d

where vi
amstd= ẋi

mstd is the translational velocity corre-
sponding to a=T and vi

amstd=vi
mstd is the angular veloc-

ity corresponding to a=R. The theory constructed with
the set of variables hnk , jk

Tm , jk
Rmj keeps the long-time dy-

namics independent of the mass m and the moments of
inertia Ii si=x ,y ,zd of the molecules. In an equivalent
approach to site representation sChong and Hirata,
1998d the dynamics are formulated using the partial den-
sity nisx , td, i=1,2 , . . . ,M for the atomic sites in each in-
dividual molecule. The corresponding density correla-
tors are given by Sijsq , td= s1/Ndknisq , td*njsq ,0dl. A
comparison between the tensorial and site-site descrip-
tions for a single dumbbell molecule in a hard-sphere
liquid has been made by Chong et al. s2001d. A mode-
coupling theory for a system of symmetric dumbbells of
fused hard spheres was worked out by Chong and Götze
s2002a, 2002bd.

a. The memory function

The equations of motion for the density correlation
functions of a molecular liquid have been obtained for
an arbitrary shaped molecule. For simplicity we discuss
here only the corresponding results for the linear mol-
ecule, k= lm0. In the following we denote the matrix of
correlation functions Skk8 by S. The time evolution of S
is obtained in terms of the memory function,

]

] t
Ssq,td + E

0

t

dsKsq,t − sdS−1sqdSsq,sd = 0. s5.51d

The matrix K is defined as Ksq , td=Q̃nFnn8sq , tdQ̃n8* sre-

peated indices are summed overd where Q̃n
kk8;qkk8

am sqd
and the compact notation n;hamj is used. The static
correlation matrix Ssqd is expressed through the
Ornstein-Zernike relation, Ssqd= f1−n / s8p2dcsqdg−1, in
terms of the direct correlation function matrix c. 1
stands for the identity matrix. The corresponding equa-
tion of motion for the matrix Fnn8 is

]

] t
Fnn8 + E

0

t

dsMnn9sq,t − sdFn9n8sq,sd = 0. s5.52d

Equations s5.51d and s5.52d together are essential for ob-
taining the crucial two-step continued fraction form
s3.17d for the density correlation functions. It is conve-
nient to express the kernel Mnn8sq , td=Jsqdnn9mn9n8sq , td
in terms of the memory function matrix m and to denote
by Jnn8 the static correlation matrix sSchilling, 2002d. m
consists of a bare part, due to the uncorrelated short-
time dynamics, and a slow part due to correlated mo-
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tion. The slow part is obtained sSchilling, 2002d using the
standard approximations of the self-consistent mode-
coupling theory, in terms of the coupling of density cor-
relation functions,

mkk8
nn8sq,td =

1

2N o
q1q2

o
k1k18

o
k2k28

Vnn8fqkk8uq1k1k18;q2k2

3k28Sk1k18
sq1,tdSk2k28

sq2,td . s5.53d

The vertices Vnn8fqkk8 uq1k1k18 ;q2k2k28g are expressed
sSchilling, 2002d in terms of direct correlation functions
csqd. Although much more involved in their structure,
the above set of equations s5.51d–s5.53d are similar to
what has been described earlier for atomic systems and
constitute the usual two-step expressions for the density
correlators essential for the feedback mechanism pro-
ducing slow dynamics. However, unlike the case for
atomic liquids, the vertices for the molecular liquids are
not all positive. The set of slow variables discussed here
for linear molecules were also considered for an arbi-
trary molecule by Fabbian, Latz, et al. s1999d.

The mode-coupling equations described above main-
tain their form under a change of reference point sSchill-
ing, 2002d. To maintain covariance, angular velocity
rather than angular momentum is sarbitrarilyd chosen in
the definition of the currents. The choice of slow vari-
ables plays an important role in maintaining the form of
the equations. Keeping both longitudinal and transverse
components of the rotational current density jk

Rm is es-
sential. For the translational current density, keeping
only the longitudinal part jk

Tm is sufficient to maintain
covariance. Taking only the longitudinal components for
both jk

R and jk
T sFranosch et al., 1997; Schilling and

Scheidsteger, 1997bd or the longitudinal component of jk
R

sLatz and Letz, 2001d does not preserve covariance.

b. The glass transition scenario

As in the case of simple liquids, the ideal dynamic
transition is characterized by the nonvanishing long-time
limit of the density correlators:

fkk8sqd = lim
t→`

Skk8sq,td . s5.54d

For l and/or l8Þ0, the corresponding nonergodicity pa-
rameters describe the freezing of the orientational de-
grees of freedom. The fkk8sqd’s have been obtained for a
system of hard-sphere dipoles sSchilling and
Scheidsteger, 1997d using static correlators in the mean
spherical and Percus-Yevick approximations. The con-
trol parameters for the system are the packing fraction w
and temperature T sb=1/kBTd. Note that the quantity
bm2 /d3;1/T* represents the ratio of dipolar energy
m2 /d3 to thermal energy. For molecules of arbitrary
shape, all modes freeze simultaneously at the dynamic
transition point sFabbian et al., 1999d. The roles of trans-
lational and rotational coupling in dipolar hard spheres
were studied by Theenhaus et al. s2001d, who predicted a
peak in the center-of-mass spectra sthe density cor-

relator at l=0,m=0d over intermediate frequencies, a
decade below the high-frequency peak.

The theoretical predictions from molecular mode-
coupling theory were tested through molecular-
dynamics simulations performed on a liquid of linear
molecules with a two-site Lennard-Jones interaction.
The simulations examined structural relaxation for
translational as well as rotational degrees of motion
sKämmerer et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998bd, both of which
were fitted with correlators having a von-
Schweidler exponent b=0.54, corresponding to the ex-
ponent parameter ls=0.76. The plateau value fq

c , and the
amplitude of the power-law terms in Eq. s5.20d were
treated as adjustable parameters. The l=1 correlators
corresponding to rotational variables did not show the
von-Schweidler relaxation. The inconsistency in the l
=1 case may possibly be linked to the observation sin
molecular-dynamics simulationsd that l=1 correlators
are strongly influenced by the 180° flips of the molecular
axis. Such “hopping processes” are not accounted for in
the present version of simple mode-coupling theory for
a molecular liquid. Molecular-dynamics simulations for a
model of water, on the other hand sSciortino et al., 1996,
1997, 1999d, obtained a von-Schweidler exponent b
=0.50 with a Tc identified at 223 K. The dynamic transi-
tion point was computed from the integral equations of
mode-coupling theory with input static correlation func-
tions taken from the computer simulation data. How-
ever, this procedure theoretically predicted a dynamic
transition point at a much higher temperature than di-
rectly observed in the simulation, hence overestimating
the glass transition temperature as in the case of atomic
liquids sNauroth and Kob, 1997d. Improvements of this
situation, along lines similar to the case for a binary sys-
tem sHarbola and Das, 2002d, have so far not been un-
dertaken for molecular systems.

For single-particle motion in molecular liquids, the ro-
tational diffusion constant is obtained in a Green-Kubo
form,

Dmm8
R = E

0

`

dtkvmstdvm8s0dl . s5.55d

Here vmstd corresponds to the mth component of the
angular velocity of a tagged particle in its body-fixed
frame. The translational and rotational diffusion coeffi-
cients sHansen and McDonald, 1986d, denoted by Ds

and DR=om DR
mm, were evaluated in the simulations with

the angular velocity vm in the laboratory frame. DssTd
showed a behavior similar to the case of atomic liquid,
falling by four orders of magnitude with a power law.
DR, on the other hand, deviated from power-law behav-
ior much earlier, at a much higher temperature and fol-
lowed an Arrhenius law. This is in disagreement with the
simple molecular mode-coupling theory described
above. For translational motion Ds goes to zero for a
particle caught in a cage and mean-square displacement
is bound. If the molecule is caught in an orientational
cage similar to a cone around the z axis ssayd, the tagged
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correlator Slm0,l8m80
ssd freezes. This does not, however, im-

ply a vanishing rotational diffusion coefficient, since the
azimuthal angle around the z axis can still grow with
time.

We have discussed above some applications of the
idea of the self-consistent mode-coupling model to situ-
ations in which new sets of conservation laws modify the
basic model. A number of related studies have been car-
ried out in recent years, applying the feedback mecha-
nism to different types of complex liquids. For example,
nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamic equations related to
mode-coupling theory were formulated for liquid crys-
tals by De et al. s1993d, and for a sheared fluid by
Miyazaki and Reichman s2002d. The role of dominant
density fluctuations was studied recently for polymer
melts sChong and Fuchs, 2002d using the site represen-
tation. Mode-couping equations for the site-averaged
density correlator as well as for a tagged polymer cor-
relator were obtained in a form formally identical to
their respective counterparts for one-component simple
liquids. These equations for the polymer melt predict a
sharp dynamic transition, which becomes independent
of molecular weight. A theory for nonlinear rheology in
a dense colloidal suspension with imposed flow vsxd
=kx skij=gsdixdiy for shear rate gsd was developed by
Fuchs and Cates s2002d, who started from a Smolu-
chowski equation and computed the time correlation of
fluctuations around the steady state. The approach of
the system to the steady state under shear was studied
considering the dynamics in terms of coupling of the
dominant density fluctuations in a manner similar to
standard mode-coupling theory. Similarly a theory for
colloidal gelation was developed by Bergenholtz et al.
s2000d. The feedback mechanism was applied to a dense
star polymer sFoffi, Sciortino, et al., 2003d to study the
dynamic transition line in the phase space of the packing
fraction w and functionality f sthe number of polymeric
arms to the stard. The main input in these models came
from the proper structure factor for the corresponding
soft matter.

VI. ABSENCE OF A SHARP TRANSITION

So far we have considered the simple form of mode-
coupling theory in which the fluid undergoes, at a critical
density, a dynamic transition to a nonergodic state. From
a theoretical point of view, the occurrence of this sharp
dynamic transition in a system having a finite number of
participating degrees of freedom is somewhat unex-
pected. This criticism holds even for the wave-vector-
dependent model: in the absence of intrinsic disorder,
ergodicity should be restored at any finite temperature.
It should be emphasized here that the dynamic transi-
tion in a self-consistent model is not an artifact of some
approximate solution. In certain cases, e.g., for a nonlin-
ear oscillator sSiggia, 1985d, the nonlinear equations for
the dynamics are linked to an effective potential energy
that is non-Gaussian. The corresponding ergodic-to-
nonergodic transition predicted from perturbative solu-

tions of the dynamical model will be destroyed due to
the nature of the equilibrium states. However, as is clear
from the special form of the nonlinearities in the revers-
ible part of the generalized Navier-Stokes equation sDas
et al., 1985bd, the mode-coupling model discussed here
can be obtained even with a completely Gaussian inter-
action free energy, for which there is no possibility of
such disordering agents. The crucial question to be ad-
dressed is whether the mode-coupling model really
keeps this simple form swith the prediction of an ideal
transitiond under proper consideration of the equations
governing the dynamics of the dense fluid. Indeed, the
model obtained from a full analysis sDas and Mazenko,
1986d of the nonlinearities in the dynamics of compress-
ible liquids shows that ergodicity holds at all densities.
The full model ssometimes called extended mode-
coupling theoryd also reduces to the simple model de-
scribed in the previous section if certain corrections are
ignored. The ergodic behavior holds even when the liq-
uid dynamics are controlled by an effective Gaussian
potential energy with a single minimum and no ther-
mally activated hopping.

A. Role of current fluctuations

For a discussion of the ergodicity-restoring processes
and final decay of the density correlation function, we
start from Eq. sA20d. This expression for the correlation
function is obtained from an analysis ssee Appendix
A.2d of the the proper set of nonlinear equations for a
compressible liquid, which are discusssed in Sec. IV.B.2.
The simplified model described above in Sec. V.A.2 fol-
lows from Eq. sA20d when one ignores the quantity
gsq ,zd in the denominator. The final decay of the corre-
lation function is qualitatively changed when this term is
included in the analysis. The dynamic transition dis-
cussed in the previous section is suppressed sDas and
Mazenko, 1986d as a consequence of the coupling of cur-
rents and density fluctuations. Subsequent work has also
demonstrated that similar ergodicity-restoring processes
control the final relaxation of the supercooled liquid
from different approaches sGötze and Sjögren, 1987;
Sjögren, 1990; Schmitz et al., 1993d.

We begin the discussion of the cutoff mechanism with
the model presented in Eq. sA20d, which we put into the
following form:

fsq,zd = Fz + idsq,zd −
Vq

2

z + iq2GRG−1

, s6.1d

where we have used the definition

dsq,zd = gsq,zdF iq2GR

z + iq2GRG . s6.2d

In the asymptotic limit, for long enough times, or corre-
spondingly for small enough z, when the longitudinal
viscosity is large due to the feedback effect from the
coupling of density fluctuations, we have z!q2GRsq ,zd.
The density autocorrelation function fsq ,zd given by
Eq. s6.1d reduces to the form
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fsq,zd =
1

z + isco
2fGRg−1 + g̃q2d

. s6.3d

We have used above the leading-order result in q, g
,q2g̃. If the term involving g̃ in the denominator is ig-
nored, the longest time scale of relaxation for the den-
sity correlation function will be given by fGRg−1. A dy-
namic transition occurs in this model with fsq ,zd,1/z
corresponding to the situation in which GR tends to di-
verge beyond a critical density. The enhancement of GR

occurs due to feedback effects from slowly decaying
density fluctuations. For example, we have seen in Sec.
V such a situation in a hard-sphere system at a packing
fraction wc=0.525. If, on the other hand, the nonlinear
feedback mechanism from the coupling of density fluc-
tuations is not strong enough at any density to drive GR

to diverge, there will be no dynamic transition, even in
the absence of the cutoff function g. Yet due to the pres-
ence of this term, the 1/z pole in f is avoided, even if GR

grows arbitrarily large due to feedback effects. In this
case, g̃q2 determines the pole of the density correlation
function. However, this is not a new hydrodynamic
mode in the system and there is no extra conservation
law involved. The lowest-order contribution to g̃ is at
the one-loop level in the perturbation theory outlined in
the Appendix. Since GR remains finite, the leading-order
relaxation behavior is controlled self-consistently by
fGRg−1, as was pointed out by Latz and Schmitz s1996d.

The asymptotic behavior of the density correlation
function strongly depends on how small the cutoff func-
tion g is. The smaller g is, the longer the time scale over
which the feedback mechanism is effective in enhancing
the transport coefficient. For small enough g, the time
scale of final decay is much longer than the two-step
relaxation of simple mode-coupling theory described in
Sec. VIII. On the other hand, if g does not become small
enough self-consistently, many of the relaxation sce-
narios predicted in the simple mode-coupling theory will
be screened out, since the system does not get close
enough to the dynamic transition point. Indeed, in most
of the mode-coupling models studied so far, it is simply
assumed that the cutoff mechanism is weak so that the
ideal transition model is applicable. The cutoff function,
if considered, is treated as an adjustable parameter in
seeking agreement with results from simulations or ex-
periments.

So far we have discussed the cutoff function in a quali-
tative manner, while treating it from a nonperturbative
approach. To determine the final relaxation behavior
and how much slowing down can occur a quantitative
approach is needed that will evaluate the relevant self-
energies at the lowest or one-loop order.

The asymptotic behavior of the density correlation
functions fsq , td is obtained from the solution of Eq.
sA20d retaining the cutoff function gsq ,zd given by Eq.
sA22d. Both these equations are combined in time space
in the form of a coupled set of integro-differential equa-
tions sDas, 1987, 1990d. In order to focus on the role of
the cutoff mechanism, we consider here these equations

for different q values in a schematic form sDas and Ma-
zenko, 1986d, ignoring all wave-vector dependence,

f̈std + noḟstd + fstd + E
0

t

dsFHft − sgḟssd + gst − sd

3HGofssd + E
0

s

ds8Hfs − s8gfss8dJG = 0, s6.4d

where Go is related to the bare transport coefficient and
time is rescaled with a microscopic frequency scale no
defined at a fixed q. The memory function Hftg
;Hffstdg is generally written in a schematic form as a
polynomial of the density correlation function f, e.g.,
the form Hffstdg=c2f2std corresponds to the
Leutheusser s1984d model. The cutoff function g for the
wave-vector-independent case is obtained from Eq.
sA22d, which reduces to the simple form signoring cou-
plings to the transverse partd gstd=goḟ2std, where go is a
constant. Note that if the cutoff function g is ignored in
Eq. s6.4d, then the idealized mode-coupling model de-
scribed by Eq. s5.4d is obtained. The numerical solution
of Eq. s6.4d with g retained and the memory function H
corresponding to the Leutheusser model has been stud-
ied by Das and Mazenko s1986d. For smaller values of
the density-dependent parameter 1,c2,4, the longitu-
dinal viscosity shows an initial enhancement, appearing
to diverge at c2

*=4.0, with a power law having an expo-
nent close to 2. For higher densities, c2.4, the sharp
transition is smoothed. The viscosity shows an enhance-
ment by about three orders of magnitude. The f12
model, i.e., Hffstdg=c1fstd+c2f2std, was considered by
Kim s1992d. In this case the ideal model showed
stretched exponential relaxation with a line of transi-
tions in the c1-c2 plane ssee Sec. Vd. The enhancement of
the viscosity was similar to that seen in the earlier work
with the extension of the Leutheusser model by Das and
Mazenko s1986d. Indeed, very slow relaxation can only
result if the cutoff function g also becomes very small in
a self-consistent manner. In general with extended
model calculations a qualitative change in the dynamics
is observed around the ideal transition point, but no
sharp transition occurs to a phase characterized by di-
verging viscosity. A similar behavior in experimental
data was reported by Taborek et al. s1986d from a study
of a large number of fragile liquids.

Following the analysis of Das and Mazenko, the
ergodicity-restoring mechanism was considered by Das
s1987, 1990d in a more realistic model for a liquid with a
static structure factor having a proper wave-vector de-
pendence. The extended mode-coupling model was
studied at different densities or temperatures using the
corresponding static structure factors for the liquid as an
input. The wave-vector-dependent generalization of Eq.
s6.4d constituted a set of coupled nonlinear integro-
differential equations sDas, 1990d. For a numerical solu-
tion, the wave numbers were taken to be distributed
over a uniformly spaced grid extending up to an upper
cutoff L. The cutoff function gsq , td at large wave vector
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q was approximated by the form sA22d obtained by Das
and Mazenko s1986d. When the static structure factor for
a one-component Lennard-Jones liquid was used as an
input in the model, the numerical solution of the mode-
coupling equations showed reasonable agreement with
the molecular-dynamics simulation data of Ullo and Yip
s1985, 1989d at the corresponding temperatures and den-
sities. Figure 3 shows the mean-square displacement of a
tagged particle obtained by solving the model equations
sKaur and Das, 2002, 2003ad with a hard-sphere struc-
ture factor sBarker and Henderson, 1976d as input. In
the extended mode-coupling result the corresponding
cutoff function is adjusted up to an overall factor so that
the self-diffusion constant Ds agrees with the results of
computer simulations sWoodcock and Angell, 1981d. In
the intermediate regime s<500tE–1500tEd the variation
kr2stdl, ta is obtained. The exponent ā is shown in the
inset sdenoted as ad in Fig. 3. Generally wave-vector-
dependent models with structure factors corresponding
to simple interaction potentials obtain an enhancement
of the viscosity by three to four orders of magnitude,
indicating a qualitative change in the dynamics around
an intermediate transition point Tc.Tg. The viscosity
follows a power-law divergence as Tc is approached, but
with further lowering of the temperature the transition
is suppressed.

In 1993 Schmitz et al. considered an extended mode-
coupling model in which the dynamic transition was also
smeared. These authors used the fluctuating nonlinear
hydrodynamic approach in terms of two fluctuating vari-
ables g and r and without any nonlinear constraint like
Eq. s4.14d. The appearance of the 1/r nonlinearity in the
equations of motion was avoided in this formulation by
simplifying Eq. s4.11d for the kinetic-energy term Fk by
using only the lowest-order term in the density fluctua-
tions, i.e., FK=edxg2sxd /2ro. As a result there were two
changes in the equations of motion:

sad The convective nonlinearity of the standard form
¹jfgigj /rg, which is essential for Galilean invari-
ance, disappeared from the equation for the mo-
mentum density g.

sbd The equations of motion retained the Poisson
bracket between slow variables unchanged and the
detailed balance condition Qij=−Qji uncompro-
mised. As a result the continuity equation now
contained extra density-momentum nonlinearities.
These additional bilinearities were imposed by re-
quiring that the detailed balance prevent the struc-
tural arrest predicted by mode-coupling theories
with only density-density nonlinearities in the pres-
sure term. Interestingly, the form of the cutoff
function in this model, responsible for the removal
of the sharp transition, is identical at one-loop or-
der to the same quantity in the analysis of Das and
Mazenko sDas, 1996d.

The nonlinear constraint s4.14d between the fluctuat-
ing fields was introduced to remove the 1/r nonlineari-
ties in the equations of motion and is crucial in produc-

ing the cutoff mechanism. However, the smearing of the
transition is not linked to a particular form of the non-
linear constraint g=rV scompare this to, say, V=g /rd.
The difference between these forms is linked to a Jaco-
bian for the change of variables in the delta function
that is used as a constraint,

1 =E DvsxddFg
r

− vG = Jfrg E Dvsxddfg − rvg . s6.5d

This issue was analyzed by Mazenko and Yeo s1994d by
formulating the model in terms of only two variables, r
and g, so that no constraint was needed. The 1/r non-
lineraity appearing in both the viscous term and the con-
vective term in the generalized Navier-Stokes equation
were treated as a series in dr /ro. The renormalized
theory at one-loop order was shown to be identical to
the previous formulation by Das and Mazenko s1986d.
The origin of the ergodicity-restoring mechanism ob-
tained in the Das and Mazenko analysis discussed above
lies in the 1/r nonlinearities in the equations of motion.
The fluid dynamics described by the Langevin equation
are not affected by a chemical-potential-like term linear
in r in the interaction part Fu of the free energy. This
follows directly from the form r¹isdFu /drd of the non-
linear terms depending on Fu. Thus while the form the
Jacobian does not affect the dynamics its possible influ-
ence on the renormalization can be absorbed in the defi-
nition of the chemical potential sYeo and Mazenko,
1994d.

B. Ergodicity-restoring and “hopping” processes

Subsequent to the work of Das and Mazenko s1986d,
Götze and Sjögren s1987d studied, from a kinetic theory
approach, the role of ergodicity-restoring processes in
the self-consistent mode-coupling theory. These authors
also concluded that the dynamic transition of the simple
model is absent and the density correlation function de-
cays to zero beyond the critical point. The kernel and
cutoff parameter reported here were of similar structure
sinvolving the time derivative of the density correlation
function and the transverse part of the current-current
correlation functiond to those found in the previous
work of Das and Mazenko s1986d. However, the wave-
vector-dependent kernels appearing in the cutoff func-
tions in the two works were different sSjögren, 1990d.

A lower cutoff time to in the time integrals involving
the memory functions has often been used in mode-
coupling theory. The memory effects are taken into ac-
count from to onwards sSjögren, 1990d. The rationale be-
hind introducing the cutoff time is to account for the fact
that the short-time dynamics or contributions from un-
correlated collisions are already taken into account in
the theory through the bare transport coefficients. Simi-
lar short-time cutoffs have been used earlier in mode-
coupling theory calculations for the shear viscosity sde
Schepper et al., 1986d near the freezing point. Sjögren
s1990d analyzed the equations of the self-consistent
model further to identify the overall scale do ssayd from
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the ergodicity-restoring mechanism. It is claimed do,
which controls the a-relaxation process, decreases with
the decrease of temperature with an Arrhenius depen-
dence. In order to have such a behavior following from
the mode-coupling theory it is necessary that sad in the
time window for the von-Schweidler relaxation s,tbd the
density correlation function have the form

fsq,td ; Fsq,tdod = fsqd −
hq

Îl − p/4
stdod1/2 + ¯ ,

s6.6d

with exponent b= 1
2 , and sbd the lower cutoff time to ex-

tend to the time scale of the von-Schweidler relaxation.
The t1/2 behavior required in sad corresponds to the ex-
ponent parameter l sintroduced in the previous sectiond
being greater than p /4. In this regard it is interesting to
note that in dielectric spectroscopy experiments on CRN
„fCasNO3d2g0.4fRBNO3g0.6… l=0.91 is obtained from fit-
ting of the susceptibility minimum ssee Sec. VII;
Lunkenheimer, Pimenov, and Loidl, 1997d. Here a n−1/2

decay for the low-frequency wing was reported to be
consistent with experimental data.

Numerical solutions of the mode-coupling equations,
however, do not show such t1/2 behavior sKim, 1992d for
the density correlation function do in simple models nor
does do show an activated behavior. In principle, the pa-
rameter l defined in Eq. s5.17d can be obtained from the
static structure factor of the liquid, to test the inequality
lùp /4. In most cases l is taken as a parameter for
fitting experimental data. In the wave-vector-dependent
one-loop model for a hard-sphere system, Fuchs, Ho-
facker, and Latz s1992d reported l=0.74. It therefore
seems untenable that the activated behavior of the cut-
off parameter could follow from this special type of von-
Schweidler relaxation. Subsequent to the above work,
Liu and Oppenheim s1997d reexamined the formulation
of the ergodicity-restoring mechanisms using the projec-
tion operator formalism. These authors concluded that
introduction of an initial cutoff time to in the cutoff func-
tion amounted to neglecting a class of processes that
might be of comparable or even greater importance than
the terms kept. The cutoff function g has a major con-
tribution sKim, 1992d from the short-time part and
therefore g is relatively small with the cutoff time to in-
cluded. Even if the initial cutoff time is not introduced,
there is still considerable slowing down sDas, 1987,
1990d, though is not nearly as pronounced as is seen in
real systems near the glass transition. If the magnitude
of the cutoff function does not decrease dramatically on
supercooling, much of the relaxation behavior predicted
by simple mode-coupling theory sthe ideal transition
modeld may be masked and the meaning of the mode-
coupling temperature Tc becomes questionable.

In some work the ergodicity-restoring mechanisms
have been interpreted as the “hopping process” in the
supercooled liquid, drawing a similarity between the dy-
namics of supercooled liquids with the transport process
in strongly disordered semiconductors sGötze and

Sjögren, 1995d. The impurities in the disordered semi-
conductor produce a static random potential sBelitz and
Schirmacher, 1983d, and the tagged-particle motion in
such a system is characterized by phonon-assisted hop-
ping. The metastable liquid, however, does not contain
any quenched disorder. Nonlinear interaction of the
density fluctuations signifies the cage effect for the
single-particle motion. At higher densities the persis-
tence of the cages grows in time until at a critical density
this causes a dynamic transition of the liquid to a noner-
godic glassy phase. A phenomenological model for the
glass transition was formulated earlier using similar
ideas of the movement of free volumes in the liquid
sGrest and Cohen, 1981d. The trapping diffusion model
sOdagaki and Hiwatari, 1990; Odagaki, 1995d for glassy
dynamics is also based on similar physical pictures of the
amorphous state. This process of trapping of a particle
in the cage formed by its neighbors can be interpreted as
being produced by a static random potential, and the
interaction between currents and density fluctuations,
which smooth off the ideal transition, can be thought of
as relaxation via jumps over the almost static potential
barriers. Thus calling this “hopping” is clearly a matter
of interpretation and could be misleading. The existing
extended mode-coupling models, which are obtained
from the equations of fluctuating hydrodynamics, as-
sume expansions around a single fluid-type minimum of
the free energy. No activated process of hopping is in-
volved between states of different free-energy minima in
reaching the cutoff mechanism. We shall discuss the pro-
cess of hopping in supercooled liquid dynamics in a dif-
ferent context in Sec. IX.

In Sec. VI a somewhat simplified treatment of the dy-
namics, referred to as the dynamic density functional
theory, is given in terms of density fluctuations only. This
formulation obtains the ideal dynamic transition of the
self-consistent MCT in the form of a lifetime renormal-
ization. Kawasaki s1994d has suggested a possible link to
the ergodicity-restoring processes in this theory through
the operator D fsee Eq. s4.20dg, which gives the time
evolution of the probability distribution function Pfr , tg.
If the momentum variable g is averaged out of the sto-
chastic description involving the set hr ,gj, the Laplace
transform of D is obtained in terms of the kinetic opera-
tor ĝD as

Dfr,zg =E drE dr8
d

drsrd
ĝDfr,r8,z,rg

3F d

drsrd
+ b

dFUfrg
drsrd G . s6.7d

The functional integral over g is now absorbed in the
formal expression of the operator ĝD. Though it would
be somewhat premature to conclude at this stage, the
kernel ĝD seems to act as a counterpart to the cutoff
function of the extended mode-coupling theory. This
comment follows from the following observation of Ka-
wasaki s1994d: An equilibrium average of the kinetic op-
erator ĝD obtained by requiring it to operate on the cor-
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responding distribution function PEfrg,expf−bFUgd has
the spatial Fourier transform

g̃Dsq,zd =E dsr − r8deiq·sr−r8dkĝfr,r8,z,rgl . s6.8d

The quantity g̃D has a form very similar to the cutoff
function g obtained in the full hydrodynamic description
given in Eq. sA22d. However, at this stage it is not clear
how the equations of the full mode-coupling theory, in-
cluding the ergodicity-restoring mechanism for the den-
sity autocorrelation function, might follow from the
present formalism of dynamic density functional theory.
Even the feasibility of such a scheme is unclear, since the
ergodicity-restoring processes are understood to be an
outcome of the coupling of density fluctuations and cur-
rents in the dense fluid. The drastic approximations
made on eliminating the momentum variable ssee Sec.
IV.C and the Appendixd might be the reason for the
absence of this ergodicity-restoring process at the one-
loop level.

VII. EVIDENCE FROM EXPERIMENTS

The predictions of the mode-coupling theory have
been very widely tested with different types of experi-
mental investigations. The experimental techniques used
in such studies include neutron- and light-scattering
methods, dielectric spectroscopy, and measurements of
the mechanical response of the supercooled liquid to ex-
ternal perturbations. In making comparisons with
theory, it is generally assumed that other variables, for
example, the dielectric moment, couple to the density,
both with correlations obeying the same type of relax-
ation law. Analysis of the experimental data can be
broadly divided into a few categories,

sad the location of the dynamic transition, i.e., identi-
fying Tc through data analysis,

sbd the power-law relaxation over intermediate time
scales, the b scaling as well as the factorization
property of time and space correlations, and

scd the subsequent relaxation or a relaxation relating
to the issue of the time/temperature superposition
principle.

These analyses of experimental data, barring a few
exceptions, are mainly done with respect to the predic-
tions of the idealized model, in which a sharp transition
of the supercooled liquid to a nonergodic glassy state
occurs. For experimental scattering data often the sche-
matic theoretical model ssee Sec. V.A.1d without wave-
vector dependence is chosen. In most cases the data
analysis is done by treating the relevant quantities slike
the nonergodicity parameter f, or the exponent param-
eter ld as fit parameters instead of computing them from
first principles using the wave-vector dependence of the
static structure factor for the liquid. The data from scat-
tering experiments with colloids have been fitted more
extensively with the wave-number-dependent model us-

ing hard-sphere structure factors. It is generally assumed
that the role of the ergodicity-restoring mechanisms is
minimal, at least over the time scale of the specific effect
being studied. However, in reality a system is never in a
nonergodic state over all time scales. Hence much of the
analysis has involved looking for signatures of this so-
called transition through interpretation of the data,
within convenient time or temperature ranges. Claims of
agreement with theory, therefore, in some cases have
not been without criticism, as we shall see below. Our
treatment of the subject here is meant only to broadly
survey the various types of tests being performed with
their assumptions or limitations, and it is by no means
exhaustive. For a more detailed discussion the reader is
referred to the specialized treatments of the topic by
Götze and Sjögren s1992d and more recently Götze
s1999d.

A. The complex relaxation scenario

1. Signature of the dynamic transition

The nonergodicity parameters fq and fq
s , respectively,

corresponding to the long-time limit of the density and
tagged-particle correlation have been studied by a num-
ber of workers sFrick et al., 1990; Li et al., 1993d. Theo-
retically the nonergodicity parameterr is the weight of
the delta-function pfqdsvd contribution to the dynamic
structure factor at densities beyond the dynamic transi-
tion point. In reality, however, the nonergodicity param-
eter is determined from the area under the a peak hav-
ing finite width. If the correlation function is obtained in
time, the nonergodicity parameter is approximated by
the plateau value of the density correlation function or
the tagged-particle correlation function, respectively, for
fq and fq

s . By projecting the temperature dependence of
the nonergodicity parameter onto a cusplike behavior
fsee Eq. s5.16dg, one is able to identify the mode-
coupling transition temperature Tc. The elastic modulus
measured in the stimulated scattering of light from dif-
ferent wave vectors q sYang and Nelson, 1996d is con-
verted to obtain the nonergodicity parameter at q=0 re-
lating to density fluctuations for macroscopic
wavelengths. In Fig. 4, the effective Debye-Waller fac-
tor vs temperature T is shown for CKN
f0.4CasNO3d20.6KNOB3g at q=0. The estimated critical
temperature is Tc=378±2 K. The cusp behavior was
similarly analyzed to identify Tc in other materials like
orthoterphenyl sOTPd sTölle et al., 1997d, CKN sKartini
et al., 1996; Pimenov et al., 1996d, salol sToulouse et al.,
1993; Yang and Nelson, 1995d, and propylene carbonate
sYang et al., 1996d. In Table I, for a few commonly stud-
ied materials the mode-coupling temperature Tc as well
as the corresponding Tg are listed. It should be noted
here that the cusp behavior of the nonergodicity param-
eter is an asymptotic result and is only valid in the close
vicinity of the transition point fsee Eq. s5.18d and the
related discussiong. The relative change of the noner-
godicity parameter in the range where the cusp behavior
dominates is not very large, and hence the identification
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of Tc tracing a cusplike behavior ssee inset of Fig. 4d in
the nonergodicity parameter is somewhat arbitrary.
More recently it has been reported sMezei and Russina,
1999d from model-independent studies that the experi-
mental data for CKN do not confirm the presence of any
special transition temperature Tc.

2. Power-law relaxations

The mode-coupling predictions of the initial power-
law decay as well as the von-Schweidler decay have been
tested with data obtained from many different systems
by various experimental techniques. In most cases the
data were tested against the schematic model, treating
the exponent parameter ls as freely adjustable.

a. The critical decay

The decay st /tbd−a given by Eq. s5.9d, sometimes
called the critical power law, has been observed in sev-
eral systems beyond the microscopic time scales. For ex-
ample, data for the molten salt 0.4CasNO3d20.6RbNO3
sCRNd from the dielectric loss function shows such de-
cay with an exponent a=0.20 over three decades in time

sLunkenheimer, Pimenov, and Loidl, 1997d. The noner-
godicity parameter f, the amplitude of the power law h,
and the time tb are treated here as fit parameters. This
critical power-law-type relaxation is expected only over
a limited time or frequency window where the correc-
tion terms indicated in Eq. s5.22d can be neglected. Nu-
merical solution of the mode-coupling equations for a
one-component Lennard-Jones system sSmolej and
Hahn, 1993d indicates that the critical decay is observed
for a relative distance from the dynamic transition sin
terms of densityd e<4.2310−4 only. Thus demonstration
of this critical decay t−a is more of an exception than the
rule sGötze, 1999d.

b. von-Schweidler relaxation

Like the critical decay, identification of this second
power-law regime is also problematic due to several fac-
tors. When the time t is not long enough, the correlation
function is above the critical plateau value, merging the
von-Schweidler relaxation s5.11d with the critical decay
s5.9d. On the other hand, higher-order corrections domi-
nate at long times. Even the choice of the plateau is, in
many cases, a bit arbitrary. To identify the power-law
behaviors, the data analysis is sometimes done in terms
of the frequency-dependent susceptibility function in-
stead of a direct fit of the time correlation function. The
susceptibility function is defined in terms of the Laplace-
transformed quantity xszd=fst=0d+zfszd. The corre-
sponding Fourier-transformed function is given by the
imaginary part x9. The two power-law decays of t−a and
tb in the time correlation function give rise to corre-
sponding frequency dependence in x9 of the form va and
v−b, respectively. As a result of these two opposite
trends x9 reaches a minimum at an intermediate fre-
quency v=vmin. In the region of this minimum the sus-
ceptibility function is interpolated with the schematic
form

x9svd =
xmin9

a + b
FbS v

vmin
Da

+ aSvmin

v
DbG . s7.1d

The frequency corresponding to the susceptibility mini-
mum vmin is inversely proportional to the b-relaxation
time scale tb, i.e., to Do

1/2a. Therefore the plot of svmind2a

vs the corresponding temperature T of the liquid is ex-
pected to follow a straight line, extrapolating to meet
the temperature axis at the dynamic transition point Tc.
In Salol, for example, the von-Schweidler exponent is
measured from the light-scattering data as b
=0.64±0.08 sLi et al., 1992bd, while Kerr-effect studies
for the dynamic susceptibility x9 give b=0.66±0.06
sTorre et al., 1998d. The critical decay is observed only in
the close vicinity of the transition, while the range of
validity of the von-Schweidler relaxation is not known a
priori, thus making the observation of Li et al. rather
subtle.

Let us now consider the signature of b-scaling behav-
ior in mode-coupling theory soutlined in Sec. V.A.2d in
the experimental data for xsvd. Corresponding to the

FIG. 4. The effective Debye-Waller factor for CKN vs tem-
perature T at q=0. Different data points defined in legend.
The q=0 value is obtained from the corresponding results at
different q values measured with impulsive light-scattering
spectroscopy. The curves are fits to the square-root cusp. From
Yang and Nelson, 1996.

TABLE I. List of Tc and the corresponding Tg in degrees
Kelvin for some commonly studied glass-forming materials.

Material Tm Tc Tg Tc /Tg

CKN 483 378 333 1.1
PC 218 190 160 1.2

OTP 329 290 243 1.2
Salol 315 263 218 1.2
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scaling function g± defined in Eq. s5.21d, a susceptibility
function is defined as x̂±sv̂d= v̂ĝ±9sv̂d with ĝ±9sv̂d being
the Fourier-cosine transform of ĝ±st̂d in terms of the re-
scaled frequency v̂=vtb. It then follows from Eq. s5.21d
that the generalized susceptibility is x9svd=CDx̂±sv̂d with
CD,ÎDo. For experimental comparison it is generally
assumed that the scaling relation also holds for variables
other than density, due to their couplings with the latter.
The b-relaxation scaling is tested by plotting x9 with
logsvd. In such plots different curves for the susceptibili-
ties corresponding to different values of Do should be
related by translations on the frequency axis. This was
done for the typical glass-forming system CKN
f0.4CasNO3d20.6KNOB3g for temperatures sT.Tcd by
Li et al. s1992ad. The scaling function x̂− was chosen in
the convenient form s7.1d given above, so that the
minima lay at v̂=1. The results for the susceptibilities
for a number of temperatures ranging from 468 to 383 K
were fitted with the scaling function corresponding to
l=0.81 swhich obtained power-law exponents a=0.27
and b=0.46, respectivelyd. This is shown in Fig. 5. The
light-scattering data at T=393 K fit well to the master
function over more than three orders of magnitude of
frequency. Two other curves representing the master
functions for l=0.86 and 0.74 are also shown to indicate
the range of tolerance for optimal fit. In comparison, the
susceptibility curves from the dielectric loss spectra
sLunkenheimer, Pimenov, and Loidl, 1997d of CKN ex-
hibited the minimum for Tø417 K with the master
function corresponding to a somewhat lower value of
l=0.76. For Salol, depolarized light spectroscopy gives
the scaling function with l=0.70±0.05, implying a
=0.33 and b=0.64 sLi et al., 1992bd. The minima located
from neutron scattering sToulouse et al., 1996d on the
same material agrees with these light-scattering results
near Tc. For propylene carbonate, light scattering ob-

tains l=0.78±0.05, implying a=0.33 and b=0.64 sDu et
al., 1994d. In general, the range of validity of the scaling
behavior over time or frequency increases as the tem-
perature T of the system approaches Tc from above. For
OTP the scaling function g− corresponding to l=0.77 fits
the data from incoherent and coherent neutron-
scattering data sWuttke et al., 1993d over a dynamical
window extending over two decades.

We have noted in Sec. V.A.1 that the frequency cor-
responding to the minimum of the susceptibility function
is vmin,tb

−1~ uDou1/2a. Similarly, the position of the
a-relaxation peak of the susceptibility function at va

also corresponds to the time scale ta and hence va

,ta
−1~ uDoug where g=1/2a+1/2b. Furthermore, the in-

tensity xmin88 is proportional to ÎDo. Therefore plots of
vb

2a, va
1/g, or sxmin88 d2 with temperature T should follow a

straight line and meet the T axis on extrapolation at T
=Tc sDo=0d sGötze and Sjögren, 1992d. When this ap-
proach was applied to CKN dielectric loss spectra
sLunkenheimer, Pimenov, and Loidl, 1997d, it provided
an estimate of Tc from the high-temperature side. The
exponents a and g were used as fit parameters. Figure 6
shows this estimate of Tc for CKN as well as CRN done
by plotting the temperature dependence of, respectively,
from the top panel, the height, position of dielectric loss
minimum, and the a-peak position of the CKN sfilled
symbolsd and CRN sopen symbolsd. The best fit results,

FIG. 5. Susceptibility x9 vs v /vmin for CKN on a log-log plot.
Different curves correspond to temperatures stop to bottomd:
468, 453, 443, 433, 423, 413, 403, 393, and 383 K. Solid curves
present the master function for different values of the expo-
nent parameter l ssee textd. From Li et al., 1992a.

FIG. 6. Critical temperatures in two supercooled liquids, CKN
ssolid symbolsd and CRN sopen symbolsd, plotted in three
ways: top panel, vs the height; center panel, vs the position of
the dielectric loss minimum; bottom panel, vs the a-peak po-
sition. Representations along the vertical axes have been cho-
sen so as to produce straight lines according to the predictions
of mode-coupling theory. The solid lines are consistent with a
critical temperature of Tc=375 K for CKN, and the dashed
lines with Tc=365 K for CRN. From Lunkenheimer, Pimenov,
and Loidl, 1997.
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a=0.30 and g=2.6, were obtained for CKN scorrespond-
ing to the exponent parameter l=0.76d. The transition
temperature Tc for CKN obtained by extrapolating the
dielectric loss data is close to 375 K. This is comparable
to the corresponding result Tc=378±2 K obtained by
studying the location of the square-root cusp in the non-
ergodicity parameter from the low-temperature side.
Similar fits with vmin extracted from light-scattering data
sLi et al., 1992ad for CKN obtained a=0.28 and g=2.9,
corresponding to l=0.81, roughly in agreement with the
above dielectric spectroscopy results. For CRN these ex-
ponent values are, respectively, a=0.20 and g=4.3 scor-
responding to l=0.91d and the estimate for Tc lies be-
tween 360 and 375 K. Schneider et al. s1999d have made
measurements using dielectric spectroscopy over more
than 18 decades of frequency on propylene carbonate in
the normal as well as the supercooled state. Their analy-
sis, done with the minimum of the dielectric susceptibil-
ity data as well as the a-relaxation time scales, obtained
Tc=187 K. The minimum in the dielectric susceptibility
function was described with the scaling form s7.1d corre-
sponding to a=0.29 and b=0.50, consistent with the ex-
ponent parameter value l=0.78. This result of Tc
=187 K is in agreement with previous light-scattering
studies by Du et al. s1994d and solvation dynamics ex-
periments s176 Kd by Ma et al. s1996d. On the other
hand, neutron-scattering studies by Börjesson et al.
s1990d obtained a much higher Tc s180–200 Kd. Subse-
quent reexamination of propylene carbonate by Wuttke
et al. s2000d with neutron-scattering measurements im-
proved this result. From the susceptibility minimum
analysis, these authors obtained Tc<182 K, correspond-
ing to l=0.72.

The experimental data we have considered so far cor-
respond to the fragile glass formers saccording to the
Angell classification; see the Introductiond. Torell et al.
s1995d have argued that even for strong glass formers
like B2O3, the relaxation can be described in terms of
the mode-coupling predictions of the two-step relax-
ation process. The ratio of the crossover temperature Tc
to the corresponding Tg is higher for a strong glass
former sTc<1.6Tgd than for a fragile system sTc
<1.2Tgd. The temperature Tc identified from the behav-
ior of the nonergodicity parameter of B2O3 using light-
scattering sBrodin et al., 1996d and neutron-scattering
data sEngberg et al., 1998d was Tc<850 K sTg<523 K
for B2O3d.

For temperatures below Tc, inclusion of ergodicity-
restoring mechanisms becomes more important. Sche-
matic forms of extended mode-coupling models that in-
clude in the theoretical description an additional
parameter d have been considered in this respect. The
data from depolarized light-scattering experiments on
CKN, Salol sCummins et al., 1993d, and OTP sCummins
et al., 1997d were fitted in the b-relaxation regime with
this extra fitting parameter. In the extended model, the
sharp divergence of the time scales was eliminated. Sig-
natures of the cutoff mechanism in the dielectric data
are apparent in Fig. 6, in which as T→Tc from above,

there is clear deviation from straight-line behavior,
showing that the dynamic transition is finally sup-
pressed. More recently Götze and Voigtmann s2000d
have studied the susceptibility spectra of propylene car-
bonate using a schematic model involving, in addition to
the usual density correlator, a second schematic cor-
relator sSjögren, 1986d. The critical temperature ex-
tracted is Tc<180 K and l=0.75 giving a=0.30 and b
=0.56. In this model the cutoff parameters for both of
the correlators are included. The same model was fur-
ther applied by Brodin et al. s2002d for analyzing the
Brillouin-scattering spectra of propylene carbonate. The
glass-forming material a-picoline was studied by Adich-
tchev et al. s2002d, who showed that the nonergodicity
parameter follows the predicted cusp when the excess
contribution due to the a process sfor T,Tcd is taken
into consideration.

It is worth mentioning that the above procedure of
identifying a mode-coupling transition temperature Tc
sLi et al., 1992a, 1992b; Götze and Sjögren, 1992d has
been criticized by a number of authors. Zeng et al.
s1994d argued that instead of treating the location of
vmin as adjustable, one could take a and b to be inde-
pendent in the data-fitting procedure. However, in that
case, the resulting power-law exponents a and b do not
satisfy the transcendental equations predicted from
mode-coupling theory fsee related discussion with Eqs.
s5.9d and s5.11dg. Nagel and co-workers also argued
sDixon et al., 1994d that the decrease of vmin sthe suscep-
tibility minimum between the microscopic peak and the
a peakd with temperature is a simple consequence of the
fact that the a peak shifts to lower frequency with low-
ering of temperature, while the microscopic peak does
not. It was also pointed out that the data on dielectric
relaxation in Salol did not show any crossover behavior
around a critical temperature 256 K. Kim and Mazenko
s1992d gave an interesting explanation of the signature
of Tc in the dynamic data of Nagel and co-workers. We
discuss this below with reference to the Nagel plot.

A characteristic feature of supercooled liquids is the
observation of extra intensity in neutron scattering
sFrick and Richter, 1993; Kanaya et al., 1994; Kartini et
al., 1996d and Raman scattering sFischer, 1993; Sokolov
et al., 1994d at low frequencies, showing a peak that is
distinct from the quasielastic peak. This is called the bo-
son peak, and it is particularly prominent for the strong
glass formers. From the fluctuating hydrodynamic ap-
proach such an intermediate peak has been obtained
sDas, 1999d in a study of the coupling of the translational
and vibrational modes in an amorphous solid sKojima
and Novikov, 1996d. Two correlator schematic models
were also studied earlier by Alba-Simionesco and
Krauzman s1995d and Götze and Sjögren s1996d to ob-
tain the extra peak over intermediate time scales. The
coupling of vibrational modes in the supercooled liquids,
with structural relaxation producing an anomalous oscil-
lation peak, has been recently studied by Götze and
Mayr s2000d.
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3. The a-relaxation regime

The relaxation of the correlation function beyond the
corresponding plateau fq

c of the so-called nonergodicity
parameter and subsequent to the von-Schweidler decay
is generally referred to as a relaxation. In the close vi-
cinity of the dynamic transition point the a relaxation is
described to leading order in terms of a temperature-
independent master function sdiscussed in Sec. VII.A.2d.
This also implies time/temperature superposition. How-
ever, as the distance from the transition increases, cor-
rection terms of OsDod to this master function become
significant fsee Eq. s5.27dg. Furthermore, the effects of
ergodicity-restoring mechanisms described in the ex-
tended mode-coupling theory will also influence the pre-
dictions for final relaxation in the theoretical model.

a. The temperature dependence of the a peak

The time scale ta of the a relaxation ssee Sec.
VII.A.1d increases as uDou−g with g=1/2a+1/2b. The
temperature dependence of the peak frequency is there-
fore of the form va,sT−Tcdg. This is shown in the low-
est panel of Fig. 6, in which va

1/g is plotted with tempera-
ture. The values used of a=0.28 and g=2.9 are kept the
same as those obtained in fitting vb and xmin described
above. In comparison, similar fits with tb and ta ex-
tracted from light-scattering data sLi et al., 1992ad for
CKN obtain a=0.28 and g=2.9 with the corresponding
l=0.81. Schönhals et al. s1993d did an extensive study of
the a relaxation in propylene carbonate. The result for
the transition temperature Tc=186.6 K is comparable to
the corresponding transition temperature Tc=180 K
from neutron-scattering results sBörjesson et al., 1990;
Elmroth et al., 1992d. The temperature dependence of
the a peak frequency np s,vad fits to a power law pro-
posed by mode-coupling theory, np,sT−Tcdg with expo-
nent g=2.45. However the data reportedly also fit an
Arrhenius behavior. Beyond a temperature TA, the
power-law behavior crosses over to a Vogel-Fulcher-
Tamann form, as shown in Fig. 7. The mode-coupling Tc

s186.6 Kd lies in between the temperatures To and TA,
which are, respectively, equal to 130 and 216.6 K for
propylene carbonate. Subsequent measurements of the
dielectric susceptibility over even wider frequency
ranges by Schneider et al. s1999d fit the a-relaxation time
scale, with g=2.72 and Tc=187 K conforming to the
above findings of Schönhals et al. An interesting aspect
of the mode-coupling theory predictions is that for
T.Tc, the relaxation times measured with different ex-
perimental methods should have a common temperature
dependence. Schneider et al. s1999d report that the relax-
ation time measured in light scattering experiments sDu
et al., 1994d is smaller than that obtained from dielectric
measurements by a temperature-independent factor of
3.

b. The scaling in the a regime

Time/temperature superposition for the a relaxation
is a leading-order asymptotic behavior in the simple
mode-coupling theory. There have been claims and
counterclaims on the validity of this assertion in a num-
ber of experiments. For depolarized light-scattering
spectroscopy of OTP sCummins et al., 1997d, the a peak
was fitted with a Kohlrausch form. A temperature-
independent stretching exponent b=0.78 was found to
fit the data provided the higher-frequency wing was in-
terpreted as an overlap from b relaxation or von-
Schweidler-type decay. The corresponding von-
Schweidler exponent b=0.6 was obtained from an analy-
sis of the b process sCummins et al., 1997d. Similarly, a
temperature-independent b for T.Tc was obtained sad
from light-scattering spectroscopy data for CKN sLi et
al., 1992ad, glycerol sWuttke et al., 1994d, and propylene
carbonate sDu et al., 1994d; sbd from dielectric loss data
for CKN sPimenov et al., 1996d, glycerol sLunkenheimer
et al., 1996d, and propylene carbonate sLunkenheimer,
Pimenov, Dressel, et al., 1997d. Arguments in favor of
the temperature independence of b are based on the
reasoning that the observed temperature dependence of
b, if any, is due to the overlapping from the power-law
relaxation.

Some authors have argued, on the other hand, that a
clear temperature dependence of the stretching expo-
nent for a relaxation is seen in the data. By measuring
the dielectric susceptibility in low-molecular-weight
glass-forming liquid propylene carbonate, over 15 de-
cades, Schönhals et al. s1993d obtained a temperature-

FIG. 7. The behavior of the peak frequency 1/ log10sn` /npd vs
temperature T for propylene carbonate with log10n`=13.11.
The Vogel-Fulcher-Tamann sVFTd temperature To, the mode-
coupling sMCTd Tc, and the crossover temperature TA are in-
dicated by arrows. The crossover behavior is shown more
clearly in the inset. From Schönhals et al., 1993.
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dependent stretching exponent b—a result that contra-
dicted the earlier light-scattering results sElmroth et al.,
1992d of a temperature-independent b. In dielectric ex-
periments covering over more than 18 decades of fre-
quency, Schneider et al. also found a temperature-
dependent stretching exponent. However, these authors
comment that the data fit reasonably to the Cole-
Davidson form, with temperature-independent bCD
=0.8, as well. The stretching exponent b depends on the
wave number sFuchs, Hofacker, and Latz, 1992d. Coher-
ent neutron-scattering data on OTP sTölle et al., 1998d
shows a wave-vector-dependent stretching exponent b
=0.64 and 0.56 for q=1.45 A−1 and 1.20 A−1, respec-
tively. Theoretically even within the simple mode-
coupling theory, away from the transition, temperature-
dependent corrections add to the master function. The
role of the ergodicity-restoring processes can further af-
fect the simple result of time/temperature superposition.

B. The Nagel plot and mode-coupling theory

The primary relaxation of a supercooled liquid shows
characteristic non-Debye snonexponentiald behavior and
has been fitted with different types of empirical formulas
such as Cole-Cole xsvd~1/ f1+ sivtd1−ag sCole and Cole,
1941d, Davidson-Cole, xsvd~1/ f1+ sivtdga sDavidson
and Cole, 1951d, or the stretched-exponential xsvd
~ hFourier transform ofsd /dtdf−expst /tdbgj sWilliams and
Watts, 1970d. An interesting development regarding scal-
ing in glassy dynamics was the discovery of a scaling plot
initially proposed by Nagel and co-workers sDixon, Me-
non, and Nagel, 1994d. We discuss briefly this scaling and
its possible links with mode-coupling theory.

Dixon et al. s1990d proposed a new scaling function
with which the primary relaxation data from dielectric
measurements for all sample liquids, over the entire 13
decades of frequency s10−4,v /2p,108 Hzd collapse on
a single curve. The new scaling function consists of only
two parameters, namely, the peak frequency vp and the
width of the relaxation curves w relative to the Debye
width wd=2 log10s2+Î3d=1.14. This universal curve,
which we refer to as the “Nagel plot,” corresponds to
defining the abscissa and ordinate, respectively, as

X = w−1s1 + w−1dlog10sv/vpd ,
s7.2d

Y = w−1log10fsxo9svd/xod/sv/vpdg

with xo being the static susceptibility. The new scaling
behavior, which holds over a wide range of temperatures
studied, evolves smoothly into a Debye or exponential
relaxation function at high temperature. Dixon et al. in-
clude the data which sin the high-temperature ranged fit
to a stretched exponential form with temperature-
dependent relaxation time ta and stretching exponents
b, and therefore violate time/temperature superposition.

The relation of the scaling function to the mode-
coupling theory follows from the analysis of the suscep-
tibility function xsvd, which is related to the normalized
density correlation function fsvd through vfsvd

,x9svd. The characteristic relaxation predicted by
mode-coupling theory involves power-law decays over
intermediate times crossing over to a stretched exponen-
tial relaxation in the primary or a-relaxation regime. It
has been argued sKim and Mazenko, 1992d that the
high-frequency tail of the Nagel plot is a consequence of
von-Schweidler-type power-law relaxation. At low fre-
quencies the Nagel plot agrees reasonably well with the
stretched exponential relaxation but shows considerable
variation at high frequency. In order for mode-coupling
theory to have the universal slope of the Nagel plot of X
and Y as defined in Eq. s7.2d, the two exponents b and b
must satisfy the linear relation s1+bd / s1+bd=c, where c
is a system-independent constant sKim and Mazenko,
1992d. The experimental data conform to c= 3

4 . Since
b.0, the above relation leads to the constraint b.

1
3

and likewise, since bø1, leads to bø
1
2 . However, the

linear relation between b and b proposed above does
not follow from a proper theoretical model sKim and
Mazenko, 1992d. Thus the universal relaxation function
of the Nagel plot cannot be quantitatively linked to the
mode-coupling model apart from a qualitative similarity
through an ad hoc schematic model in which the wave-
vector dependence is ignored. Furthermore, the linear
constraint is obtained by keeping only the leading-order
power-law behavior and will be modified if higher-order
corrections, discussed with Eq. s5.23d, are included.

Fuchs, Hofacker, and Latz s1992d plotted the data for

the a-relaxation master function F̂qst̂d fsee Eq. s5.25dg
for different q in the form of the scaling function of
Dixon et al. The numerical solutions of the master func-
tion for different wave vectors do not collapse on a
single curve as happened with the macroscopic dielectric
data. However, at the wave number corresponding to
the diffraction peak, the agreement of the universal
curve of the Nagel plot with the mode-coupling master
curve is found to be better than that with the stretched
exponential function or Cole-Davidson function. It is
worth noting here that only the simple model with a
sharp dynamic transition was considered by Fuchs, Ho-
facker, and Latz s1992d in comparing the Nagel plot with
mode-coupling results for a relaxation. Finally, going
back to the issue of locating a critical temperature in the
dielectric relaxation data, indeed there is no obvious
sign of a transition in the Nagel plot. However, Kim and
Mazenko s1992d gave an interesting explanation regard-
ing the signature of Tc from the dynamic data of Salol
sDixon et al., 1990d. The inverse of the square root of the
peak frequency showed a clear crossover at an interme-
diate temperature. In Fig. 8 we show the data for Salol
plotted in the universal scaling form of the Nagel plot
and, in the inset, the corresponding crossover behavior
of the peak frequency np, as pointed out by Kim and
Mazenko s1992d. The crossover temperature is estimated
to be 270 K, which is close to Tc=267.7 for Salol sSchön-
hals et al., 1993d.

The Nagel plot has been studied for simple liquids
sWu, 1991; Wu et al., 1991; Menon et al., 1992d, for poly-
meric glass-forming liquids sMenon and Nagel, 1993d,
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and even for crystalline systems with orientational disor-
der, cyclo-octanol sLeslie-Pelecky and Birge, 1994d.
There were some criticisms of Nagel scaling, especially
for the low-frequency part of the spectrum sSchönhals et
al., 1991, 1993d, for which the experimental data show
some deviation from the universal curve. But for fre-
quencies above the a-peak frequency, all the data for
different systems fall on a universal curve. The stretch-
ing exponent b is temperature dependent, in disagree-
ment with the leading-order results of mode-coupling
theory. Some modifications of the Nagel plot have been
proposed sDendzik et al., 1997d, which were applied to
dielectric spectroscopic data on propylene carbonate by
Schneider et al. s1999d. Based on the above universal
scaling of dielectric loss data, Menon and Nagel s1995d
have argued that the static susceptibility shows a diver-
gence at low temperature. This essentially implies con-
stant loss behavior for the high-frequency part of the
spectrum at low temperature.

C. Glass transition in colloids

The predictions of the fully wave-vector-dependent
mode-coupling model discussed in Sec. V.A were com-
pared extensively with the data from dynamic light-
scattering studies on colloidal systems svan Megen and
Underwood, 1993a, 1993b, 1994d. A colloid consists of
suspended particles in a solvent liquid treated as an inert
continuous background. Although colloids are very dif-
ferent from atomic systems, they share certain character-
istic properties. The effective interactions between par-
ticles suspended in a colloid can be made strongly

repulsive by using suitable techniques, and hence colloi-
dal equilibrium phase behavior mimics that of a hard-
sphere system. For example, the melting volume fraction
wm=0.542±0.003 in a colloid is in agreement with that
obtained from simulation of hard-sphere crystals
sHoover and Ree, 1968d. The microscopic dynamics of
colloid particles involve frequent collisions of solvent
molecules. But the positions of these suspended par-
ticles change over a much slower time scale. This large
difference in time scales allows use of the stochastic
Langevin equations for the dynamics of colloid particles,
in contrast to the deterministic Newtonian equations of
motion in an atomic system. However, over long time
scales the dynamics of the two types of systems are simi-
lar, showing essentially diffusive behavior. At high den-
sity for both systems diffusive motion becomes ex-
tremely slow, leading to effective freezing in an
amorphous configuration. Colloidal suspensions thus
have become a suitable choice for studying glassy dy-
namics.

The normalized density correlation function fsq , td
computed in a light-scattering experiment on this system
almost freezes to a constant value for a change of the
packing fraction within 1% around wc=0.574 svan
Megen and Underwood, 1993a, 1993bd. This structural
arrest sin the range 0.574,wc,0.581d in colloids has
been identified with the dynamic transition of the simple
mode-coupling theory. From the relaxation data the
b-scaling of mode-coupling theory is demonstrated in
Fig. 9. This plot also tests the q independence of the
left-hand side of Eq. s5.24d over a suitable range of time.
The theoretical curve shown in Fig. 9 consists of the
contribution from the b relaxation fgiven by Eq. s5.21dg
as well as the a-relaxation master function F. Thus ex-

FIG. 8. Scaling plot for 13 decades of data for Salol.
s1/wdlog10s«9np /nD«d is plotted against s1/wds1/w
+1dlog10sn /npd where D«=«s0d−«s`d is the measured static
susceptibility. From Dixon et al., 1990. The inset: np

1/2sGHz1/2d
vs temperature T. The dashed line is a linear fit to the last five
points. The crossover temperature is estimated to be 270 K.
Inset from Kim and Mazenko, 1992.

FIG. 9. The density correlator fqstd; fsq ,td in scaled form
ffqstd− fq

cg /hq vs time t=t : R, the hard-sphere radius, s, the
separation parameter; f, the packing fraction; solid line, the
mode-coupling master function s1/2fg−st̂dg ssee textd corre-
sponding to exponent parameter l=0.758; dashed lines, l
=0.70 and 0.80, respectively. The vertical arrow on the time
axis corresponds to the b relaxation time scale tb. From van
Megen and Underwood, 1994.
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perimental data fit a b-scaling function obtained with
the exponent parameter l=0.758. Using the hard-sphere
structure factor in Eq. s5.17d, one obtains the corre-
sponding value of the exponent parameter as l=0.77.

The agreement between theory and experiment is
thus remarkable in the b-relaxation regime. It is worth
noting, though, the large number of parameters involved
in the fitting:

sad the nonergodicity parameter fcsqd and the ampli-
tude function hsqd, which are kept constant for dif-
ferent w at a fixed value of q,

sbd the separation parameter Do sdenoted by s in the
figured, which is kept the same for different q at a
fixed w, and

scd the scale of the a-relaxation time ta in the corre-
sponding contribution from the a master function
to the dynamics.

Setting these parameters fixes the b-relaxation time tb

as well. A number of consistency checks need to be
made, to find the optimum choices for these parameters.
The fitted values for fcsqd and its ratio to hsqd have been
found to agree reasonably well with the corresponding
predictions of the hard-sphere model. The a-relaxation
time scale ta is almost q independent, agreeing well with
the predictions of mode-coupling theory. Finally, the val-
ues of Do used as a fitting parameter roughly conform to
Do=cofswc−wd /wcg with the constant co=1.27 sFuchs,
Götze, et al., 1992d. The experimental data describe the
scaling function for glass over about 2.5 decades for
t.105 ms, which is also the range over which the factor-
ization property is expected to hold.

The a-relaxation master function of mode-coupling
theory sto leading orderd has been reported to fit well to
the experimental data svan Megen, 1995d even for w
=0.494 ffor the separation parameter e= sw−wcd /wc
=0.02g. For the self-correlation function svan Megen et
al., 1998d the decay in the a-relaxation range fit well with
the stretched exponential form, with a temperature-
independent stretching exponent b=0.95. The-long time
diffusion coefficient for the tagged particle shows a
power-law divergence, DL,«g8, with wc=0.57. The ex-
ponent g8=2.7±0.1 from the best fit to the experimental
data matches well with the mode-coupling prediction of
g=2.6. The value g=2 is predicted by an alternative
theory sTokuyama and Oppenheim, 1997d for the glass
transition in colloids. Unlike the computer simulation
results ssee Sec. X.Ad, in the case of colloids the power-
law exponent for the self-diffusion coefficient is reported
to match well svan Megen et al., 1998d with mode-
coupling theory predictions. The comparisons described
above are all based on the simple model predicting a
dynamic transition. It has generally been argued that
since the momentum exchange with colloid particles oc-
curs on much shorter time scale, the cutoff mechanism is
weak in these systems. However, the data, even at the
highest density, do not rule out the presence of an
ergodicity-restoring processes sSrivastava and Das,

2002d and call for comparison with the extended mode-
coupling models.

VIII. PHENOMENOLOGICAL EXTENSIONS OF MODE-
COUPLING THEORY

Several phenomenological models of supercooled liq-
uids or glasses have been constructed by including in the
hydrodynamic description extra slow modes in addition
to the usual set of conserved densities considered so far.
Such new modes, for example, refer to the description of
sad the orientational order in the supercooled state
sDattagupta and Turski, 1985, 1993; Kree et al., 1987d;
sbd the amorphous structure of the glassy state sSachdev,
1986d; and scd the frequency-dependent thermal re-
sponse sOxtoby, 1986d. We shall discuss here two specific
extensions of the self-consistent mode-coupling theory
formulated by including new slow modes. These are, re-
spectively, the description of a solidlike amorphous state
and the structural relaxation in a dense liquid. The in-
troduction of the new slow modes is not based on any
new conservation law or long-range order, but is aimed
towards capturing the observed phenomena in glassy re-
laxations.

A. Hydrodynamics of solids

A unified hydrodynamic approach to the description
of systems that are less symmetric than an isotropic liq-
uid, e.g., liquid crystals, crystals, and glasses, was first
proposed by Martin et al. s1972d. This was further devel-
oped by Cohen et al. to describe linear transport in a
crystal sFleming et al., 1976d and in an amorphous solid
sCohen et al., 1976d. The extra slow modes take into
account the broken symmetry of this state with elastic
properties. For a crystal these are the displacement vec-
tors for the different lattice sites, defined as usxd in terms
of the phase-space coordinates,

r̂sx,tdûisx,td = mo
a=1

N

ua
i stddfx − rastdg , s8.1d

where uastd sa=1 to Nd denote the displacements of the
individual particles from their respective mean positions
ra

o so that rastd=ra
o +uastd. In a crystal, the underlying

lattice has a long-range order. For a supercooled liquid
or glass, on the other hand, the local metastable posi-
tions of the atoms hra

oj define an amorphous structure
which remains unaltered only up to certain time scales.

An essential ingredient in the construction of the non-
linear Langevin equations with an extended set of slow
modes is the corresponding free-energy functional
F s=Fk+Fud. The kinetic part, Fk, dependent on momen-
tum density g is the same as Eq. s4.11d for the isotropic
case. The interaction part of the effective Hamiltonian
now contains an elastic part Fel written in terms of the
strain tensor field sij=

1
2 s¹iuj+¹juid− 1

2¹ium¹jum and its
trace s̄. The equation for g is a balance equation with the
stress-energy tensor sij now including coupling to the
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solidlike modes as well as a random part sDas and
Schilling, 1994d. The equation for the displacement field
u is

] ui

] t
+ v · ¹ ui = vi − Gv

dFu

dui
+ fi

e, s8.2d

where the correlation of the noise fi
e is related to the

bare transport coefficient Gv. Since u is not a conserved
property, Eq. s8.2d is not a balance equation. In a perfect
crystal without vacancies the density fluctuation is given
by dr=−ros¹ ·ud. The difference, therefore, gives the va-
cancy density sCohen et al., 1976; Zippelius et al., 1980d
in the imperfect crystal, nDsx , td=drsx , td+ros¹ ·ud.

A phenomenological model for an amorphous solid
sDas and Schilling, 1994; Das, 1999d was considered with
the assumption that freezing occurred on the scale of
local structure but overall translational invariance would
hold over long length scales. An important component
of the description of an amorphous state is the presence
of free volumes sCohen and Grest, 1979d. The extended
hydrodynamic description of Das and Schilling, includ-
ing the diffusion of free volumes, was constructed treat-
ing the final relaxation process of the density fluctua-
tions and the voids as similar. Kim s1992d considered the
coupling of the displacement field u with density fluctua-
tions to obtain the mode-coupling terms of the f12
model sdiscussed in Sec. V.Bd from a hydrodynamic ap-
proach. The transverse parts of the displacement field u
in the case of an amorphous solid sKim, 1992d give rise
to transverse sound modes in experiments sGrimsditch
et al., 1989d. The above theoretical description of the
dynamics of an amorphous-solid-like state is, however,
limited by the fact that the definition of the displace-
ment field u requires reference to a rigid lattice. The
concept of this underlying structure is only valid over
initial time scales and finally ceases to hold for a super-
cooled liquid, which is ergodic over the longest time
scale. A more appropriate theory would require a self-
consistent treatment of the problem, connecting the
elastic and viscous behaviors sGötze and Latz, 1989d of
the metastable system.

In an alternative approach, Yeo and Mazenko s1994,
1995d avoided the issue of the underlying lattice for an
amorphous state by simply defining a defect density
nDsx , td analogous to the order parameter of the disor-
dered state. To obtain the equations for the dynamics of
nD it is sufficient to assume that it is a densitylike vari-
able, i.e., it has the usual Poisson bracket relations of a
scalar variable with the momentum density g. The driv-
ing free-energy functional Fu is expressed as a sum of
three parts, Fu=Fis+FD+FC, where the first term Fis is
the isotropic part given by Eqs. s4.15d and s4.16d, while
the contribution from defects is FD;edxhfnDsxdg, so
that hfnsxdg corresponds to the defect potential. A key
underlying assumption of this model is that the defect
relaxation is very slow. This is realized by choosing an
explicit double form for hsnDd in the defect potential-
energy part FD of the free-energy functional. The posi-
tion of the extrema of the potential is denoted by n̄D

such that h8sn̄Dd=0. A very small diffusion coefficient Gv
for the defect density results from choosing parameters
to describe a shallow metastable well whose parameters
are suitably chosen. A very small diffusion coefficient Gv
for the defect density corresponds to the system rolling
in a shallow metastable well characterized by suitably
chosen parameters. The defect-mass density interaction
part FC is obtained as

FC = BDE dxE dx8dnDsxdcsux − x8uddrsx8d , s8.3d

where the role of the defect density here is taken to be
similar to the mass density variable sYeo, 1995d. The
mass density and defect density coupling BD is ex-
pressed in terms of the dimensionless quantity x
=BDr0n̄D / snkBTd. In the mode-coupling model de-
scribed below the dynamics of the metastable liquid is
considered in the limit of weak defect-density interac-
tion sB8→0d and a shallow well for the defect density
relaxation sm̃→0d, such that B8, m̃2. The density auto-
correlation function follows a complex relaxation behav-
ior due to couplings with long-lived defects. The present
model really does not address the question of how the
observed slowing down of the defect density occurs. In-
stead it is simply assumed that the system arranges itself
to be near the critical surface associated with the mode-
coupling theory.

The renormalization of the longitudinal viscosity s4.4d
is now modified sYeo, 1995d to

m̃Lsq,td =
1

bm
E dk

s2pd3 fVs1dsq,kdfsk,td

+ Vs2dsq,kdfsk,tdfsuq − ku,tdg , s8.4d

where it is assumed that the defect correlation remains
constant over the time scale considered. The mode-
coupling vertices Vs1d and Vs2d with full wave-vector de-
pendence are obtained in terms of the liquid structure
factors. The Landau coefficients of the free energy in FC
and FD become control parameters in the mode-
coupling integrals. Two dimensionless parameters y and
k are defined for this purpose in terms of m̃ and ñ, re-
spectively, as y; ñ / snokBTd and k;sñ2xd / m̃2, where no is
the average particle number density.

The dynamic transition is identified from a self-
consistent solution of the nonlinear integral equations
similar to Eq. s5.14d for the nonergodicity parameters fq
with Eq. s8.4d as the corresponding memory function. A
set of critical parameters hkc ,yc ,wcj above which all fq8’s
converge to nonzero values, is identified. As a result,
instead of the single transition point of the simple mode-
coupling theory, a line of transitions is predicted in the
present case. The metastability parameters of the free-
energy surface relating to defect dynamics, as well as the
exponents describing the observed sequence of time re-
laxations, are smooth functions of temperature or den-
sity without evidence of any special transition point. Yeo
s1995d considered the static structure factor of the liquid
in this model to be that of a hard-sphere system. The
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exponent parameter and hence the power-law exponents
were computed from an analysis of the stability matrix
as described in Sec. V.B. The density dependence of the
power-law exponents was computed for several choices
of the metastability parameters k and y. Corresponding
to the line of transitions, the exponents become density
dependent in a natural way. This is in sharp contrast with
the constant critical exponents ssimilar to second-order
phase transitionsd of the simple mode-coupling models.
The density correlation function fsq , td can also be ob-
tained by numerically solving the mode-coupilng equa-
tions. The density-dependent exponents of power-law
relaxations sSrivastava and Das, 2001d are similar to the
results obtained by Yeo s1995d from the computation of
the exponent parameters.

In the simple mode-coupling theory, for a hard-sphere
system the critical packing fraction wc=0.525 for the dy-
namic transition is somewhat lower than what the ex-
periments on colloids ssee Sec. VII.Cd suggest for an
underlying structural arrest. The order parameters of
this transition, i.e., the fcsqds at w=wc, are fixed, to be
determined by the structure factor for the liquid. How-
ever in the actual data fitting the fcsqd’s often have to be
treated as adjustable parameters ssee Sec. VII.Cd. In the
phenomenological model presented above, a line of
transitions is obtained. The nonergodicity parameters
fcsqd are not constrained to remain fixed and vary along
the line of transitions in a natural way. It is worth noting
here that the existence of a special transition tempera-
ture Tc s.TGd has been questioned in a number of ex-
perimental studies of glassy dynamics ssee Sec. VIId. The
approach taken here tries to circumvent this by taking
into consideration the coupling of the mass density to
another slow variable, the defect density mode, in a
manner that keeps many of the qualitative features of
the original mode-coupling theory. It also includes in a
very natural way the essential feature of metastability in
the glassy dynamics. The price paid in this formulation is
that by introducing the defect density it is now basically
a phenomenological approach, since no connection be-
tween the particle interaction potential and the param-
eters of the defect potential is carried forward. The bet-
ter data-fitting ability is a result of introducing
additional metastability parameters in the theory.

B. A model for structural relaxation

A model for structural relaxation in the supercooled
liquids was proposed in terms of the dynamics of particle
clusters sLiu and Oppenheim, 1997; Manno and Oppen-
heim, 1999d based on the following phenomenological
picture: In a low-density liquid a single tagged particle is
temporarily trapped by neighboring particles in a cage
with a lifetime of a few collisions. With increased super-
cooling these cages become long lived and trapping of
the particle is more effective.

A dynamical variable which describes the geometry of
the center of mass within a prescribed volume of length
scale L is defined as the new order parameter ôsr , td,

ôsr,td = o
a,b

8wsrabddfr − rastdg , s8.5d

where rabstd=rastd−rbstd and the prime indicates that the
a=b term is omitted from the sum. Here o is introduced
sin an ad hoc mannerd to capture the process of decay of
the cage formed around a single particle. The weight
function wsrd used in the definition s8.5d incorporates a
cutoff length L to describe a cluster. A simple choice is
wsrd= fsrdULsrd where fsrd is a smoothly varying function
reflecting the cluster geometry and ULsrd;Qsr−Ld is
the unit step function. A convenient form of the new
order parameter is expressed in the Fourier-transformed
form

osq,td = dnwsq,td −
knwsqdn*sqdl
knsqdn*sqdl

nsq,td , s8.6d

where dnwsq , td is the fluctuation of

nwsq,td =E dk
s2pd3wskdnsq − k,tdnsk,td s8.7d

from its average value and wskd is the Fourier transform
of wsrd. The equations of motion for the above set of
collective modes are obtained by defining the projection
operator P with respect to the set hnsq , td ,
glsq , td ,osq , tdj. The matrix of equal-time correlations is
diagonal with respect to this set.

The density autocorrelation function is obtained fol-
lowing standard procedures in the form s3.17d,

fsq,zd = Fz −
1

z + im̄Lsq,zdG−1

, s8.8d

where m̄Lsq ,zd represents the effective longitudinal vis-
cosity consisting of two parts, m̄Lsq ,zd=mLsq ,zd
+mdsq ,zd. The first part mLsq ,zd contains the bare
sshort-timed contribution as well as mode-coupling con-
tributions. The second part md is due to the structural
relaxation of the cluster through the newly introduced
local order parameter osr , td and is

mdsq,zd =
ṽo

2sqdRsqd2

z + idhsq,zd
, s8.9d

where ṽo
2skd is defined as ṽo

2skd= fbmSoskdg−1 in terms of
the equal-time correlation of the local order parameter
nSoskd=V−1koskdo*skdl;xoo. The expression for md de-
scribing the structural relaxation has two main compo-
nents. Using the projection operator method, the ampli-
tude function Rsqd is obtained from the reversible part
of the dynamics formulated in the frequency matrix V in
the memory function equation s3.8d. Ignoring correla-
tions beyond the two-particle level sLiu and Oppen-
heim, 1997d we obtain

Rsqd = nE dk
s2pd3wskdVLsq − k,kd , s8.10d

where the vertex function is as defined in Eq. s4.5d for
the standard form of mode-coupling theory. Contribu-
tions from three-point direct correlation functions are
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also ignored in Eq. s8.10d for simplification. The quantity
dh appearing as a pole for md represents the process of
structural relaxation in the supercooled liquid. Using the
relation s3.10d the so-called “hopping kernel” dh is ex-
pressed as dhsq , td= kfosq , tdfosqdlxoo

−1, in terms of the
noise fo in the equation of motion for o. Using the defi-
nition fo= s1−Pdȯ it is straightforward to obtain sLiu and
Oppenheim, 1997d

dhsq,zd =
xoo

−1

V2 E
o

`

dteizto
k

Vhsq − k,kd

3kheis1−PdLtF*sq,kdjFsq,kdl s8.11d

with the vertex function Vh given by

Vhsq − k,kd = wskdwsq − kd + wskdwskd ,
s8.12d

Fsq,kd = s1 − Pd
d

dt
hnsq − kdn*skdj .

This is of course a formal result, and for a realistic cal-
culation a simplification of Eq. s8.12d using P can be
employed. Manno and Oppenheim s1999d have argued
that in the hydrodynamic limit dhsq ,zd is proportional to
ñ−1skd, where ñsqd is the zero-frequency viscosity at
wave number q. This dependence of dhsq ,zd on the vis-
cosity remains valid even when the corresponding mode-
coupling corrections are added to mL sManno and Op-
penheim, 1999d.

The present model describes the dynamics of a dense
fluid with similar implications to those of the extended
mode-coupling theories described in Sec. VI, in which
the conserved hydrodynamic modes are the slow vari-
ables. In the extended mode-coupling models the renor-
malization of the transport properties due to bilinear
coupling of density modes is obtained from a perturba-
tive approach. The slow dynamics are a natural outcome
of the nonlinear feedback mechanism and occur while
the static structure factor remains finite through the
transition. In the Liu-Oppenheim model, on the other
hand, in addition to the usual set of conserved modes a
particular subset of the bilinear modes of density fluc-
tuations are included at the outset as an extra slow vari-
able sôd. The long time scales developing in the super-
cooled state are linked to the slow structural relaxation
process described by the newly defined local order pa-
rameter o. With increased supercooling dh becomes ar-
bitrarily small. For dh=0, the longitudinal viscosity
would diverge and the density correlation function
would develop a 1/z-type pole. We note from Eq. s8.11d
that the quantity dh, which is crucial for the final decay
of f, is associated with the decay of bilinear density-
momentum modes similar to the cutoff function g of the
self-consistent model in Eq. sA22d. Since the macro-
scopic viscosity for small q is very large on approaching
the transition, dh swhich is inversely dependent on the
viscosityd becomes correspondingly small. The wave-
number cutoff 2p /L in the definition of o is an input in
the theory. This is similar to, though somewhat less ad

hoc, than the case of the lower cutoff time to discussed in
Sec. VI.B. As the glass transition approaches, dh is ex-
pected to become m̄L and md become very large. The
above scenario for the slow dynamics of structural relax-
ation needs to be tested with more specific calculation
for a model system.

IX. BEYOND MODE-COUPLING THEORY:
NONPERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the present form of the mode-coupling theory, the
renormalization of the transport coefficients due to non-
linearities in the generalized hydrodynamic equations is
considered only to the order of one-loop diagrams ssee
Appendix A.1d, except in a few cases sDas et al., 1985;
Manno and Oppenheim, 1999d where a higher class of
loop diagrams has been considered. In this section we
shall discuss some recent work on the dynamics of dense
fluids going beyond the low-order mode-coupling ap-
proach. We focus here on two different nonperturbative
approaches to the study of the dynamics, sad direct nu-
merical integration for the stochastic equations for the
nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics sValls and Ma-
zenko, 1991; Dasgupta and Valls, 1994d and sbd mapping
the problem to a lattice gas model sFuchizaki and Ka-
wasaki, 2002d.

A. Numerical solution of the Langevin equations

The Langevin equations can be numerically solved
sLust et al., 1993d by treating them in a suitable dimen-
sionless form,

] r

] t
+ ro

−1 ¹ · frgg = 0,

] gi

] t
= − r¹i

dFu

dr
− o

j
F¹j

gigj

ro
+

gj

ro
¹igjG

+ ro
−1ho¹2gi + fi. s9.1d

In the above equations length is expressed in units of a
lattice constant h of a chosen grid, while time is in units
of to=h /co with co=Î1/ smnkod being the speed of
sound, and ko the compressibility. The density r is thus
rescaled with m /h3 and the current density g with
mco /h3. The correlation of the noise fi defines the bare
transport coefficient,

kfisr,tdfjsr8,t8dl = 2Klohorodij¹
2dsr − r8ddst − t8d ,

s9.2d

where ho is the bare shear viscosity and the longitudinal
viscosity is taken to be zero for simplicity. lo is a dimen-
sionless parameter introduced to control the strength of
equilibrium fluctuations. The fluctuating equations s9.1d
are somewhat different from Eqs. s4.12d and s4.13d. They
are the same only at linear order. The continuity equa-
tion is now changed and the Galilean invariance of the
equations is affected. Equations. s9.1d are obtained for a
special choice Fk=edxfg2 /2rog, which is different from
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Eq. s4.11d in that the denominator contains ro instead of
r. With the new FK, if the momentum variable g is inte-
grated out from Ffr ,gg, the free energy Fufrg is identical
to the Ramakrishnan-Yussouff s1979d form s4.16d used in
the density-functional models. On the other hand, re-
taining the form s4.11d for FK in F gives rise to a term
lnfr /rog on integrating the momentum variable sYeo and
Mazenko, 1995d, and the resulting Fufrg is not of the
Ramakrishnan-Yussouff form. The standard form s4.11d
of FK is obtained from a coarse graining of the micro-
scopic partition function sLanger and Turski, 1973d and
leads to the correct equations of nonlinear fluctuating
hydrodynamics sValls and Mazenko, 1992d. The set of
equations s9.1d, on the other hand, are similar to the
form used by Schmitz et al. s1993d. They still have the
basic coupling of density fluctuations included in the
model.

Equations s9.1d are solved on a cubic lattice of grid
size h. The size N=15 used for the lattice is adequate in
the present case, since the direct correlation csrd is short
ranged, corresponding to the strongly repulsive interac-
tion potential. An incommensurate choice of s /h=4.6 ss
is the hard-sphere diameterd is made to avoid crystalli-
zation at high density. This is also suitable for studying
the dynamics over the relevant wave-vector range. The
density autocorrelation function Csx ,x8 , t , tod is com-
puted by averaging the product of density fluctuations at
time to and to+ t over different runs of the dynamics.
This procedure is repeated shifting to over a range tR.
After an initial time to, tK of the order 10 in units of
Enskog time tE for a hard-sphere system, the correla-
tions of momentum fluctuations reach their equiparti-
tion value. For the density correlator Csx ,x8 , t , tod, inde-
pendence of to implies abscence of transients while
independence of tR implies ergodicity. It is found that
the time required to reach this stage of independence of
the density correlator from to to tR is much longer com-
pared to tK. In a deeply supercooled state the density
fluctuations equilibrate over much longer time scales
than the momentum fluctuations.

1. Nature of the relaxation

The stochastic equations of nonlinear hydrodynamics
were analyzed sDasgupta and Valls, 1994d mainly over
two different density ranges.

The lower density range refers to the packing fraction
0.393ùwù0.487. Angular averages of q-dependent
quantities were obtained by averaging over q values in
the first Brillouin zone. At low densities the normalized
correlation function fsq , td fit the stretched exponential
form expf−st /tosqddbg. The relaxation time tosqd and
stretching exponent b depended on both the packing
fraction w and the wave number q. tosqd had a maximum
at the peak of the structure factor, but the simple form
tosqd~hoSsqd was not obeyed, indicating a q-dependent
renormalization. The stretching parameter b remained
close to 1 and decreased with the increase of density.
The time tosqd corresponding to the vector q at which

the decay was slowest was denoted by tm and followed a
Vogel-Fulcher-type dependence on density, tmsr*d
,expfBo / sv−vcdg, where the specific volume was de-
fined as v,1/w. The value wc=0.644 obtained from the
fitting of the data was in good agreement with the cor-
responding computer simulation result sWoodcock and
Angell, 1981d predicting wc=0.634. The Vogel-Fulcher
form for tm was reported to be a better fit to the numeri-
cal results than a three-parameter power-law form. For
wave vectors large compared to the first peak position of
Ssqd, even at packing fraction values as low as w
,0.393, the stretched exponential fit was found unsatis-
factory in comparison to a two-step relaxation process,

Csq,td = s1 − fde−st/t1db
+ fe−t/t2. s9.3d

The stretched exponential is a special case of Eq. s9.3d
ffor f=0 or t1<t2 and b<1g.

For higher densities with wù0.470, two-step relax-
ation becomes valid over a wider range of wave vectors,
extending to values lower than that corresponding to the
first peak. The parameter f is weakly dependent on den-
sity but has a q dependence that is correlated to that of
the static structure factor. The time scales of the two
relaxations t1 and t2 are widely separated at high den-
sity. For w=0.487 at large wave numbers a quasiergodic
behavior is seen, i.e., the time scale is t2sqd→`, which in
practical terms means that t2 is larger than the longest
time considered in the computation. This wave-vector
dependence also conforms to the usual scenario in which
glassy behavior sets in first over short length scales. For
all densities and wave vectors the first part of the decay
of Csq , td is better fitted by a stretched exponential form
than by the power-law decay predicted by mode-
coupling theory. This stretched exponential part of the
two-step process was interpreted sLust et al., 1993d as a
mixing of microscopic sphonond dynamics with the b re-
laxation. For most wave vectors, the final decay crosses
over to the second relaxation process linked to
a-relaxation.

On the whole, the similarities in the nature of the re-
laxation seen from the numerical solutions with the cor-
responding predictions of mode-coupling theory is
rather vague and only very qualitative. The reasons may
be linked to the fact that, despite the very basic nature
of the simple mode-coupling model, it is a theory that
treats the effects of the nonlinearities only up to low
order in a perturbation series in an ad hoc manner. In
the above described numerical solution of the stochastic
equations, while the uncontrolled perturbative approach
is avoided, one is limited by a finite size and numerical
instabilities to high densities.

2. Dynamics in the free-energy landscape

For packing fractions wù0.487, the above method of
computing relaxation time tsqd fails. At high density the
fluid, instead of equilibrating after a brief transit time to,
fails to reach a steady state over the time of computa-
tion. The time scales involved become too long. Further-
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more, the large-scale fluctuations in the system lead to
numerical instabilities. The dynamics of the fluid in this
density range has been investigated sDasgupta and Valls,
1994d by computing the corresponding mean-field free
energy from the solution of the Langevin equations. The
difference between the computed free energy and the
corresponding homogeneous liquid-state free energy
dF=Ffrg−Flfrog is now monitored with time. Starting
from an initial configuration, dF is monitored at each
time step until after a time t8 saveraged over different
independent runsd it becomes negative. For wø0.487, t8
is very large, decreasing with increase of density and
finally becoming independent of density beyond w
<0.523. This variation of t8 with density is shown in Fig.
10. The corresponding relaxation time tm sdenoted by t
in the figured is also shown by a dashed line to be sharply
increasing with density. The evolution of the system be-
yond the time scale of t8 is analyzed by studying its dy-
namics in the free-energy landscape. This is done by us-
ing the final-state configurations obtained from a
dynamical simulation sDasgupta and Valls, 1994d as the
input in a minimization routine and then searching for
the minimum of the free energy as a functional of the
density distribution lying closest in phase space to this
initial configuration. Thus the minimization routine acts
as a surrogate to fast dynamics in order to determine the
final configuration of the system. For starting configura-
tions corresponding to dF positive, the flow is invariably
to the liquid-state minimum. With initial configurations
from times beyond t8 the corresponding flow is towards
a highly inhomogeneous distribution resembling more a
crystalline state with defects.

The above study sDasgupta and Valls, 1994d gives the
following picture of the dynamics in the free-energy
landscape: For low densities the system fluctuates
around the liquid-state minimum. The dynamics are
controlled at this stage by the coupling of density fluc-
tuations and the physics of the system at this relatively

low supercooling is as described by the mode-coupling
theory. The self-diffusion coefficients corresponding to
these densities extrapolate to zero at a point w=wc,
which is identified with the mode-coupling instability.
However, with the increase of density a crossover occurs
at w=wx, less than wc. The free-energy landscape
changes with density. For w.wx the system easily hops
out of the liquidlike minimum and goes to a nearby
minimum representing a highly inhomogeneous state.
The corresponding time t8 the system spends near the
uniform liquid-state minimum is now small. In a hard-
sphere system this crossover occurs at wx<0.497 sDas-
gupta and Valls, 1994d. The free-energy landscape study
described above has been extended sDasgupta and Valls,
1996, 1999d to higher densities, showing activated transi-
tions between the glassy minima. The above scenario
finds support in computer simulation results with hard-
sphere systems. Molecular-dynamics simulations sWood-
cock, 1981d show that such a system cannot be locally
equilibrated in the supercooled liquid state if the pack-
ing fraction w exceeds a critical value ws=0.565. Das-
gupta and Valls identify the crossover wx sdefined aboved
with this ws. Hopping between adjacent minima in the
free-energy landscape starts occurring at wx, before the
system reaches the mode-coupling transition point wc,
which is between 0.576 and 0.602. Therefore, according
to this scenario, the issue of a crossover in the dynamics
around wc does not arise, since it has already occurred at
wx, which is generally lower than wc.

Finally it should be noted that, in general, the value of
the crystallization transition wf as well as the crossover
density wx concluded from the numerical studies of Das-
gupta and Valls are somewhat lower than the corre-
sponding values obtained in molecular-dynamics simula-
tions. For example, from density-functional studies,
Dasgupta s1992d obtains wf=0.435, while in molecular-
dynamics simulations the fcc crystal formation occurs at
wf=0.494. Similarly from molecular-dynamics simula-
tions sWoodcock and Angell, 1981d it appears that the
crossover will occur at wx=0.565, while the correspond-
ing value in the Langevin simulation is 0.497. It is, how-
ever, interesting to note that the ratio wx /wf in both cases
is 1.14. The difference in the actual numbers may be a
result of the discretization procedure and the finite-size
systems used in the present numerical scheme sDasgupta
and Valls, 2003d.

B. Mapping onto a lattice gas model

Going beyond the low-order perturbative approach of
the mode-coupling models, the dynamics of the dense
fluid were studied by Kawasaki and Fuchizaki s1998d by
mapping the problem to a kinetic lattice gas model.
Here density was considered as the only relevant vari-
able. A discretized version of the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion s4.19d was considered in the form of a mesoscopic
kinetic equation sKawasaki, 1966ad. In the lattice de-
scription the system was divided into an assembly of
primitive cells with lattice constant h. The dynamics

FIG. 10. Characteristic relaxation times t8 sfilled circlesd and t
sdashed lined vs average fluid density n*. For definitions of t8
and t;tm see the text. The times are expressed in units of to of
the order of phonon time for the system, and density is ex-
pressed in units of s3 where s is the hard-sphere diameter.
From Dasgupta and Valls, 1994.
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were governed by the following master equation for the
probability distribution Pofn , tg:

]tPofn,tg = o
n8

fwosnun8dPosn8,td − wosn8undPosn,tdg ,

s9.4d

where n;hnij denotes a set of occupation numbers with
ni=0 or 1 depending on whether the ith lattice site is
vacant or occupied. The transition probability from hn8j
to hnj is denoted as wosnun8d which satisfies the detailed
balance condition. The energy of the configuration hnj is
given by

Hofhnijg = −
kBT

2 o
iÞj

csuri − rjudninj, s9.5d

where ri denote the position vector of the ith site and
csrd is the two-point direct correlation function.

Equations s9.4d and s9.5d for the kinetic Ising model
were solved by the Monte Carlo method to obtain a
time sequence of nstd sKawasaki and Fuchizaki, 1998d. A

system of size L̃=15 was chosen consisting of L̃3 lattice
points with lattice constant h taken from the solution of
the Percus-Yevick equation, and with the hard-sphere
diameter as s=3.3h. The incommensurability of s /h
prevented crystallization. The occupation number nistd
in the lattice gas formulation was related to the local
particle density rsr , td=oadsr−rad in the continuum sfor
convenience we take the particle mass m=1d by the re-
lation

knilt = krsri,tdlt, s9.6d

with the time average k¯lt taken over the typical relax-
ation time t. The occupation numbers ni’s in this present
context actually refer to entities that are different from a
real fluid particle. In coarse-graining the system over a
length Lo ssayd much larger than h, but smaller than s,
the identity of an individual particle is lost. The master
equation s9.4d on coarse graining sFuchizaki and Ka-
wasaki, 1999d reduces to the Fokker-Planck equation
s4.19d for a density distribution hraj, where the subscript
a corresponds to the ath cell in the coarse-grained de-
scription.

Since the Percus-Yevick direct correlation function is
generally negative, the equations for the dynamics are
the same as those corresponding to a spin-one-half Ising
Hamiltonian with antiferromagnetic interaction in an
external magnetic field. The nonlinear feedback mecha-
nism enters here through the spin-exchange dynamics,
unlike single spin-flip Glauber dynamics sGlauber, 1963d.
This is signified by the terms rsrm−rd>rrm in the ki-
netic equation s9.4d. The solution of the master equation
s9.4d at the initial stage of the dynamics sFuchizaki and
Kawasaki, 1998ad correctly captures the mode-coupling
mechanism due to density fluctuations. For low densities
corresponding to wø0.490 the density correlation func-
tion follows the stretched exponential form expf−ft /
t1sqdgbqg. With increasing packing fraction the stretched
exponential relaxation first appears at larger wave num-

bers. This is similar to the observation made in the nu-
merical solution of the Langevin equation. The relax-
ation time t1sqd for qs=6.5 fits well to a power-law form
swc−wd−g with wc.0.49 and g=2.2. The data can also be
fitted with slightly better agreement sFuchizaki and Ka-
wasaki, 1998bd with the Vogel-Fulcher form with a wc
=0.61. This form is similar to the Langevin work de-
scribed earlier in this section.

We now focus on the results obtained for the late
stage of the dynamics dominated by thermally activated
transitions between different free-energy minima. For
this a reference state is defined in terms of the state
vector

unastdl = o
i=1

L̃3

nistdueil , s9.7d

where nistd is the occupation variable equal to 0 or 1
depending on whether the ith lattice site is empty or

occupied at time t and ueil= u0. . .01
i

0. . .0l is the ith ortho-

normal basis sof size L̃3d in the Fock space. The super-
script a refers to a particular initial state. Now an aver-
age state vector is defined as

uCref
a l =

1

Na un̄al ;
1

NaU 1

t
E

t̃o

t̃o+t

dt8nast8dL , s9.8d

where the origin t̃o of the observation is chosen to be
sufficiently large to ensure equilibration. The duration t
is much longer than the microscopic time scale sphonon
characteristic timed but shorter than the time scale of
thermally activated jumps. Na is the norm of the state

un̄al so that N1/2ùNaùN / sL̃d3/2, N being the number of
particles in the fluid. The first equality holds when the
system is completely frozen during the time interval
over which the average is taken, while the second one
holds when the occupied sites are uniformly distributed.
The state of the system at some later time t is denoted
by uft

al with the averaging process done as defined in
Eq. s9.8d. In order to study how the system evolves in
the free-energy landscape, the time evolution of the
overlap function,

qstd = kft
auCref

a l , s9.9d

is considered. The time scale over which correlation is
studied extends from t up to t+t1, t1 being the time scale
for decay of the density fluctuations. The result is shown
in Fig. 11 for three different packing fractions, w=0.312,
0.440, and 0.491. For w=0.312, qstd is almost time inde-
pendent sclose to unityd, since uft

al is independent of t
and is essentially the same as uCref

a l. This indicates that
the system stays around a single global liquid-state mini-
mum. As the system becomes denser, w=0.440, beyond
the equilibrium crystallization packing fraction of w
=0.430, the fluctuation amplitude of qstd increases but
the system is still trapped in a single minimum within the
time scale of the computation. For a packing fraction
beyond wx=0.49 with the initial time scale t1,1000
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Monte Carlo steps sMCSd per site, the function qstd re-
laxes at two different levels: first at t,20 000 MCS and
then at t,60 000 MCS. This is interpreted as the sys-
tem’s initially being trapped in a local free-energy mini-
mum and eventually relaxing towards states with lower
free energies through thermally activated hopping.

In short, both the above methods for studying the dy-
namics suggest that at low densities a hard-sphere sys-
tem largely fluctuates around the liquid-state minimum.
The relaxation time appears to diverge at very high den-
sity. Here, at the initial stage of supercooling, the dy-
namics are largely controlled by coupling of dominant
density fluctuations and are well described in terms of
the mode-coupling theory. As the density increases be-
yond a crossover value wx, the dynamics are controlled
by thermally activated hopping in the free-energy land-
scape to configurations with inhomogeneous density dis-
tributions.

X. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

Computer simulation methods sAngell et al., 1981;
Allen and Tildesley, 1987; Barrat and Klein, 1991d have
been extremely useful for studying the dynamics of su-
percooled liquids including nonequilibrium phenomena
like aging. In traditional molecular-dynamics sMDd
simulations, the classical equations of motion for a small
number of particles sa few hundredsd are solved in the
computer. The maximum time scale over which the par-
ticles are simulated in a typical MD simulation is not
comparable to the time scales of glassy relaxation seen
in real experiments. However, MD simulations easily
obtain a variety of correlation functions not accessible to
experimental techniques. Real-space correlation func-
tions are as easily computed as their Fourier-
transformed counterparts. The motion of a single par-
ticle in the fluid and its heterogeneous dynamics over
different time scales are easily obtained in simulations
sSanyal and Sood, 1996, 1998; Kob et al., 1997; Donati et

al., 1998, 1999d. Monte Carlo methods are also used, in
which a physical property of the fluid is obtained by
generating a possible set of configurations used for en-
semble averaging. The particles interacting through a
known potential are assigned an arbitrary set of coordi-
nates, which evolves through successive random dis-
placements. Here the particle momenta do not enter in
the computation and sunlike MDd no time scale is in-
volved. A problem often faced in computer simulation
of liquids in the supercooled state is that they crystallize
too easily. Traditionally nucleation is avoided by study-
ing binary mixtures of spherical particles of different di-
ameters sBernu et al., 1985, 1987d. As an alternative ap-
proach the dynamics of a monoatomic system sconsisting
of a small number of particlesd has also been studied
sAngelani et al., 1998d with a master equation for the
model system evolving in the potential-energy land-
scape. Crystallization is avoided in this approach by sim-
ply ignoring the corresponding minima from the land-
scape. We discuss here the results from simulation of the
dense fluids that directly link to mode-coupling theory.

A. Comparison with mode-coupling theory

When earlier simulations of Lennard-Jones systems
sUllo and Yip, 1985d and hard-sphere fluids sWoodcock
and Angell, 1981d were compared with the predictions of
the wave-vector-dependent extended mode-coupling
theory model, they showed reasonable agreement sDas,
1987, 1990d. The predictions of mode-coupling theory
were tested more extensively with MD simulation of a
binary soft-sphere system by Roux et al. s1989, 1990d.
This work confirmed the factorization property and pre-
dicted deviations from the Stokes-Einstein relation in
the vicinity of the transition. The extrapolated self-
diffusion coefficient vanished for both components of
the mixture with a power-law exponent roughly equal to
2 sBernu et al., 1987d. Subsequently Kob and Anderson
s1994, 1995a, 1995bd investigated a binary Lennard-
Jones mixture sBMLJd extensively, comparing it to vari-
ous predictions of mode-coupling theory. The mixture
consisted of 800 type-A and 200 type-B particles of the
same mass m, interacting through the Lennard-Jones
potential uabsrd=4eabfssab /rd12− ssab /rd6g with a ,b
P hA ,Bj. The chosen parameters were eAA=1.0,sAA
=1.0,eAB=1.5,sAB=0.8,eBB=0.5, and sBB=0.88. Length
was rescaled in units of sAA, temperature in units of
eAA /kB, and time in units of smsAA

2 /48eAAd1/2. The tem-
perature range studied was from T=5.0 to a lowest value
T=0.466.

The BMLJ simulation data were analyzed by extrapo-
lating the power-law fit on the self-diffusion coefficient
at low temperatures, obtaining Tc=0.435. The theoreti-
cal prediction for Tc was obtained by solving nonlinear
integral equations similar to Eq. s5.14d for the two-
component case. The input static structure factor for the
binary mixture was taken from the simulation itself. Us-
ing the equations discussed in Sec. V.B.1. as model A,
Nauroth and Kob s1997d obtained a transition tempera-

FIG. 11. Time evolution of qstd vs time t for three different
packing fractions: solid line, h;w=0.312; short-dashed line,
0.440; and long-dashed line, 0.491. Time is expressed in Monte
Carlo steps per site. From Fuchizaki and Kawasaki, 1998b.
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ture Tc=0.922. On the other hand, with the equations of
model B with the same input structure factors showed
that down to the lowest available temperature there was
no nonzero solution for the nonergodicity parameter. A
diffusion coefficient Ds could be computed with the
model presented by Eq. s5.34d for the memory function
and using the density correlation functions obtained
from model B. This Ds extrapolated to zero at Tc
<0.44 sHarbola and Das, 2003ad, showing better quali-
tative agreement between theory and simulations.

A generic feature of the tagged-particle correlation,
signifying cage formation in a dense fluid, is the plateau
it reaches over intermediate times prior to final relax-
ation. It ranges over almost three decades at T=0.466.
This plateau has been identified as the value of the non-
ergodicity parameter and the corresponding time inter-
val treated as the b-relaxation regime sKob and Ander-
son, 1994d. Over the time range 3ù tù1868 corre-
sponding to the b-relaxation regime and close to the
transition point, the simulation data agree with the fac-
torization property of mode-coupling theory fsee Eq.
s5.22dg. The critical power-law relaxation st−ad is not seen
in the simulation data. This could be explained by a
strong influence of the microscopic dynamics on the
early part of the power-law regime. In the later part of
the b regime, von-Schweidler relaxation with a positive
exponent is visible. Direct fitting of the correlation func-
tion data yields an exponent b8 ssayd that is wave-vector
dependent, in contrast to the mode-coupling prediction.
This is not surprising, given the fact that q independence
is an asymptotic result and the time range over which
such a behavior should hold depends on the specific q at
which the corresponding correlation function is being
considered. Kob and Anderson also computed a wave-
vector-independent von-Schweidler exponent b ssayd by
optimally fitting the data with the b-scaling sq-
independentd master curve predicted from mode-
coupling theory. The tagged-particle correlation for the
A particles close to the transition at the structure factor
peak q=qmax=7.25 showed the best fit with the master
curve, corresponding to the exponent parameter value
l=0.78. In this way b=0.51 was obtained sKob and
Anderson, 1994d. Alternatively, the susceptibility x9 ob-
tained from the frequency transform of the correlation
function could be fitted with the master curve, corre-
sponding to l=0.74 and b=0.49.

Beyond the power-law behavior, on the scale of a re-
laxation, the correlation function data fit to a stretched
exponential form with the stretching exponent b, which
is different from the von-Schweidler exponent discussed
above. At low temperature the relaxation time in the
stretched exponential form tasTd followed a power-law
increase, appearing to diverge sKob and Anderson,
1995bd at the same temperature Tc at which the diffusion
coefficient extrapolated to zero. The exponent of the di-
vergence g=2.7 approximately followed the mode-
coupling prediction when b was chosen to have the value
obtained with respect to b relaxation, i.e., b=0.51. An
interesting consistency check may be made by plotting

the location vmin of the minimum of x9 with the position
va of the corresponding a peak. The leading-order
analysis of mode-coupling theory ssee Sec V.A.2d pre-
dicts vmin,va

m with m=b / sa+bd. However, the simula-
tion data do not agree with this relation. With b=0.49
sobtained above from frequency-transformed datad we
expect m=0.64, while the plot of vmin with va from simu-
lation data gives m=0.33. One possible reason for these
findings is that, since the critical decay is overshadowed
by the microscopic relaxation, the location of the mini-
mum and hence m cannot be very accurate.

An interesting difference between the single-particle
dynamics and the collective dynamics was found from an
analysis of the computer simulation results sKob and
Anderson, 1994d. The tagged-particle diffusion coeffi-
cient DssTd showed a power-law behavior Ds,sT
−Tcdg8. From the best fit, the temperature Tc as well as
the exponent g8 were found to be the same for both
types of species in the mixture. However, the exponent
g8 did not match the exponent found from fitting the
diverging behavior of the a-relaxation time scale around
Tc. A similar behavior was reported by Schröder et al.
s2000d. This presumably indicates that the mechanism
for slowing down of the density fluctuations is not the
same as that for the self-diffusion ssee also Kob, 2003d.

Molecular-dynamics simulation studies of glassy dy-
namics have been carried out with particles following
Newtonian dynamics and Brownian sstochasticd dynam-
ics. Charge-stabilized colloids were studied with Brown-
ian dynamics sLöwen et al., 1991d. Similarly binary mix-
tures of charged stabilized colloids have been studied by
computer simulations sSanyal and Sood, 1995d using
Brownian dynamics. Löwen et al. s1991d initially con-
cluded that the Newtonian and Brownian simulations
led to qualitatively different results, e.g., the density cor-
relation functions did not show any b relaxation in the
Brownian case. Subsequently Gleim et al. s1998d ex-
tended the study of the BMLJ to much longer times and
concluded that the long-time dynamics were in fact in-
dependent of the choice of the microscopic dynamics.
They concluded that the dependence on microscopic dy-
namics is only in the early b-relaxation regime, whereas
a-relaxation dynamics are independent of the micro-
scopic picture. Gleim et al. s1998d claim that in the case
of Brownian dynamics, over the initial stage the simula-
tion data are in fact in better agreement with the
b-relaxation predictions of mode-coupling theory. In the
Newtonian case this early b part is strongly influenced
by microscopic dynamics as was already indicated
above. The mode-coupling theory for the above two
cases were shown to be equivalent by Szamel and Lo-
wen s1991d.

B. Mode-coupling Tc: Landscape studies

In recent years simulation studies have been used in
several innovative ways to obtain further insight into the
physics of glassy systems. An important body of work
has evolved from the study of the potential-energy sur-
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face sPESd in multidimensional configuration space. For
a system of N particles the PES is simply the total po-
tential energy plotted in a s3N+1d-dimensional space
against the 3N position coordinates sGoldstein, 1969d.
The PES is characterized by a large number of local
minima, which are termed inherent structures. The set of
points in the configuration space which correspond, via a
steepest-descent trajectory, to the same local minimum
on the PES constitute a basin associated with the mini-
mum. The concept of basins was further developed by
Stillinger and Weber s1982, 1984d, and Stillinger s1995d,
who provided a recipe for apportioning the PES into
disjoint basins. As the temperature is lowered, the sys-
tem gets trapped in a very small number of basins of
increasing depth sJonsson and Anderson, 1988; Sastry et
al., 1998d. The supercooled state has been widely studied
sBhattacharyya et al., 1999; Kob et al., 2000d by making a
gradient descent starting at an initial equilibrium con-
figuration reached through MD simulation of a sample
system at a temperature T. This landscape scenario has
been used to study thermodynamics of supercooled liq-
uids in a number of works sBuchner and Heuer, 1999;
Sciortino et al., 1999; Coluzzi et al., 2000d. In an interest-
ing study Schröder et al. s2000d looked at the successive
configurations produced in a MD simulation of a BMLJ
consisting of 251 A particles and 249 B particles. The
configurations were mapped into a corresponding time
series of local minima sinherent structuresd. The self-
intermediate scattering functions for both the actual
structure srepresenting the true dynamicsd and the cor-
responding inherent structures srepresenting inherent
dynamicsd were compared. Beyond a crossover tempera-
ture Tx<Tc, the inherent dynamics were the same as the
true dynamics from which the effects of vibrations had
been removed. Beyond Tx the dynamics of the system in
the configuration space consisted of its fast vibrational
motion sintrabasind in a local minimum and slow diffu-
sive motion among different basins. A convenient
method for the description of the dynamics in the con-
figuration space is the study of instantaneous normal
modes sMadan and Keyes, 1993; Keyes, 1997, 2000d. The
properties of the local curvature of the PES is studied by
diagonalizing the Hessian matrix H for the potential en-
ergy V. The positive eigenvalues are associated with vi-
brations around the quasiequilibrium position while the
negative eigenvalues are related sSciortino and Tarta-
glia, 1997; Li and Keyes, 1999; Donati et al., 2000d to the
long-time diffusive processes. The number of diffusive
eigenvalues decreases with T but does not vanish at a
critical temperature identified with Tc. Such negative ei-
genvalues are also present in the corresponding case of a
crystal at finite T sfor which diffusivity is negligibled.
These presumably represent unstable nondiffusive
modes in liquids and glasses present at all T sBembenek
and Laird, 1995; Gezelter et al., 1997; Ribeiro and Mad-
den, 1998d. Recently trap models sOdagaki and Yoshi-
mori, 2000; Odagaki et al., 2000d have also been studied
to understand the landscape dynamics sDenny et al.,
2003d.

Our understanding of the dynamics of the representa-
tive point of the system on the PES grew clearer as the
landscape was studied in terms of local minima as well
as the saddles sAngelani et al., 2000; Broderix et al.,
2000d. The system was equilibrated at a given tempera-
ture using standard MD technique and the saddle of the
PES Usxd was located by looking for the absolute
minima of Wsxd= ¹U · ¹U. All the extrema were classi-
fied in terms of their potential energy u and the number
of unstable directions K snumber of negative eigenval-
ues of the Hessian matrixd, called the index density. In
Fig. 12 the index density Ksud vs the corresponding
energy-density plot is shown. The data are obtained by
sad averaging the energy for all the extrema with a given
index density sgeometric averaged, and sbd at a given
temperature T, averaging all the energies and the corre-
sponding index densities sparametric averaged. The
curve Ksud meets the energy axis at a threshold value
uth, which marks the border between the saddle-
dominated part of the PES and the minima-dominated
part. Note that uth is above the lowest-lying minima uo
found in the PES, indicating the existence of a finite
energy-density interval over which minima predominate
overwhelmingly over saddles. With increase of tempera-
ture, uo increases and eventually at a critical tempera-
ture Tth crosses uth. This temperature therefore indicates
a crossover from a nonactivated dynamics sabove Tthd to
activated dynamics sbelow Tthd. The evidence from the
landscape studies of model systems strongly suggests
that Tth is close to the Tc of mode-coupling theory. For a
BMLJ system at r=1.2, a critical temperature Tth

FIG. 12. Index density vs potential energy. Average over all
data was obtained by sampling at T*P f0.3,2.0g. The solid line
is a linear fit meeting the energy axis at uth ssee textd. Inset
shows the average density of the local minima umin as a func-
tion of the temperature of the initial MD trajectory. Circles
represent dT, the average potential-energy density kU /NlsTd
less the vibrational energy 3T /2 in the harmonic approxima-
tion. The threshold energy uth=−4.55 is reached at T*=0.44
<Tc ssee textd.
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=0.435 was obtained by Angelani et al. s2000d, and Tth
=0.44 by Broderix et al. s2000d. Compare this to the tran-
sition temperature Tc=0.435 obtained by extrapolating
the power-law behavior of the diffusion coefficient by a
simulation to zero sKob and Anderson, 1994d. The re-
sults from another typical fragile liquid, a soft-sphere
mixture simulated using Monte Carlo methods, indicate
a similar relation: Tth=0.242±0.012 sGrigera et al., 2002d.
Tc obtained by fitting to mode-coupling data is Tc
=0.226 sRoux et al., 1989d.

The dynamics of the representative point for a simple
Lennard-Jones system in configuration space has been
studied sAngelani et al., 2001d in a situation dominated
by activated processes. At short times the system point
visits the basins of saddles whose indexes and energies
decrease with time, and at long times the system moves
between basins of local minima with decreasing energy
by crossing saddles of low order. The sharp increase in
viscosity seen in a fragile system within a narrow tem-
perature range Tg is linked with the large potential-
energy barriers connecting the local glassy minima that
develop near Tth. Grigera et al. s2002d obtained for a
soft-sphere system of 70 particles the barrier between
lowest minima from the next saddle as DUsuthd
<10kBTth. The relation of the relaxation dynamics of a
BMLJ system to the nature of the PES topography has
been studied recently by Doliwa and Heuer s2003d. The
findings of the landscape studies of the Lennard-Jones
system are somewhat analogous to those obtained via
studies of the hopping process in the free-energy land-
scape for hard-sphere systems, described earlier in Sec.
IX.A.2. This is going beyond the domain of applicability
of the present form of mode-coupling theory.

C. Generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation

The mode-coupling theory reviewed so far in this pa-
per is concerned with fluctuations around the equilib-
rium state in which Eq. s2.9d between correlation or re-
sponse functions or the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
holds. However, the off-equilibrium dynamics and aging
in structural glasses have been studied in recent years
quite extensively through MD simulations. Mode-
coupling theory for structural glasses in such a nonequi-
librium situation has not been developed much. The
conjecture of a similarity between structural glasses and
spin glasses has been used to understand the findings of
the simulation results for the structural glasses. Indeed,
such findings further consolidate the underlying similar-
ity between disordered systems with and without intrin-
sic disorder. For glassy dynamics the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem is generalized in a parametric form
by defining a quantity Xst , t8d sfor t. t8 d as

Rst,t8d =
Xst,t8d

T

] Cst,t8d
] t8

. s10.1d

The crucial assertion here is that, taking similarity to the
mean field spin-glass models, in the limit of long times
tw , t→`, one can express Xst , twd as a function of the

correlation function Cst , twd only, i.e., Xst , twd
;xfCst , twdg. Equation s10.1d is expressed in terms of the
integrated response function M, defined as

Mst,twd = E
tw

t

dsRst,sd = −
1

kBT
E

C

1

xscddc , s10.2d

where we have used Cst , td=1. It is clear that a plot of
−kBTM vs C will have the slope −xsCd. When the
flucturation-dissipation relation holds, kBTMst− twd
=Cst− twd−1 and hence the slope x=−1. A more general
form of xsCd indicates violation of the fluctuation-
dissipation relation, e.g., the one-step replica symmetry
breaking in mean-field spin-glass models sMézard et al.,
1987; Franz et al., 1998d corresponds to a linear depen-
dence on T. In the parametric representation in terms of
xsCd, violation of the fluctuation-dissipation relation is
presented in terms of correlation windows rather than
time windows.

The MD simulation data for a BMLJ system were
studied in a parametric plot of −kBTMst , twd vs Cst , twd
over different ranges of C by Kob and Barrat s1997,
1999d. Their plot of the integrated response function and
correlation function is shown in Fig. 13 for Tf=0.3, re-
ferring to the temperature to which the system is initially
quenched. For short times sC close to 1d the data for
different tw collapse on a single curve of slope −1, show-
ing that the fluctuation-dissipation relation holds. For
smaller values of C the slope of this curve sBarrat and
Kob, 1999; Kob and Barrat, 2000d is not unity, indicating
violation. The corresponding values of the parameter
X;m obtained by Kob and Barrat for three tempera-
tures, Tf=0.4,0.3, and 0.1, were independent of wave
vector and were compatible with a linear dependence of
m on Tf. Similar behavior is seen in Monte Carlo simu-
lations sParisi, 1997d of the dynamics of a BMLJ. The
fluctuation-dissipation violation parameter m is ex-
pressed as T /Teff so that Teff can be interpreted as the
effective temperature associated with various time scales

FIG. 13. Parametric plot of the integrated response function
Mstw+t , twd and the correlation function Cstw+t , twd for wave
vector k=7.25, at the quenched temperature ssee textd Tf=0.3.
s, tw=1000; n, tw=10 000. Time and wave vector are ex-
pressed in the Lennard-Jones units ssee textd. The straight lines
have slopes −1.0 and −0.45. From Kob and Barrat, 1999.
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of the system sCugliandolo et al., 1997d. Over short times
the fast degrees of freedom thermalize sm=1d and the
fluctuation-dissipation relation holds. For longer times
corresponding to the slow degrees of freedom T,Teff,
that is, m,1.

Di Leonardo et al. s2000d studied the fluctuation-
dissipation relation in a one-component Lennard-Jones
system of 256 particles sDi Leonardo et al., 2000d modi-
fied with a small many-body term in its potential energy
to inhibit crystallization. They found that the
fluctuation-dissipation violation parameter m was pro-
portional to T at low temperatures, crossing over to m
=1 at temperatures Teff close to a characteristic tem-
perature Tc8. From equilibrium MD studies it was shown
that the potential energy for a liquid crosses over from
T5/3 behavior sliquidliked to linear dependence ssolid-
liked at Tc8. The relation of Teff to Tc or Tg is not very
clear. For example, Kob and Barrat s2000d report a value
Teff<0.7 for the BMLJ sTc=0.435d. From a theoretical
standpoint, the linear temperature dependence of m be-
low Tg conforms to the predictions in the one-step rep-
lica symmetry-breaking scenario proposed for the spin
glasses. The validity of the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem in supercooled liquids has also been studied via a
complimentary approach based on inherent structures in
the PES ssee Sec. X.Bd, identifying a new temperature
Tint.

1 In equilibrium Tint=T, the temperature of the bath.
From landscape studies of a typical fragile BMLJ sys-
tem, it was shown that Tint is close to the corresponding
Teff sSciortino and Tartaglia, 2001d. Strong liquidlike
silica sScala et al., 2003d, however, showed the unex-
pected result Teff,T.

XI. MODE COUPLING AND SPIN-GLASS MODELS

In this section we shall discuss some models that are
relevant for the mode-coupling approach to the struc-
tural glass problem but that were originally developed to
understand other disordered systems. In particular, this
refers to theories for disordered systems in which the
dynamics are described in terms of correlation of spins
and are referred to as spin glasses. The general analogy
of a spin glass with a structural glass is rooted in the fact
that both represent systems without any long-range or-
der. Both structural and spin glasses differ from their
corresponding paramagnetic states primarily in their
time-dependent behavior. There are obvious differences
as well. In a spin glass the disorder is “quenched,” a
situation in which the exchange-interaction coupling
constants of the spins are random variables and are time

independent on all experimental time scales. On the
other hand, in the structural glasses the randomness is
self-generated. However, a number of works sBouchaud
and Mézard, 1994; Marinari et al., 1994a, 1994b; Chan-
dra et al., 1995, 1996; Cugliandolo et al., 1995, 1996d have
also shown the existence of spin-glass-like behavior in
systems without any intrinsic disorder. The presence of
frustration in such systems is crucial to produce the spin-
glass state and not the quenched randomness. Systems
with and without quenched disorder have similar behav-
ior as long as a large number of uncorrelated metastable
states exist. Another important difference comes from
the nature of the transition. The supercooled metastable
states are associated with a corresponding crystalline
state with long-range order that is the most stable state
having the lowest free energy. The existence of an ideal
thermodynamic structural glass transition remains
speculative. In a spin glass, on the other hand, a second-
order phase transition sin zero magnetic fieldd character-
ized by diverging relaxation time and nonlinear mag-
netic susceptibility has been seen in experiments sBinder
and Young, 1986; Mydosh, 1993d.

There have also been interesting applications of spin-
glass-type models sKühn and Horstmann, 1997; Cham-
berlin, 1999d to capture the structural glass. It is impor-
tant to stress that our discussion in the present context
will be focused only on the mean-field spin-glass models,
which are related to the feedback mechanism of mode-
coupling theory and not aimed towards a general review
of spin glasses. There exist excellent reviews and mono-
graphs on glassy systems with intrinsic disorder sBinder
and Young, 1986; Mézard et al., 1987; Fischer and Hertz,
1991; Young, 1997d. For more recent work on structural
glasses, applying the ideas developed earlier for spin
glassses, see Franz and Parisi s1997d, Mézard and Parisi
s1999d, and Coluzzi et al. s2000d.

A. p-spin interaction spin-glass model

The similarties between structural and spin glasses
were initially suggested by Kirkpatrick and Thirumalai
s1987a, 1987bd on the basis of the p-spin sp.2d interac-
tion Hamiltonian. Unlike Ising-type spin glasses, p-spin
models lack reflection symmetry, somewhat reminiscent
of the structural glasses. The similarity of the equations
for the time evolution of the correlation and response
functions in the p-spin models and structural glasses are
a useful point of departure for a discussion here.

Let us consider the Hamiltonian of the mean-field
p-spin spin-glass model in the following soft-spin ver-
sion,

H = − o
i1,i2,¯,ip

Ji1¯ip
si1

¯ sip
− o

i=1

N

fH̃ssid + hisig ,

s11.1d

where H̃ssd;oisro /2dsi
2+ ũsi

4 and hJi1¯ip
j are inde-

pendent random interactions whose probability distribu-
tion function has zero mean and variance sJi1¯ip

d2

1The free energy of the liquid is obtained here as a sum of
configurational and vibrational part, fsuISd=uIS−Tintsconf
+ fvibsuIS ,Td, where uIS is the energy of the local minima cor-
responding to a basin of attraction in the PES, sconf counts the
number of minima with energy uIS, and fvib is the average free
energy of a basin of depth uIS. T denotes the temperature of
the bath sattained by the fast degrees of freedomd and Tint is
the Lagrange multiplier used to extremize f.
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=p ! /2Np−1. The length of the soft spin si is allowed to
vary continuously from −` to +`, and hi is the external
field. The constraint si

2=1 corresponds to taking the
coupling constants ũ→` and ro→` with ũ /ro→const.
The dynamics for sistd are assumed to be given by the
Langevin equation

Go
−1]tsistd = −

dH

dsistd
+ jistd , s11.2d

where Go is a bare kinetic coefficient that sets the scale
of the microscopic time and is related to the variance of
the Gaussian random noise j as

kjistdjjst8dl = 2Go
−1dijdst − t8d . s11.3d

The time correlation of the spins averaged over the
quenched random interactions is calculated using the
Martin-Siggia-Rose field theory outlined in the Appen-
dix. The averaging can be suitably done since the Hamil-
tonian is linear in the random bond Ji1¯ip

, which has a
Gaussian distribution sde Dominicis, 1978; Ma and Rud-
nick, 1978; Kirkpatrick and Thirumalai, 1987bd. Using
the standard Martin-Siggia-Rose field-theoretic method
and evaluating the integrations in the limit N→`
through saddle-point methods yields the following equa-
tion of motion for the spin sistd averaged over the
quenched random interactions

Go
−1]tsistd + rosi + 4usi

3std + E
o

t

Sst, t̄dsist̄ddt̄ = fistd

s11.4d

with the renormalized noise fi in the new Langevin
equation being correlated as

kfistdfjst8dl = dijJst − t8d . s11.5d

The kernels Sst− t8d and Jst− t8d are obtained sKirk-
patrick and Thirumalai, 1987ad as

Sst − t8d = msp − 1dRst − t8dCp−2st − t8d ,
s11.6d

Jst − t8d = 2Go
−1dst − t8d + mCp−1st − t8d .

The linear-response function R and the correlation func-
tion C are defined as

Cst,t8d =
1

No
i=1

N

ksistdsist8dl ,

s11.7d

Rst,t8d =
1

No
i=1

N K ds̄istd
djist8d

L =
1

No
i=1

N

ksistdiŝist8dl ,

with the overbar indicating the average over the
quenched randomness. The angular brackets in the ex-
pression above stand for the average over the noise j.
For the equilibrium state, time translational invariance
holds and the correlation function C is related to the
response function R through the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem s2.9d. With p=2 this model would correspond to

the equations obtained by Sompolinsky and Zippelius
s1981, 1982d.

The normalized correlation function fstd=Cstd /Cst
=0d satisfies the dynamical equation

n̄oḟstd + fstd + lpE
0

t

dsfp−1st − sdḟssd = 0, s11.8d

where n̄o= sr̄oGod−1 and lp=mr̄o
2–p, with the equal-time

correlation being given by Cst=0d= r̄o
−1. For p=3 these

equations are identical to the mode-coupling equations
sapart from an inertial term involving second derivatives
in timed of the structural glass problem fsee Eq. s5.4dg
corresponding to the Leutheusser model. This model
shows a dynamic transition at a low enough temperature
T=Tc, with the normalized density correlation fstd vary-
ing as fstd= sp−2d / sp−1d+At−a. The power-law expo-
nent a satisfies sfor p.2d the equation G2s1−ad=2Gs1
−2ad with the solution a=0.395 fsee also the related dis-
cussion with Eq. s5.9dg. The renormalized kinetic coeffi-
cient is

nRsvd = no + lpE
o

`

dteivtfp−1std . s11.9d

The zero-frequency limit of the transport coefficient sat-
isfies nRsT→Tcd,sT−Tcd−g with g=1.765, similar to the
behavior of viscosity in the structural glass case. This
procedure sKirkpatrick and Thirumalai, 1981a, 1987bd
demonstrated that the self-consistent equations of
mode-coupling theory can be obtained for mean-field
spin-glass models with quenched disorder. A dynamic
transition is predicted before the replica symmetry-
breaking transition occurs sMézard et al., 1987d. Subse-
quently Cugliandolo and Kurchan s1993d studied the re-
lated nonequilibrium problem and aging for a spherical
p-spin model.

The above results can be generalized for a disordered
spin system with the Hamiltonian

HJ = − o
i1,i2,¯,ip

Ji1¯ip
si1

¯ sip
s11.10d

supplemented by a constraint that ensures the model is
well behaved for all possible values of the random vari-
able Ji1¯ip

. This regularization, which was used in the
soft-spin version fEq. s11.1dg discussed above includes

the function H̃ssd with a s4 term. Another choice for
regularization would be to prevent si from diverging in
an unstable direction of the random coupling Ji1¯ip

by
imposing the constraint

1

No
i=1

N

si
2std = 1, s11.11d

which also makes Cst , td=1. Absence of the extra con-
straint sBouchaud et al., 1996, 1997d in some cases leads
to spurious instabilities in the model at low tempera-
tures. For the p-spin Hamiltonian this constraint gives
rise to what is called the spherical p-spin model sCrisanti
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and Sommers, 1992; Crisanti et al., 1993d, very widely
investigated in recent times.

Kirkpatrick and Thirumalai s1987ad argued from the
consideration of the statics of the p-spin models that at a
temperature Ts,Td there is a thermodynamic transi-
tion. The static transition was identified with the one-
step replica symmetry-breaking transition. In a recent
letter Moore and Drossel s2002d have argued that the
static transition at Ts does not survive in the finite-
dimensional p-spin models. This observation gives rise
to an important speculation. If the connection between
the structural glasses and spin glasses is valid beyond the
mean-field limit, this would indicate that there can be no
genuine transition in structural glasses either.

B. Nonequilibrium dynamics: Spherical model

For a system out of equilibrium, the dynamic correla-
tion Cst , twd between fluctuations at two times depends
on both times. The waiting-time stwd dependence of the
correlation functions is generally termed the “aging” ef-
fect. Experimentally such nonequilibrium effects have
been observed in spin glasses sLundgren et al., 1983;
Norblad et al., 1986; Vincent et al., 1992d and also in
structural glasses, e.g., polymeric systems showing strong
slowing down as the waiting time after the quench is
increased sStruik, 1978d. Through MD simulations the
phenomenon of aging has been studied in a number of
works, as already discussed. In the present section we
consider from a theoretical standpoint the out-of-
equilibrium dynamics of the spherical p-spin model.

The time evolution of the p-spin spherical model is
given by the dissipative Langevin equation

] sistd
] t

= zstdsistd −
dH

dsistd
+ jistd , s11.12d

where time has been rescaled with the bare transport
coefficient. The term zstd in Eq. s11.12d follows from the
regular snonrandomd part of the Hamiltonian. Con-
structing the standard Martin-Siggia-Rose field theory
outlined in Appendix A.1 we obtain the following equa-
tions of motion:

] Rst,t8d
] t

= − zstdRst,t8ddst − t8d + E
t8

t

dt9Sst,t9dRst9,t8d ,

] Cst,t8d
] t

= − zstdCst,t8dE
0

t8
dt9Jst,t9dRst9,t8d

+ E
0

t

dt9Sst,t9dCst9,t8d , s11.13d

where the response function Rst , t8d and the correlation
functions Cst , t8d are defined above in Eq. s11.7d. For
definiteness we shall take t. t8. The time-ordered prop-
erty of the response function, that is, the fact that
Rst1 , t2d is zero for t1, t2 sdue to causalityd, was used in
obtaining Eqs. s11.13d. For the p-spin Hamiltonian, the
kernels S and J are

Sst1,t2d = msp − 1dRst1,t2dCp−2st1,t2d ,
s11.14d

Jst1,t2d = 2dst1 − t2d + mCp−1st1,t2d ,

obtained by generalizing the result s11.6d for the soft-
spin case without time translational invariance. The non-
equilibrium dynamics for all times t and t8 are thus given
by the above first-order integro-differential equations,
which admit unique solutions for finite times. At equal
times the conditions maintained are Cst , td=1, Rst , t−d
=1, and ]tCst , t±d= ±1. Similar equations for the non-
equilibrium dynamics of a heteropolymer were subse-
quently studied by Pitard and Shakhnovich s2001d.

The dynamics at low temperature can be broadly di-
vided into two regimes sCugliandolo and Kurchan, 1993d
depending on the times t and t8:

sid The fluctuation-dissipation regime, for t , t8 large
such that t / t→0 where t= t− t8. Here the dynam-
ics follows time translational invariance. In this
regime the fluctuation-dissipation relation holds
and the two equations s11.13d reduce to a single
equation,

F d

dt
+ 1GCstd + sm + pbE`df1 − Cstdg

+ mE
o

t

dt̄Cp−1st − t̄d
dCst̄d

dt̄
= 0, s11.15d

where E`;Est→`d. The transition temperature
Td is obtained by looking for a nonzero solution
for the nonergodicity parameter q from

1 − pbE` + ms1 − qp−1d = −
1

1 − q
s11.16d

sq is similar to the corresponding quantity f de-
fined earlier in Sec. V.A.1 for the structural glassd,
where q=limt→`Cstd. The condition for the dy-
namic transition reduces to sbd

2 /2dpsp−1ds1
−qd2qp−2=1 where bd=1/Td.

siid The aging regime, for t and t8 both going to infin-
ity in a way such that st− t8d / t8,Os1d. Here t and
t8 are very widely separated, so that the time de-
rivatives on the left-hand sides of both Eqs.
s11.13d can be ignored. The following scaling an-
satz for correlation and response functions are
used:

Cst,t8d = CF hstd
hst8d

G, Rst,t8d =
h8std
hst8d

RF hstd
hst8d

G ,

s11.17d

where hstd is a monotonically ascending function
of time t and h8std is the derivative with respect to
time. The theory at this stage does not specify the
function hstd. A likely possibility is hstd; t
sBouchaud and Dean, 1995d. The power law hstd
; tg, where g is a constant, will correspond to the
scaling behavior Cstw+t , twd;Cst / twd and is
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termed simple aging. A numerical solution sKim
and Latz, 2001d of the p-spin equations s11.13d
show this behavior in the asymptotic regime. A
more general form hstd=expft1−k / s1−kdg has been
used to fit experimental data on real spin-glass
systems sVincent et al., 1997d. The limit k=0 cor-
responds to the absence of aging stime transla-
tional invariance holdsd, while k=1 implies
simple aging. The range 0,k,1 corresponds to
what is termed sub-aging.

Numerical solutions of Eq. s11.13d for the quench to
the final temperature T=0.61 below the dynamic transi-
tion point of Td=0.612 show good agreement with the
choice of the function hstd, corresponding to k=0.82
sKim and Latz, 2001d. The correlation function in the
aging regime has the solution Csld=la. The fluctuation-
dissipation relation between correlation and response
functions holds here in the modified form, Rsld
=xC8sld, which has the same form discussed in Eq. s10.1d
for a constant fluctuation-dissipation violation param-
eter X;x. Here x= sp−2ds1−qd /q sCugliandolo and
Kurchan, 1993d for qÞ0 below the dynamic transition
point. In order to compute x for a given p one is re-
quired to solve for q from Eq. s11.16d.

The dynamics of the system above and below Td are
qualitatively different from each other:

sad For T.Td, E`+b /2=0, and the nonergodicity pa-
rameter q=0. Equation s11.15d for the correlation
function Cstd becomes identical to Eq. s5.4d for a
supercooled liquid, apart from the inertial term in-
volving a second derivative. This is also the same as
Eq. s11.8d for the soft p-spin model. In the high-
temperature phase x=1, i.e., the fluctuation-
dissipation relation is obeyed.

sbd For T,Td, the nonzero value q=q*= sp−2d / sp
−1d marks the location of the dynamic transition
point at temperature Td= fpsp−2dp−2 / h2sp
−1dp−1jg1/2. For example, with p=3, Td<0.612 and
q*=1/2. For q,q* the fluctuation-disspation equa-
tion violation parameter x,1 and sE`+b /2d.0.
Therefore, for T,Td, the second term on the left-
hand side of Eq. s11.15d with the factor sm+pbE`d
is present. This additional term in the spherical
p-spin model makes the dynamics for T,Td, even
in the fluctuation-dissipation regime, somewhat dif-
ferent from the mode-coupling model of super-
cooled liquids. As a direct consequence near the
transition point in the nonergodic phase the noner-
godicity parameter shows a linear behavior sKim
and Latz, 2001d instead of the typical square-root
cusp fsee Eq. s5.10dg for a supercooled liquid. Note
that for T.Td this extra term is absent.

The behavior of the correlation function Cst , twd in the
low-temperature phase T,Td is divided into the two
broad regimes indicated above. First, there is the
fluctuation-dissipation regime for waiting times tw→`
and t− tw=t→`, with t still small compared to tw. Here

time translational invariance is valid and the correlation
function is related to the response function through the
fluctuation-dissipation relation. Cstd=q+At−a with the
exponent satisfying G2s1−ad /Gs1−2ad=x /2, where x is
the fluctuation dissipation violation parameter X;x de-
fined by Eq. s10.1d. This transcendental equation for the
exponent a is specific for temperatures below Td. Above
Td the corresponding equation swith x=1d is the same as
that in the Leutheusser model or the soft p-spin model.
Next, we reach the aging regime, in which the correla-
tion function has a final relaxation as long as the tw is
finite, i.e., limt→`Cst+ tw , twd=0, ∀ finite tw. Below Td the
system of course remains perpetually out of equilibrium,
and therefore for any finite waiting time tw there exists a
sufficiently large t such that Cst+ tw , twd tends to zero.
This is termed weak ergodicity breaking.

Theoretical developments on the nonequilibrium dy-
namics of structural glasses using the mode-coupling ap-
proach are in the early stages. Preliminary steps include
the study of the field-theoretic model without quenched
disorder and with cubic nonlinearity sFranz and Hertz,
1995d and ideas for generalizing the dynamic density-
functional model along lines similar to those for multi-
component fields sKawasaki and Miyazima, 1997d. More
recently Latz s2000d has proposed a generalization of the
projection operator method to construct an equation for
the density correlation function in the nonequilibrium
situation.

C. Generalization: Systems with intrinsic disorder

The parallels between mean-field dynamics with
quenched impurities and the self-consistent mode-
coupling model for a supercooled liquid can in fact be
carried further sBouchaud et al., 1996; Cugliandolo,
2003d. A similar analogy was pointed out earlier in ref-
erence to the direct interaction approximation sKraich-
nan and Chen, 1989d in fluid turbulence sKraichnan,
1961b; McComb, 1990d through a generalization of the
Navier-Stokes equation containing quenched disorder.
The equivalence of models with quenched impurities
and without, in Navier-Stokes turbulence, was studied in
the limit of large M, the number of components of the
hydrodynamic field sEyink, 1994; Bhattacharjee, 1996d.
Consider a generalized form of the Hamiltonian s11.10d
with the intrinsic randomness

HJ
Rfsig = g o

pù2

`

Vp o
i1,¯,ip

Ji1¯ip
si1

¯ sip
s11.18d

with g and the Vp’s being suitable coupling constants
specific to the system. The interaction strengths
Ji1. . .ip

, which are also symmetric with respect to change
of indices, follow a Gaussian probability distribution of
zero mean and variance N−sp−1d. The crucial requirement
of this equivalence, as indicated above, is that the HJ

R be
linear in the Ji1¯ip

’s. The dynamics of the spins follow
the generalized Langevin equation s11.12d. The formally
exact set of equations s11.13d sin the large-N limit with t
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finited is obtained in the present context with the self-
energies in Eq. s11.14d now generalized to

Sst,t8d = F9fCst,t8dgRst,t8d ,
s11.19d

Jst,t8d = 2b−1dst − t8d + F8fCst,t8dg ,

where the functional F of the correlation function C cor-
responding to the Hamiltonian HJ

R is FfCg
=g2op=2

` fVp
2Cp /p ! g. The correlation function C and the

response function R are defined here in the same way as
in Eq. s11.7d. With respect to the structural glasses, this
is similar to the model discussed with the generalized
functional s5.3d.

Finally the dynamics of a particle evolving in an
N-dimensional space in a quenched random potential
URfhsjg sthe si’s now being treated as the coordinates of
the particle in the large N-dimensional spaced also fol-
low equations similar to those of mode-coupling theory
sFranz and Mézard, 1994a, 1994b; Cugliandolo and Le
Doussal, 1996d. This potential UR is linked to the disor-
dered multispin Hamiltonian s11.18d such that URfsg
;HJ

Rfsg with a zero mean and a variance

URfhsjgURfhs8jg = NFfQss8g , s11.20d

where the overbar stands for the average over the
quenched disorder and Qss8=N−1oi sisi8. The explicit
numerical integration of the model equations, similar to
the model equations of the p-spin model, also support
the asymptotic solutions sketched above. Another inter-
esting result in this regard is that the dynamics of the
spherical version of the f3 model sAmit and Roginsky,
1979d without quenched disorder are similar to those of
the p-spin model for the case p=3 sFranz and Hertz,
1995d.

D. Comparison with the structural glass problem

In spite of a similar mathematical structure of mode-
coupling theory for structural and spin glasses, the na-
ture of the nonlinearites in the fluctuating equations giv-
ing rise to these models is quite different. In the case of
fluids the driving nonlinearities are generated from a
trivial sGaussiand Hamiltonian and are essentially of dy-
namic origin. This is a consequence of the special Pois-
son bracket structure of the relevant hydrodynamic vari-
ables contributing to the reversible part of the equations
of motion sDas et al., 1985ad. In the p-spin models, how-
ever, the relevant nonlinearities come from the non-
Gaussian part of the driving Hamiltonian and corre-
spond to dissipative terms in the equation of motion.
This difference has been further studied in a recent set
of papers by Kawasaki and Kim s2001, 2002d through
consideration of a toy model for an N-component fluid
consisting of N density variables and M momentum vari-
ables. This model, with built-in quenched disorder, is
closer to an earlier description of fluids due to Kraich-
nan s1959ad. However, unlike p-spin models, the nonlin-
earities in the equations of motion here belong to the

reversible part of the dynamics. Even in the limit N
→` no sharp transition is seen in the toy model. There
is thus a fundamental difference between the two kinds
of systems with and without reversible mode coupling
sKim and Kawasaki, 2002d. The ideal glass transition is
only recovered in this model when the number N of
density variables is chosen to be different from the num-
ber of momentum components sMd swith N.Md.

Notwithstanding these differences, the analogy of sad
the p-spin interaction spin-glass model equations with
the mode-coupling equations for structural glasses, and
sbd the off-equilibrium solutions of the spherical model
with MD simulation data on aging, strongly indicate a
dynamic similarity between the two types of systems
with and without intrinsic disorder. The existence of the
dynamic transition at Td in the disordered multispin
models is in general associated with the appearance of
many metastable minima and breaking of ergodicity at
this temperature. This has also been confirmed through
computer simulations sThirumalai et al., 1989d. Due to
the existence of an exponentially large number of meta-
stable states, the system gets trapped for infinitely long
times, preventing it from reaching the true equilibrium
state. It is worth noting here that the dynamic transition
predicted for the p-spin models is removed in finite di-
mensions due to nucleation processes or activation over
finite free-energy barriers sKirkpatrick and Thirumalai,
1989; Parisi et al., 1999; Drossel et al., 2000d. This is simi-
lar to what happens in the mode-coupling theory of
structural glasses where finally ergodicity is maintained
and no dynamic transition occurs.

Landscape studies of prototype fragile liquids have
further strengthened the analogy between structural
glasses and the p-spin model. A number of observations
have been made in different studies. For example, a fi-
nite energy-density interval where local minima domi-
nate overwhelmingly over saddles occurs in mean-field
models sCavagna et al., 1998d as in the case of simple
atomic systems sdescribed in Sec. X.Bd. Moreover, the
number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian is not
zero at the dynamic transition point in the p-spin models
sBiroli, 1999d, analogous to the instantaneous normal-
mode studies of structural glasses ssee Sec. X.Bd. Finally,
the equivalence of temperatures Tint and Teff, respec-
tively, defined from landscape descriptions and the ex-
tension of fluctuation-dissipation studies ssee Sec. X.Cd
is supported by analytical predictions sFranz and Vira-
soro, 2000d for the p-spin models. The above described
analogies between the different types of glassy systems
are somewhat reminiscent of the idea of universality
classes indicating similar asymptotic behavior of widely
different systems near the critical point. In the
renormalization-group approach to critical phenomena
this universality is naturally explained from the nature
of the fixed points in the coupling constant space of the
corresponding Hamiltonian. Similarities in the land-
scape properties of different disordered systems is sig-
nificant in this respect. However, one has to be careful in
drawing an analogy with the concept of universality
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classes in the context of critical phenomena. Unlike criti-
cal phenomena, the exponents in mode-coupling theory
are not universal.

XII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have reviewed here the various approaches, tech-
niques, and approximations in the theory of strongly in-
teracting liquids. These developments started with the
discovery of a dynamic feedback mechanism following a
self-consistent treatment of the mode-coupling approach
already known in the literature. The model was formu-
lated starting from equations of generalized hydrody-
namics. In the most basic form, mode-coupling theory
predicts a two-step-relaxation scenario: first, power-law
decay on the time scale below tb, crossing over to von-
Schweidler decay with a positive exponent below the
time scale ta. Second, for times beyond ta, the a relax-
ation is described by a master function which resembles
a stretched exponential with temperature-independent
exponent. Both time scales tb and ta appear to diverge
as a power of the temperature, as the ideal glass transi-
tion is approached from the liquid side. In the noner-
godic phase, the long-time limit of the density correla-
tion function is nonzero. Going beyond the simplest
approximation, the sharp dynamic transition of the
simple theory is not found and ergodic behavior is main-
tained over the longest time scales.

The appeal of the basic mode-coupling theory has
generated strong interest. It is, however, worth noting
here that the model and the cited evidence in its support
so far from experiments or simulations, are not without
weaknesses. In most cases, especially for systems like
CKN or OTP, the crucial inputs of the mode-coupling
model are treated as free fit parameters. The typical ad-
justable quantities used are the time scale of transients
to, the nonergodicity parameter f, the amplitude h, the
transition point Tc, the prefactor of the a-relaxation
time scale C, and the exponent parameter l—there can
be as many as six such adjustable parameters. In the
extended mode-coupling theory with the ergodicity-
restoring processes, there is one more adjustable param-
eter d, controlling the final time scales of relaxation.
Most of the tested relaxation behaviors are predictions
from the theory at the leading order, in the close vicinity
of the transition. Often this requires careful adjustment
of the time range or temperature range in order to be
able to observe the predicted effect. Thus, for example,
the predicted factorization property ssee Sec. V.A.2d is
valid only close to the transition and during the time
window of the power-law relaxation. It is not valid over
the longer time of a relaxation. Similarly, the predicted
temperature independence of the stretching exponent b
sand hence time/temperature superpositiond is only ex-
pected to hold when the liquid is neither too close to Tc
sso that the ergodicity-restoring mechanisms do not in-
tervened nor too far from the transition sin which case
the leading-order behavior would not holdd. Additional
correction terms to the leading-order results for both b

scaling and a scaling become important sHinze et al.,
2000d as the distance from the transition increases. To
decide on their quantitative implications, one has to
evaluate a set of correction amplitudes analogous to the
exponent parameter l for the leading-order results ssee
Sec. IX.Bd. However, this will require knowledge of the
mode-coupling functionals for the corresponding sys-
tem. Such a calculation has not yet been undertaken for
a complicated glass-forming system. Indeed, in view of
the importance of the correction terms, it sometimes
seems as if the strong agreement of the experimental
data with the leading-order results is better than what
one would expect. Furthermore, it is not even clear that
the cutoff mechanism is weak enough that the system
can get really close to the ideal transition, which is fi-
nally smoothed off.

On the issue of locating the transition point, mode-
coupling theory is often compared with the theory of
critical phenomena. But in contrast to the case of critical
phenomena the divergence is not real in mode-coupling
theory and hence its identification is more difficult. The
critical exponents are completely system dependent and
cannot be classified into universality classes. In fact, ex-
periment has never really shown a direct signature of Tc.
Only after fitting to some model predictions could
people say that it was there. So there is at least a sub-
stantial blurring or rounding of the transition, which
masks it. Assuming this, fitting the experimental data
with scaling assumptions is usually possible, within some
error around the rounded “singularity.” Taking even the
most stringent point of view, the experimental data are
not inconsistent with the existence of scaling in a limited
range. The fitting procedure which seeks consistency be-
tween the two steps of relaxation also identifies, indi-
rectly, the location of a dynamic transition point. On the
other hand, using the static structure factor of the liquid
as an input, one can solve the corresponding mode-
coupling equations to obtain the location of the dynamic
transition point. This is a first-principles calculation
without any adjustable parameter. However, the transi-
tion density thus obtained from the mode-coupling
theory for a simple hard-sphere system does not seem to
agree well with the corresponding control parameter
value, at which a possible structural arrest is interpreted
in the simulations or experiments. This is presumably
linked with the low-order perturbative nature of the
mode-coupling theory, in which the one-loop model is
used to obtain the renormalized transport coefficient.

In spite of its limitations, mode-coupling theory is the
only microscopic theory for supercooled liquids in the
initial stages of viscous slowdown. With the develop-
ment of better experimental tools and faster computers,
it has now become possible to probe the liquid-state dy-
namics over a wide range of time scales, ranging up to 18
decades ssee Sec. VIId. This has revealed a rich set of
hitherto unknown dynamics features of the supercooled
state. It is here that a microscopic theory like mode cou-
pling has provided clues to understanding the experi-
mental slaboratory or computerd observations. The main
achievement of mode-coupling theory has been to iden-
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tify from a microscopic approach the existence of a
crossover temperature Tc in the supercooled liquid that
is greater than the calorimetric glass transition tempera-
ture Tg. Tc signifies a dynamic transition in the liquid,
and in its close vicinity interesting scaling behavior has
been seen over varying length and time scales. For the
supercooled liquids, mode-coupling theory now plays
the same role as van der Waals theory did for the theo-
ries of the phase transition at the mean-field level sKa-
wasaki and Miyazima, 1997d.

The theory, at least in its present form, is not suitable
for understanding the laboratory glass transition associ-
ated with the rise of viscosity by 14 orders of magnitude
sequivalent to time scales of the order of 102 or sod. In
fact, different workers in the field have varying opinions
even on the relevance of this issue. One point of view is,
we quote, “if there is anything like a liquid-to-glass tran-
sition it should show up in the anomaly of the structural
relaxation spectra in the mesoscopic frequency range
specified by time scales between, say, 10−7 s and 102 s”
sGötze, 1991d. Others have a different point of view, e.g.,
we quote, “Some of us are not convinced that focusing
on the initial stages of viscous slowdown will eventually
lead to an adequate description of the laboratory glass
transition” sEdiger, Angell, and Nagel, 1996d. More so-
bering is the fact that, while the actual perturbation ex-
pansion is systematic, it is in terms of a dimensionless
parameter that is not small. Therefore, although the the-
oretical predictions here are qualitatively correct, they
are not quantitatively accurate and cannot be considered
definitive. For example, it is tempting to speculate that
the universal scaling predicted by Nagel and co-workers,
especially over the higher-frequency range, should fol-
low from a microscopic theory like mode-coupling
theory for the dense liquids in a natural way.

In mode-coupling theory, the dynamics of the liquid
are considered in a stationary state below its freezing
point, and it is simply assumed that crystallization does
not occur. A complete theory of the glass transition
should include in the theoretical analysis the competi-
tion of the supercooled liquid state with the crystalline
state. This will involve treating the nonequilibrium prob-
lem of finite quench from a stable liquid state to a su-
percooled glassy state and studying the time evolution of
a quenched liquid. The kinetics of the fluid near the
crystallization transition of course is an old problem.
The growth of a nucleus to macroscopic size in the bulk
of a liquid was studied theoretically at the phenomeno-
logical level by Turnbull and Fischer s1949d. Subse-
quently the problem was studied with a field theory of
nucleation sLanger, 1967, 1969; see also Grant and Gun-
ton, 1985 and Langer, 1992d. More recently the problem
was addressed using Langevin dynamics sBagchi, 1987b;
Oxtoby, 1991d and dynamic density-functional theory
sMarconi and Tarazona, 1999, 2000d. However, the com-
petition of crystallization with formation of the glassy
state has not been studied from such a microscopic ap-
proach. A unified description of the amorphous and
crystalline state is justified from the existing conserva-
tion laws, which hold irrespective of the nature of the

thermodynamic phase. In this regard it is interesting to
note that the revised Enskog theory for a fluid, generally
applicable to the disordered fluid state of a dense hard-
sphere system, can also describe the ordered crystalline
state sKirkpatrick et al., 1990d. The revised Enskog
theory reduces to an exact density-functional description
of the solid state. The inhomogeneous density profile in
the ordered state can be as good a solution to the kinetic
equations as the uniform liquid state. A deterministic
version of the equation for density fluctuations in a liq-
uid can also be obtained from the nonlinear revised En-
skog equation fRésibois, 1978a, 1978b; Munakata, 1978;
see also Eq. sA25dg. Stationary solutions of this equation
are specified by densities that must satisfy
¹hdFfrg /drsxdj=0. Assuming that fluctuating forces do
not change this result, the gradient of the generalized
pressure in the Langevin equation must be zero in a
metastable state. The standard equilibrium density-
functional theory sSingh, 1991d, on the other hand, finds
the equilibrium density profile from solutions of
dFfrg /drsxd=0. The static and dynamic theories lead to
identical descriptions of the inhomogeneous state sKirk-
patrick and Wolynes, 1987d. The choice of the free-
energy functional plays an important role here, and one
can formulate the dynamics by taking into account the
nature of the amorphous state sTurski, 1986d. In Sec. IX
we have discussed the time evolution of the system in
the free-energy landscape going beyond the mode-
coupling description. It is also interesting to note in this
respect that local minima exist sSingh et al., 1985; Kaur
and Das, 2001; Kim and Munakata, 2003d for the same
density functional that determines the equilibrium
states. A unified description of the dynamics supporting
both the fluid and the crystal phases still remains a chal-
lenge.

The development of the mode-coupling theory from
the equations of statistical mechanics for a classical
N-particle system have almost exclusively focused on the
equilibrium problem. Relaxation in a metastable liquid
is studied here in terms of correlation functions aver-
aged over the equilibrium ensemble. There has been
some progress on the nonequilibrium problem, as dis-
cussed in Sec. XI, for the p-spin interaction models of
spin glasses. While the basic equations of the multispin
models are very similar to those of mode-coupling
theory for structural glasses, important differences re-
main with respect to the origin of the mode-coupling
terms in these two cases ssee Sec. XId. In this regard
interesting similarities have been found in potential-
energy landscape studies of these two types of systems.
In recent years, extensive studies of the potential-energy
landscape have identified a temperature Tth that marks
the crossover of the liquid from nonactivated dynamics
sT.Tthd to hopping between minima through activated
processes below Tth. Simulations with model systems
consisting of a small number of particles strongly suggest
that Tth is close to the mode-coupling Tc. It is important
to note here that the temperature Tc is often identified
with mode coupling in such comparisons is where the
extrapolated power-law behavior of the diffusion coeffi-
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cient sitself obtained from computer simulationsd goes to
zero. From a theoretical standpoint, however, using the
present form of MCT of one-loop order the dynamic
transition point obtained is very different. Simulation
studies have also shown a self-diffusion different from
the predictions of simple mode-coupling theory ssee Sec.
X.Ad. Clearly a better understanding of the role of mode
couplings in tagged-particle diffusion is needed.

The dramatic changes seen in a supercooled liquid
near Tg when it is cooled at a finite rate raise the ques-
tion of whether an underlying thermodynamic phase
transition occurs in the liquid when it is cooled infinitely
slowly. This of course remains mainly speculative, since
such a situation cannot be realized in practice. It is, how-
ever, important for our understanding of the process of
glass transformation. Over the last few years, a micro-
scopic approach to the study of the structural glass tran-
sition has been developed by Mézard and Parisi
sMézard, 1999; Mézard and Parisi, 1999a, 1999b, 2000d.
Here the ideas developed for spin glasses were applied
to the structural glasses. The starting point of such a
theory is the microscopic Hamiltonian of m identical
replicas of the system. The free energy of the system is
computed by combining the ideas of liquid-state theory
with the replica approach. The configurational entropy
obtained from the theory vanishes at a temperature Tf
s,Tc for mode-coupling theoryd where a static transition
should occur. This is identified with the glass transition.
This theoretical approach is reminiscent of the applica-
tion of density-functional theories to the freezing transi-
tion. The idea of replicas in the structural glasses void of
quenched disorder is applied with the understanding
that frustration plays the crucial role. In principle one
would expect a purely dynamical approach to give simi-
lar results. An approach that combined purely dynami-
cal theories applicable at higher temperature with theo-
ries applicable for low-temperature glasses might offer
us a better understanding of how the frustration is self-
generated at the microscopic level. That would make the
subject of a new review; our present review is ended
here.
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APPENDIX: DEDUCTION OF THE SELF-CONSISTENT
MODEL

1. Analysis of the memory function

We analyze here Eq. s3.10d for the non-Markovian
transport coefficient in the equations of motion fEq.
s3.8dg corresponding to a specific set of collective modes.
The generalized force corresponding to density, Ki
=QLgi, is expressed sGötze, 1991d in terms of its projec-
tion on the coupled hydrodynamic modes Cskp¯ d say,
following definition s3.7d as

Ki = o
kp

k8p8

kKiuCsk8p8dx−1skp,k8p8dCskpd , sA1d

where x−1 is the inverse of the correlation matrix
kCskpdCsk8p8dl. Substituting Eq. sA1d in Eq. s3.10d, one
obtains the memory function mainly in terms of time
correlation functions like kCskpdexps−iQLQdCsk8p8dl
and kCskpdCLgil. These are further simplified with two
crucial approximations described below.

sad Near the glass transition, density fluctuations are
assumed to be most dominant, leading to the
simple choice Cskpd=drskddrspd. Corresponding to
this the equal-time correlation matrix is obtained
as x−1sk8p8d=dkk8dpp8 / fbN2SskdSspdg.

sbd The next important approximation involves equat-
ing four-point correlations of density fluctuations
evolving in time with the generator QLQ with cor-
responding two-point correlations evolving in time
with L,

kdrskddrspde−iQLQdrsk8ddrsp8dl

. kdrsk,td*drsk8dlkdrsp,td*drsp8dl . sA2d

This reduction has been termed the Gaussian ap-
proximation or the Kawasaki approximation in the
mode-coupling literature.
The memory function is now obtained in the form

mLsq,td . s1/n2Ndo
k

uksq̂ · KdCskk1dlu2Sskd

3Ssk1dfsk,tdfsk1,td , sA3d

where k1=q−k. The equilibrium averages
kKiCskk1dl;krskdrsk1dLgil are evaluated using
classical Poisson bracket relations between r and g
to obtain the mode-coupling kernel s4.4d.

A somewhat more systematic approach for computing
the memory function, due to Zaccarelli et al. s2001bd,
considers the equation for rq fthe Fourier transform of
density rsx , tdg in the form of a linear equation,

r̈q + Vq
2rqstd + E

o

t

Lqst − sdṙqssdds = fqstd . sA4d

A self-consistent expression for the memory function Lq
is obtained in terms of nonlinear functions of rq exploit-
ing the proper fluctuation-dissipation relation. The final
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form s4.4d is reached here by assuming that the noise fq
is an additive Gaussian process. The same approach was
used by Wu and Cao s2003d for obtaining the memory
kernel for a linear molecular liquid. A simple deduction
of the self-consistent mode-coupling model was also
given by Kawasaki s1995d.

2. The field-theoretic formulation

This field-theoretic formalism, referred to as the
Martin-Siggia-Rose field theory, is particularly useful for
studying the full implications of nonlinearities in the
equations of generalized hydrodynamics introduced in
Sec. IV. In the functional-integral formulation of mode-
coupling theory sBausch et al., 1976; de Dominicis, 1978;
de Dominicis and Pelti, 1978; Janssen, 1979; Jensen,
1981d, the renormalized expressions for the transport co-
efficients appear in a self-consistent manner. Let us con-
sider the equation of motion for the field cisx , td as

] cisx,td
] t

+ Vifcg = uisx,td , sA5d

where Vifcg is the nonlinear functional of the slow vari-
ables ci. The average correlation of the noise u is given
in terms of the bare damping matrix Lo,

kusx,tdusx8,t8dl = 2kBTLosx,x8ddst − t8d . sA6d

The correlation of the slow variables averaged over the
noise is computed from the functional derivatives of the
generating functional ZU obtained in terms of an action
functional AU as

ZU = IoE DcE Dĉexpf− AUsc,ĉdg , sA7d

with Io being a constant. The deduction of the Martin-
Siggia-Rose action functional AU involves introduction
of hatted fields; for more details, the interested reader is
referred to Das and Mazenko s1986d. In order to facili-
tate a discussion of the renormalization scheme, the ac-
tion functional is written in polynomial form,

AUfCg =
1
2o

1,2
Cs1dGo

−1s1,2dCs2d

+
1
3 o

1,2,3
Us1,2,3dCs1dCs2dCs3d

− o
1

Cs1dUs1d . sA8d

In writing Eq. sA8d we have adopted a compact notation
in which the index for the specific slow variable c1, the
spatial coordinate x1, and the time t1 are all incorporated
into one index 1 and the hatted and unhatted fields are
both denoted by one vector field Cs1d. The vertex func-
tions Us1,2 ,3d are defined such that they are symmetric
under the exchange of the indices. We have included
vertices only up to cubic order in the action sA8d for
simplicity. The more generalized treatment is available
elsewhere sDas and Mazenko, 1986d.

For the specific case of compressible liquids, we have
a set of slow variables hr ,g ,Vj. The action AU is ex-
pressed as a functional of the fields and their hatted
counterparts characteristic of the Martin-Siggia-Rose

theory. Usually the hatted field ĉ enters the action func-
tional due an integral representation of the Gaussian
distribution for the noise f present in the corresponding
stochastic equation for c. In the case of liquids, the mo-
mentum densities gi’s each satisfy a Langevin equation
with a noise. However, the equation for the density r,
that is, the continuity equation s4.12d, is without any
noise. The hatted field r̂ is introduced through the inte-
gral representation of the delta function df]rs1d /]t1
+¹1 ·gs1dg. Similarly the nonlinear constraint g=rV is
also taken in the form of a delta function eDsVdpx dfg
−rVg and is represented in terms of another conjugate

field V̂ as ied1V̂is1dfgis1d−rs1dVis1dg. The Martin-
Siggia-Rose action functional AU written explicitly in
terms of the hatted fields is

A =E dtE dxHo
i,j

ĝib
−1Loĝj + io

i
ĝiF ] gi

] t
+ r¹i

dFu

dr

+ o
j

¹jsrViVjd − o
j

Lij
oVjG+ ir̂F ] r

] t
+ ¹ · gG

+ io
i

V̂ifgi − rVigJ , sA9d

where we have set the linear term involving the currents

Ui explicitly to zero. Using the transformation ĉ

→ ĉ /Îb and c→cÎb, we see that the Gaussian terms
are Os1d while nonlinear terms of nth order in the c’s in
the action are OfskBTdsn−1d/2g. Thus the perturbative cor-
rections to the linear theory are formally expressed in
OskBTd fsee Eq. sA12d belowg.

a. The renormalized perturbation theory

The renormalized theory, which takes into account the
role of the nonlinearities sbeyond Gaussian termsd is ob-
tained using the standard Feynman-graph method of
field theory sAmit, 1999d. The one-point function Gs1d
= kCs1dl is obtained from the generating function ZU
with the derivative d /dUs1dflnZUg. If we include the
density variable in the set of slow variables C as drs1d
=rs1d− krs1dl then it follows directly that Gs1d vanishes
as U→0. The two-point function Gs12d is given by

Gs12d =
d

dUs2d
Gs1d = kdCs1ddCs2dl , sA10d

where dCs1d=Cs1d− kCs1dl;Cs1d. The inverse of the
two-point correlation matrix Gs12d is defined through
the relation G−1s13dGs32d=ds12d. Gs12d is identical to
the Gos12d for a Gaussian action without any cubic or
higher-order terms in the action. The role of the nonlin-
earities is expressed in terms of the so-called “self-
energy matrix” S through the Dyson equation,
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G−1s12d = Go
−1s12d − Ss12d . sA11d

The self-energy matrix S for the action sA8d with cubic
vertex is obtained from the self-consistent equation sDas
and Mazenko, 1986d

Ss12d = Vs16̄3̄dGs3̄4̄dGs6̄5̄dRs4̄5̄2d . sA12d

The renormalized three-point vertex function denoted
by Rs123d in Eq. sA12d is determined from the self-
consistent integral equations

Rs123d = Gs123d + Ts14̄5̄3dGs4̄6̄dGs5̄7̄dGs7̄6̄2d ,

Gs123d = 2Vs123d + Us14̄5̄3dGs4̄6̄dGs5̄7̄dGs7̄6̄2d .

sA13d

The four-point kernel Ts1234d is to be determined from
the integral equation

Ts1234d = Us1234d + Us12̄3̄4dGs2̄4̄dGs3̄5̄dTs5̄4̄23d ,

sA14d

where we have used the definition Us1234d
=dSs12/dGs34d. To lowest order Us1234d
=4Vs123̄dGs3̄4̄dVs344̄d. The bare vertex function Vs123d
is controlled by the nonlinearities in the equations of
motion for the collective modes. The standard set of
graphs representing the coupled equations sA12d and
sA13d is shown in Fig. 14sad. A graphical expansion for S
in terms of the bare vertices V and the full correlation
functions G can be obtained to any arbitrary order in

principle. In Fig. 14sbd the diagrammatic expansion up
to second order in kBT is shown. In practice the renor-
malization has been considered only up to one-loop or-
der, as discussed below.

The Martin-Siggia-Rose field theory outlined above
involves a large number of correlation functions be-
tween the different fields. These broadly belong to two
categories: correlation functions Gcc and “response”
functions Gcĉ. The correlation between a hatted and an
unhatted field is the linear-response function corre-
sponding to an equivalent field and is time retarded for
maintaining causality. The response functions satisfy the
relation Gab̂sq ,vd=−G

b̂a

* sq ,vd. From the Dyson equa-
tion sA11d it then follows that the self-energy matrix
elements satisfy Sab̂sq ,vd=−S

b̂a

* sq ,vd. From the con-
struction of the action and causality sMazenko and Yeo,
1994d the matrix elements Gab

−1 between two unhatted
fields are zero, and hence the inverse Gâb̂ elements be-
tween two hatted fields are zero.

For an isotropic liquid our discussion is somewhat
simplified by the fact that we can treat the transverse
and longitudinal parts of the vector fields, that is, g ,V
and their hatted counterparts, separately. The transverse
components of the vector fields do not couple into the
density or its hatted conjugate r̂. The self-energy matrix
Saibj

is also expressed as

Saibj
sq,vd = q̂iq̂jSab

L sq,vd + sdij − q̂iq̂jdSab
T sq,vd

sA15d

in terms of the longitudinal and transverse parts, de-
noted by Sab

L and Sab
T , respectively. The structure of the

nonlinearities in the field theory outlined above obeys
the following fluctuation-dissipation relations between
correlation and response functions sDeker and Hakke,
1975; Deker, 1979; Das and Mazenko, 1986d:

GVia
sq,vd = − 2kBTImGĝia

sq,vd , sA16d

where the index a correspond to an unhatted variable.

b. Nonperturbative results

A number of results for renormalization of the linear
theory are obtained exploiting the fluctuation-
dissipation relation sA16d in a nonperturbative manner.
The renormalized theory takes a simpler form in the
hydrodynamic limit of small wave number and fre-
quency. In the transverse case where the hydrodynamic
modes are diffusive the self-energy STsq ,vd is analyzed
for v,q2 in the limit of small q. From symmetry and
conservation laws, explicit factors of q and v in the dif-
ferent elements of the self-energy matrix are identified
in this limit, e.g., Sĝv

L,T=−iq2gĝv
L,T, Sĝĝ

L,T=−q2gĝĝ
L,T, and

Sĝv̂
L,T=−iq2gĝv̂

L,T. The matrix elements between one vector
field sg or Vd and r are accompanied with a single power
of wave number S

rV̂

L =qgrV̂ or Srĝ=qgrĝ. Using the
fluctuation-dissipation relation sA16d, we obtain the
transverse current correlation function in the hydrody-
namic limit

FIG. 14. Diagrammatic expansion for the self-energy S. The
self-consistent expressions are given by Eqs. sA12d–sA14d; s,
Vs123d; P, Rs123d; solid triangles with three attached legs,
Gs123d. h, Us1234d; j, Ts1234d. The lines joining at both ends
with the vertices represent fully renormalized correlation or
response functions. sbd Expansion for the self-energy given in
part sad up to second order in skBTd.
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Cggsq,zd =
xgg

T sqd
z + ihRsq,zd

, sA17d

with the renormalized shear viscosity in the hydrody-
namic limit expressed as

hR = h̃o +
b

2rT
gĝĝ

T s0,0d , sA18d

where h̃o is the bare viscosity divided by the density. The
longitudinal case is somewhat more complicated than
the transverse one, since here we have to deal with three
fields hr ,g ,Vj in both the hatted and unhatted sets. In
this case there are traveling modes, and hence the self-
energies SL are analyzed in the limit v,q as q→0. The
density correlation function, which is the central quan-
tity in the mode-coupling theory, is also computed from
the corresponding response function in the hydrody-
namic limit,

Grrsq,vd = + 2b−1xrrsqdImGr̂rsq,vd , sA19d

where xrrsqd is the Fourier transform of the equal-time
correlation function. The Laplace transform of the den-
sity autocorrelation function normalized to its equal-
time value is obtained by inverting the G−1 matrix as

fsq,zd =
z + iq2GR

z2 − Vq
2 + iq2GRfz + igsq,zdg

, sA20d

where Vq
2 =q2c2 with the renormalized sound speed

given by c2=co
2 −grĝ8 s0,0d. Since Srĝ9 s0,0d is zero in the

hydrodynamic limit, the renormalized quantity c is real.
The renormalization of the longitudinal viscosity is com-
puted in terms of the corresponding self-energies as

GR = G̃o +
b

2rL
gĝĝ

L s0,0d , sA21d

where G̃o is the corresponding bare viscosity divided by
the density. The expression sA20d reduces to the more
conventional equation s3.17d for the density correlation
function if gsq ,zd in the denominator is ignored. The
latter is expressed as gsq ,zd=qSrV̂sq ,zd in terms of the
self-energy SrV̂. This is a consequence of the nonlinear

term involving the V̂ field in the Martin-Siggia-Rose ac-
tion sA9d and originates from the nonlinear constraint
s4.14d introduced to deal with the 1/r nonlinearity in the
hydrodynamic equations. To leading order in wave num-
bers, gsq ,0d is approximated as q2g̃, and is expressed in
terms of the self-energy S

V̂V̂

L sDas and Mazenko, 1986d.
This involves using the nonperturbative relation
S

V̂V̂

L s0,0d= s2rL /bc2dg
rV̂
8 s0,0d that follows from Eq.

sA16d.

c. One-loop results

For practical calculations of the self-consistent model
with a dynamic transition, the relevant self-energies are
computed to one-loop order. Using the vertex functions
defined in Eq. s4.18d and the one loop diagrams for Sĝĝ

L

involving the coupling of density fluctuations, we obtain
the result s4.4d for the mode-coupling model. Note that
here a large number of diagrams due to other nonlin-
earities are ignored assuming that they give relatively
weak contribution that can be absorbed in the definition
of the bare transport coefficients. The cutoff function g
is also obtained self-consistently in terms of the hydro-
dynamic correlation functions. We state the results in
terms of the kernel in time gsq , td, where gsq ,zd
=eo

` dteiztgsq , td. It is expressed as the sum of two parts,
gL and gT, respectively, referring to the longitudinal and
transverse parts in the isotropic fluid. From the one-loop
diagrams of the self-energy diagrams sDas and Ma-
zenko, 1986d,

gLsq,td =
1

2no
E dk

s2pd3

u

k
Fu

k
+

u1

k1
G

3
SskdSsk1d

Ssqd
ḟsk1,tdḟsk,td ,

gTsq,td =
1

2no
E dk

s2pd3 s1 − u2d
Ssk1d
Ssqd

fsk1,tdfTskW ,td ,

sA22d

where ḟ is the time derivative of the function f and k1

;q−k. u= q̂ · k̂ and u1= q̂ ·k1 where the hatted quantity
denotes the corresponding unit vector.

d. Simplified model in terms of the r field

An equivalent description of the mode-coupling
theory, at least of the simple model with a sharp dynamic
transition, is possible in terms of only the density vari-
able rho. By integrating out the momentum density field
g, one formulates the dynamics in terms of the density
field r and its hatted counterpart r̂. Let us consider the
equation of motion for g in the form

*−1g + fr = u , sA23d

where we have defined *−1=]t+Lor−1, the force fr

=r¹dFUfrg /drsrd, and u is the Gaussian white noise.
The convective nonlinearity term ¹jfgigj /rg in Eq. s4.13d
has been ignored in Eq. sA23d. The momentum field is
formally integrated out of the problem by performing a
trivial Gaussian integral, and the the action Afr , r̂g is
now simplified to the form

Afr, r̂g = −E d1FDo

2
rs¹ r̂d2 + ir̂hṙ + b ¹ · DofrjG ,

sA24d

where the bare transport coefficient is Do=t /b, the par-
ticle mass being taken to be unity. In order to reach the
above result we have assumed that the momentum den-
sity relaxes so fast that the operator *−1 can be replaced
by Lor−1;t−1. The form of the action sA24d indicates
that the dynamics can be described in terms of density
fluctuations only with the simple equation of motion,
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] r

] t
= Do ¹ · Fr ¹

dFU

dr
G + ur, sA25d

where ur is the Gaussian noise with correlation related
to Do. The renormalization to Do

−1 is obtained either
from the self-energy Sr̂r̂ or from the response self-
energy Sr̂r. These two self-energies are related through
the fluctuation-dissipation relation Sr̂r8 svd
=v / s2roq2dSr̂r̂svd=−Srr̂svd* sKawasaki and Miyazima,
1997d. The nonlinearities in the right-hand side of Eq.
sA25d can result even if FU is completely Gaussian in its
density fluctuations.
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